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Preface 

This bibliography on the utilization of agricultura! residues for 

the production of panels was prepared in implementing a recommends ti on mad* 

by the ibepert Working Group on the Production of Panels from Agricultural 

Residues,  which UWIDO convened in Vi«rina fron. 14 to 16 December i?70. 

abstracts are arrangea in five aain subject categories  (listed in the 

Table cf Contents) each having sub-headings fcr the various fibrous 

rav materials,  and a general section.    Vhan more than one category is 

discussed in the same abstract, the referenoe will generally appear is 

one category only.    Within each category,  however,   cross-references are 

given for abstracts dealing with several rav materials. 

Is the preparation of this bibliography,  the pertinent literature and 

the Abstract Bulletin of She Institute of Paper Chemistry was searched, 

the latter fron the Hay,   196O issue through the July,  1?72 issue.    Svery 

effort was sa.de to abstract the original paper.    There vere, however, 

oases in which the original article vas not available,. and the abstract 

had to be adapted from a secondary source. 
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A.        EARLY DEVELOPMENTS AITD RESEARCH 

General 

1. Elmendorf .  A. 
Cement-fiber board. 
U.S.pat.2.332,703   (Oct.   26,   1943). 

The board consists of a  skeleton like porous  slab formed of vegetable 
fibers coated with an inorganic cement. 

2. Friedrich,   K. 
The behavior of fiberboard toward wood-destroying   fungi. 
Honz Roh-u.Werkstoff 4,  no.   7:241-8   (July, 1941).    (Ger.) 

The attack of  some wood-destroying fungi on  fiberboard   (insulating 
board, medium-density board,   and hardboard)  prepared from coniferous 
wood,  straw,   or bagasse was studied.    Samples both untreated and 
Created with fungicides  (arsenic and barium  compounds,   chlorinated 
hydrocarbons,   dinitrocresol),  bitumen, and natural and  synthetic resins 
were tested.    Aside from the arsenic -ompounds, ill agents were more 
or less ineffective.    Compared with wood standards,  the insulating 
boards were more readily destroyed,  the medium-density boards at  least 
to the same extent, and the hardboards generali1; less.     The boards 
prepared from the annual plants  (straw and bagasse)  sees to be / 
particularly sensitive to fungus attack. 

3. Hammer,  H. 
Experimental board manufacture with hitherto unevaluated fibrous 
substitutes. 
Wochbl.  Papierfabr.   77, no.  6:168-9  (1949).    (Ger.) 

The author discusses the possibilities of utilizing potato,  tomato, 
end beet tops,  tobacco stalks, poppy and mustard straw as raw materials 
for the manufacture of paper board.    Although most of these agricultu- 
rai residues give boards with satisfactory properties,  their utili- 
zation is not very promising because of difficulties encountered in 
collection,  transportation, and storage. 

A. Hinde, J.J. 
Wall board. 
U.S.  pat.   1,755,781  (April 22,  1930). 

Layers of hard fibrous material of the external casing  of pithy plants, 
such as cornstalks, are alternated with layers of the internal pithy 
structure of the plants. 

5.      Eirschfield, A. 
Composite  sheets for wall and ceiling coverings,  partitions 
and electric Insultation. 
Brit.  pat.   328,985  (Feb.   8,  1929). 

Glue or other suitable adhesive is applied  to a sheet of metal or of 
sound-absorbing material such as tagasse, banana fiber,   reeds,  esparto 
grass, wood shavings,  straw pulp,  cork or seaweeds,  and  the material  is 
then united with one or more sheets of a material such  as cement 
asbestos and the composite sheet is subjected to heat  and pressure. 
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6. Lattre?,  2.C.,  and Uaffsigar,   Ï.E. 
Evaluation of fil-roua agricultural residues for structural 
building ücard producta.     I«   ^fitiod«  and  equipment. , 
Paper Trad* J,  127, no.   27? = 3-o0 (Sec,   1948). 

The ft col pa-nt and methods used at  the îicrti« m  Regional Research LAD. 
fcr araluatiag fiber*  far -tructural beard manufacture are   ¿«scribed. 
With suffieieat stnd? it is poseibl* xe äexemin« a factor between the 
strength values of «rperiaental bosxes and boexds made fron the sane 
pulpo e-e ?. commercial beard machine.    Beta ar?  presented «¿ovia« the 
relatiotsiip between the moisture  content of tue beard entérina the 
drier and its physical propertica.     The high inpact strength si board« 
sad« from cagasse or wheat straw is attribu" ad to the Ions tough, 
fibres which may b* produced from these residues. 

7. Baraynuanmrti, D. 
The inflass.ee of resili supply in the developmwnt of a particle 
board isinytrr in under-doveloped countries. 
Composito Wood 4» no.  5î75-8S  (Sept.,  1957). 

The establishment of a wood-particle industry in Indi« would be ad- 
vantageous,    iignocsilulose vastes ere plentiful, e.g. wood vaste, ba- 
gasse,  .jute sticks, and other agricu1 tnial residues.    The  common 
particle-board adhesives, which vculd hare to ^e irported,   could be 
substituted for indigenous adhesives prepared from cashew shall oil, 
or bark tannins.    She properties of boards stade iron various types of 
all-indigenous materials are described.    3? ref ereaoes. 

8. Hi ven,  CS. 
On the thermal conductivity of various insulators at room tempe- 
rature. 
Can.  J. Research 9, no.  2*146-52 (±ag.,   1933)* 

Studies were made on the thermal conductivity of organic and inorganic 
flotaríais used in the walls of houses, such as  wood-fiber,  bagasse, 
oork, flax waste, concrete,  etc.    The results  obtained indicated that 
at higher density theraal cenduetivitv increased with increase of 
density each mere rapidly than it did st low density. 

9. Saechtliag, H. 
New procedures for the manu factor« of building boards fron cheap 
wood waste. 
Holzforschung 2,  no.  1:21-4 (1948).      (&«r.) 

Ine main feature of the new process described by the author is the 
development of adhesive properties  on beating or grinding of wood wast«, 
thus eliminating the necessity of adding large  amount* of binders. 
Other raw materials,  such as rape straw, flax chaff, heather, etc., can 
also b« used, provided that the procedure io adapted to the requirements 
of each special material.    Data are given on the physical properties 
of the boards {trade name Trônai,  Tronux, etc.). 

10. Weber,  CG., and Weissberg,  S.G. 
Properties of some fiber building boards  of current manufacture. 
U.S.  Natl.Bur. Standards, Eeport MS 13,   Peb. 23,  1939.    5 p. 
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Test  data are given  showin£ "the properties  of  fiber Duiaiing  ooarcs 
that are under study in connection with research on low-cost houso 
construction.     The  test methods  are  described. 

11. Villiaason,  E.V. 
Method of making lignocellulose pressure molded articles. 
U.S. pat.  2,645,587  (July 14,   1?53). 

Mixtures of comminuted materials,   such as nutshells,   strav,   rice hulls, 
corncobs,  peanut shells, bagasse,   and flax shines,  and a thermoplastic 
binder  (Yiasol,  rosin,   etc.) are  heated in the  absence of oxygen tc 
2CO-300°C.    When incorporated in molding compositions for boards,   slabe, 
tile,   etc.,   this material exhibits  an unusual  degree of diaeasional 
stability tc water. 

12. Williamson,  E.V.,  and Lathrop,  E.C. 
Hardboard from agricultural residues. 
Mod.  Pias.   28,   no.  6:126,128,130,187   (laril,   W). 

The possibility of utilizing rice  hulls,  peaaut  shells,  and flax shaves 
for producing hardboard was investigated.    Mixtures of the grouad 
residues and (1) Viasol  (a commercial resin obtained as a by-product in 
the manufacture cf rosin), or (2)  PP resin and pine gum were pressed at 
high temperatures firing boards of food strength and water resisxance. 
Because of tfceir superior physical properties,  most of the  study was 
devoted to boards made from peaaut shells. 

13. World's Paper Trade Review'. 
Haw materials for wallboardf  experiments with agricultural an* 
wood vorking residues. x 
World's Paper Trade Rev.  141, no. 8:567-0.  590 (Feb.,   1954;. 

In answer to an inquiry by an Italian firm on processes for making 
framiags for dwellings iron agriculturcl and woodworking residues, the 
Mutual Security jtgeacy described briefly the use of these materials, 
including straw, bagaase, rioe hulls, peanut hulls, wood waste,  etc. 

ireca-nut husk 

14. Harayanamurti,  D., Rag&n&than, T.,  and George, J. 
Studies on building boards«     I. utilization of areca nut husk. 
Forest Res.last., Dehra Dun,  Indian Forest Leaflet no.   112, 
1948.    9 p. 

Laboratory experiments for preparing building boards from areca-cut 
husk waste are described. 

Bagasse 

15»  Becker, 5. 
3oard making in the Bushveld. 
Paper-Kaker 113» no. 2:84, 87 (Febr., 1947). 

Inscription cf the building board plant at Kossina, northern Transvaal. 
Bagasse is used as a rev material. Although the equipment is assembled 
from parts which happened to be available, the properties of the boards 
are comparable to thoe« produced with conventional equipment. 
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16. Bhargava, li.P.. and Kayer, A.N. 

Manufacture of insulation and pressed board, etc., from bagasse. 
Int. Sugar J. 45:95-7 0943). 

The processing of bagasse into boards using the ¿splund Defibrator for 
preparation of  the  stock is  described in detail.     The methods  of 
moisture- and fireproofing and preservation of boards are reviewed. 
finally,   estimates  of the production cost and profits are presented. 

17. 2crger, E.E.I. 
Paper and board fron bagasse. 
Wochbl. Papierfabrik. 81, no. 13:476, 472, 4&C (July, 1953). 
(Ger.) 

The various attempts for making paper and board from bagasse, with 
particular reference to the Celotex and Varcane processes, are reviewed. 
Data. cf the chemical composition of bagasse and the length of its fibers, 
vhich varies with the species, are presented. 

16.  Cuiminghf-r, V.l. 
Strong plaster for paperless wallboard. 
Rock Products 45, no. 4:50-3 (1942). 

The manufacture of a bagasse fiber board having a tensile strength of 
340 and a compressive strength of 1000 lb./sq.in. is described in 
detail. 

19. Dahlberg, C?. 
Plaster board. 
ÏÏ.S. pat. 1,503,783 (*»g., 1924). 

¿ heat-insulating plasterboard is claimed consisting of a body portion 
and a supporting base of compressible fibrous bagasse. Both portions 
are coated with pitch, asphalt, or othsr waterproofing material. 

20. Friedrich, C. 
The behavior of fiberboard toward wood-destroying fungi. 
Holz Boh- u.Werkstoff 4, no. 7«241-8 (July, 1941). (G«r.) 

(see abstract no. 2). 

21. Goldsmith, V.P. 
Hawaii's new insulation board plant possesses many advantages. 
Paper Trade J. 95, no. 17:19-21 (Oct., 1932). 

Description of the Hilo, Hawaii, mill which was erected for converting 
bagasse into structural insulation board. 

22. Kato, H. 
utilization of bagasse. II. Drying of bagasse board. 
Cellulose Ind., Tokyo 10, no. 10t289-95 (1954). 

Equations for adiabatic parallel flow and isothermic countsr-flow art 
deduced. 
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23.  Kato, H. 
Utilization of bagasse.  III. The physical properties oí 
Celotex. 
Cellulose  Ind.,  Tokyo     1C,  no.   12:312-15  (Dec,   1954). 

The  thermal  conductivity oí íiberboard made  iron bagasse   (Celotex) 
shows  it to be  suitable for use  in buildings  as a heat-insulating 
mediun. 

24-      Kate,  2. 
Studies  on utilization of bagasse.     IV.  Physical properties   of 
Celotex  (Part 2).    Tensile strength,   bending strength and 
hardness« 
Cellulose  Ind.,  Tokyo     11,  no.  3:10  (iiarch,   1935). 

Several physical properties of fiberboards made from bagasse   (Celotex) 
vere tested. 

25. Zato, S. 
Studies on utilisation of bagasse.    7. Physical properties cf 
Celotex (Part 3).    Surface color and its change. 
Cellulose Ind., Tokyo    11, no. 6:19  (June,  1935). 

Since exposure to outside atmospheric influences changes the color of 
Celotex, it should be protected by painting; Indoors it vili keep in 
its original condition for a long period. 

26. Zato, E. 
Studies on' utilization of bagasse.    TT. Physical properties of 
Celotex (Part 4).    Ignition point. 
Cellulose Ind., Tokyo    12, no 3:20 (March, 1956"). 

She ignition points of four different samples of Celotex vere found 
to He between 203-¿22°C. 

21.      Zato, S. 
Studies on utilization of bagasse.    7TI. Some measurements of 
thermal Influences In a Celotex-room. 
Cellulose Ind., Tokyo    12, no. 4*23  (aprii,  1536). 

Variations of temperature, hnsr 11 ty, and vapor pressure inside a house 
built with Celotex walls vere found to be much smaller inside than 
outside. 

28.  Lathrop, S.C. 
The Celotex and cane sugar industries. Bagasse or sugar a by- 
product? 
Ind. Eng. Ches. 22, no. 5*449-60 (May, 1930)» Vochbl. Papier- 
fabr. 61, no. 39:1252-7 (Sept., 1930); Zellstoff u. Papier 11, 
no. 1:28-9 (-an., 1931 ). 

Celotex is an artificial building board made from bagasse. The bagasse 
from the cane mills is compressed into ?50~lb bales which are stored 
in covered piles. During storage the residual sugar la the bagasse 
rapidly undergoes fermentation, and the fibers become softenod and 
retted, liter cooking under pressure the material is shredded, sized, 
etc., and eventually pressed and dried. 
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29.       Lathrop,  E.C. 
Celotex,   its manufacture and uses. 
Trans. Am. last.   Chem.Sng.   25:143-55   (1931). 

T Jhe present methods of manufacture of Celotex fiber board, the main 
properties cf the products, and their more interesting usee are de- 
scribed.     Bagasce  is  used as  a raw  material. 

50.       Lathrop,  E.C. 
Economic factors  to be considered in the use  of sugarcane 
bagasse as a raw material for paper and board manufacture. 
U.S.  Department  of Agriculture,  Bull. JL2S-7"'-2   (Rov.,   1954). 

The economics of paper and board manufacture from sugarcane bagasse 
axe discussed. 

31. Lathrop,  E.C,  and Irvine,  P.A. 
Process of making panel board. 
U.S.pat.   1,881,418   (Oct.4,   1932). 

A process is  claimed for manufacturing a panel board from bagasse. 

32. Lathrop, E.C,  and Eaffziger,  I.E. 
Evaluation of fibrous agricultural residues for structural 
building board products.    I.  methods and equipment. 
Paper Trade J.   127, no.  27:53-60 (Dec, 1948J. 

(see abstract no.  6). 

33. Monroe,  T.B. 
Beat-insulating plaster-board. 
U*S. pat. 1,486,535 (March 11,  1924). 

The board consists of a heat insulating bagasse material which has 
been covered on each side with a layer of asphalt in which is embedded 
finaly divided roc*: material. 

34. Pacific Pulp Paper Industry. 
A. new % 2,500,000 mill    in Haw»ii. 
Pac.  Pulp Paper Ind.  6, no.  4:22-3 (April,  1932). 

Description of a new insulating board mill at Hilo, which converts 
bagasse after a special process inte "Canee" e-truc turai insulation. 

35. Pulp Paper Industry. 
Celotex Corporation expands  in united States and Britain. 
Pulp Paper Ind.   20, no. 9:26   (Aug.,  1946). 

The operations of the Celotex Corp.  in its various plants, all 
utilizing bagasse as a raw material for structcral and insulating 
board, are briefly described. 

;í6.  Shaw, J.JL. 
Plaster board. 
U.S. pat. 1,503,211 (July 29, 1924). 

A heat-insulating plasterboard is  formed with a relatively unyielding 
hard and strong layer of bagasse fibers interlaced with a relatively 
soft and yielding layer of bagasse  fibers,  all the bagasse fibers used 
being associated with their natural pith,  and with an attached layer of 
plaster.' 
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37. Singh,   S.C. 

Ii2.nu.iacImre  of beards   and paper fron bagasse. 
J.Sei.   Ind.   Eesearcb   (India)     5:395-404  ('¡54$:;  Tech.   Bull., 
Paper riakers '  Assoc.   Gt.iirit.     Ireland  22,   nc.  4-6   (April-June, 
1545). 

Studies  carried out at- Dehra Dun indicated that the Asplund process 
would be  the most  suitable  for making insulating and pressed   board 
from bagasse.     Methods   and agents are described which were  found to 
give  the necessary proofness  against  moicrure,   termites,   and molds, 
and render  the  boards  reasonably fire-re tardant. 

38. Southern Pulp Paper Journal. 
The rise  of Celotex. 
Southern Pulp Paper J.   2,   no.   3:6-11   (Aug.,   1939). 

The Celotex process of manufacturing fiberboards from bagasse is 
described.     The chief application of the board is for construction 
and insulation. 

39. Terapie,   G. 
Utilising waste. 
Science Progr.  22:475-80  0928). 

A description of the manufacture of  Celotex insulating board using 
bagasse as a raw material,  and its properties is given. 

40. Tasques,   £.¿. 
• Comparative examination of some insulating boards. 

Mem.asoc.técnicos azúcar.   Cuba 20:441-7 (1945). 

ascription of the processes for making board from old and fermented 
bagasse,  and from fresh bagass** directly after crushing. 

41. Whittemore,  H.L., and Stang,  Í..E. 
Structural properties  of wood-frame wall and partition cens ..ruc- 
tions with Celotex insulating boards. 
U.S.  Hatl. Bur.  Standards, Buildirg Materials and Structures, 
Heport 3HS 42, March 2,  1940.    25 p. 

In connection with the program on low-cost house construction,  the 
properties of two wall and two partition constructions submitted by 
the* Celotex Corp. were tested.    The results are presented in graphs 
and tables. 

42. Williams, W.L.S. 
Vallbo&rd material from bagasse. 
U.S.  pat.  1,847,050 (?ebr.  25,  1952). 

Pith  is removed from shredded fibers by screening,  by cooking the 
material under pressure with 4-6£ of calcium oxide   (on the  weight ci 
the  fiber)  and simultaneously submitting the fibers to mechanical 
abrasion,   and finally b7 passing it through the pulper. 
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Bamboo 1 
43.       Dòtta,   K. 

Investigations on. the use of  banboo  as  reinforcement in concrete 
structures, 
Bauing.   1?,   no.   3/4:17-27  ("936). (Ger.) 

The  design and properties of bamboo-reinforced concrete  structures 
are  described.     Provided the  reinforcement  is mounted in «, proper way, 
some increase  in strength vili result. 

44-      ¡ïarayanaaurti,  D.,   and Bist,   B.S. 
Building 3oards.     II. Boards   from bamboos. 
Forest Res.Inst.,   Dehra Dun,   Indian Forest Leaflet no.   103, 
J94£.    12 p. 

Preliminary experiments on the production of building boards from 
b&mcoo are described.     The possibility of  commercia?, production of 
such materials  from mats woven fresa bamboo  sticks and bonded by a 
small percentag-e of synthetic resins and fillers is discussed. 

îoeomtt hus3c3 and coir 

45. Journal cf Scientific and Industrial Research. 
Industrial utilisation of coir. 
J. Sei.  Ind. Ees.,  India 2:174 (1944). 

Fiberboards vere made by treating disintegrated beaten coir with 
¡rhellac followed by boiled linscod oil.    After the mixture had been 
exposed to the  sun for four he.  to promote oxidation, it vas pressed 
for 30 nin» at  130°.    The resuiUnfir boards were hard,  did not warp, 
and shoved a high chemical resistance to water,  cold 10$ sodium 
carbonata, and dilute nitric acid. 

46.      Kanon,  S.R.Z. 
Coconite   (fiber board from limature  coconuts). 
J.  Sei.  Ind. Res,,  fedi* 2:172-4 (1944). 

Fiberboards were cade from windfall  immature coconuts which were 
shredded and boiled with water.    The product was pulped and mixed 
with waste pap«r,  rosin,  and alum.     For preparing xhe sheets,  the 
common fibcrboard techniqu2 was used, the pressing conditions being 
20 min.  at 160°C and 56O lb./sq.in.    The boards are  strong and tough 
and hare good heat- and sound-insulating properties. 

47.       Schueler,   G.2.S. 
Uses of coconut products. 
Ködern Plastics 23,  no.   10:113-9 (Jane,   1946). 

This article mainly ieals with the use of coconut shell flour as a 
filler for plastics.    Tabulated data of the physical properties of 
molded products  are given.    Applications  with coconut shell fibc« 
hare been few,   but in India thsy have been used with shellac as a 
binder for making hard fiberboards. 

the 
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46.  Arnold, L.£. 
Making insulation board from cornstalks. 
Cellulose 1:272-5 (193C). 

A process for the manufacture of insulation board from cornstalks is 
described.  The ¡.talks are digested for 2 hr. at % pressure of 
100 lb./sq.ir.., after having been broken up with a cutter and a swing 
haaaermili. Eosin size is added to the washed stock before refining. 
The board is formed on a special machine. The etalkE can also be 
disintegrated, without previous cooking, in a Bauer refiner. 

49. Arnold, L.£. 
Acoustical board from cornstalk pulp. 
Paper Ind. 20, no. 5:547-50 (Aug., 1956). 

Studies are described which indicate that it is possiuie to make 
excellent acoustical boards from cornstalks. The absorption coeffi- 
cient may be varied over a wide range, and depends on pulp composition, 
number of grooves, and number of holes. The results are tabulated. 

50. Arnold, L.E. 
Low-temperature drying of cornstalk insulating board. 
Paper Ind, 20:48-51 (1958). 

At ordinary room temperature and low humidivy, drying of insulating 
board made iro& cornstalks requires about four days whereas about two 
weeks are necessary at summer tempera tures and humidities. Practi- 
cally no drying occurs below freezing. 

51. Arnold, I.E., and Gleaves, I.L. 
The adsorption of zinc chloride by cornstalk insulating board 
pulp. 
Paper Trade J. 98, no. 24:31-3 (June, 1934). 

The decay of cornstalk insulating board can be retarded by the admix- 
ture of zinc chloride to the refined pulp before forming into the wet 
mat. Some part of the preservative is firmly adsorbed by the pulp. 
Since no data on this subject were available, a study of the adsorption 
of zinc chloride by board pulp was made and a suitable analytical 
method developed for this purpose. 

52. Arnold, L.E., Plagge, H.F., and Anderson, D.E. 
Cornstalk acoustical board. 
Iowa Eng. Erpt. Sta., Bull. 137, 1937. 47 p. 

The sound-absorption properties of various acoustical boards made from 
cornstalks and the effect of pulp composition and surface treatment 
were studied. The results showed the suitability of cornstalks as a 
raw material for acoustical boards. 

53. Ealey, V.2. 
Insulating board from cornstalks. 
Paper Trade J. 8S, no. 25:61-2 (1929). 
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work 

wa 
. -D^^ outl^n» is given of the seni commercial expérimentai work 
ca^íü out bT the Bureau of Standards, in co-operation vi-a ¿ov 
State  College,   irez» 1927  te   1?2?. 

5¿.  Hartford, CE. 
Kakine toares from corns talis at Panuque. 
Paper Trade J. 91, no. 16:30-2 (Nov., 1550). 

The manufacturing process used ax the Dubuque mill for converting 
¡esattila -into insulating board is described. The shreaaed stalks 
are cooked under pressure for 2 hr., yielding a pulp which is sxzea, 
formed into a mat, pressed, and dried. 

55.      Eartíord,  C.2. 
The -nroduction of insulating board from cornstalks. 
Ind.'Sng.  Chen.   22,  no.   12:1280-4   (Dec,   1930). 

A. detailed description of the manufacture of "Maizevood" insulating 
board from cornstalks and the properties of the products are g^vea. 
1 considerable bibliography of various proposed processes for the 
utilisation of com waste is included. 

50.      Kirkpatrick, S.I. 
Cornstalk» as chemical raw materials. 
Chem.  Met. Eng.   35*401-3 (1928). 

Experiments  on production of vallboard and pulp iron cornstalks are 
briefly described. 

57.  Lathxop, B.C. 
Industrial utilization of corn crop residue«. 
Chesruxgic digest 7, no. 6:£0-6 (June, 1948). 

The author discusses the availability and utilization of corn residues. 
Satisfactory insulating boards have been made commercially * roa 
cornstalks, but because of high collection costs, the manufacture has 
been abandoned. The successful use of cornstalks for paperaaking also 
depends, in lar^ part, on their economical collection. The ¿eaves 
should be left on the farm since they are of little value m paper- 

making. 

5S.      Kaffziger, I.E. 
T.  Soae factors affecting the production of insulation board. 
II.  The development of the commercial production of refrigeration 
board and pressboard. 
Iowa State Coil.   J.  Sci.  9,  no.   1:183-5  (Oct.,   1934). 

*he properties of a number of commercial boards were tested,  and 
e^oeriments vere made with different fireprocfing, moldproofing, and 
sizing agents.    A good grade of refrigeration board was  obtained from 
the pith of cornstalks, better than from the whole  stalk. 

59.      Korthem Eegionai Eesearch Laboratory. 
Indue trial uses  of corncobs. 
Ch«Burgic Digest 2,  no. 7*49,  52-3  (April,  1943). 

The different possibilities  of utilizing corncob» industrially are 
reviewed. 



r óO.       Plagge,  H.J.,   Junóla,   L.K.,   and Vai t temo re,  E.h. 
The  stiriace   treatment  of  acoustic  tile. 
Paper Trade  J.   9°,   ne.   6:27-5   (Pet.,   1933). 

The effect  ci several  types  and decrees  of surface  treatment  on 
the  sound-ab sorption coefficient  of  cornstalk fibcrboard was 
studied.     It was  found That  acoustic  tile has  a specific  absorption 
coefficient  characteristic  of  the  fiber mass.     It can be  designed 
by a proper balance  cf bevel,   number,  width,   and depth of  grooves 
to have  any specific absorption coefficient over a wide range. 

61. Porter, E.W. 
Modernisation at ¿«iaisewood's  insulating board mill. 
Paper Ind.   52,  no.   3ï270-4  (June,   1950). 

Mai s evo oc's board sill at Dubuque,   Iowa,  making insulating board 
from corns talks  since  1929,   has been modernised.    It  is new in the 
position to utilize practically any xype of fibrous material,  in- 
cluding straw,  fiar sai ves,   hemp,  wood,   and waste paper.     The pro- 
cesses and equipment employed are briefly described. 

62. Sweeney,  CE. 
Production of synthetic lumber from cornstalks. 
U.S. pat.  1,80;,737  (May 5,   1931). 

TJnshredded cornstalks are cooked under pressure of 30 psi in water 
of pE 7 for 3 hr.f  allowed to remain in the water for a further 
4-24 hr., aaeerated in a rod mill to produce fibers several inches 
in length,  and washed on a sieve.     The pulp is then formed into 
bo^ by pressure in the usual way. 

63. Sweeney,  O.E.,  and Arnold,  L.I. 
Studies on the manufacture of insulating beard. 
Iowa 2ng. Sxpt. Sta.,  Bull.   136,   1937-    75 P- 

Light-colored and strong insulating board was made from cornstalk 
pulp cooked in water at atmospheric pressure for 3 hr.    The addition 
of repulped newsprint  (up to about  20 %) improved the strength of 
the board.    The optimal forming consistency and sizing conditions 
were  determined.    Eigh-density boards were made by cold pressing 
followed by drying or by drying under pressure.    Surface coatings 
were found to increase the strength and to reduce the air permeabi- 
lity of the board.    Drying tests were conducted varying the tempe- 
rature,  humidity,  pulp  composition,   and type of drying equipment. 

Ci.       Sweeney,  O.E.,  and Arnold,  L.K. 
Moisture relations in the manufacture and use  of cornstalk 
insulating board. 
Iowa Eng.  Expt.  Sta.,   Bull.   no.   163,  Oct.  20,   1946.     35 p. 

The moisture effects in drying and application of cornstalk and 
other insulating boards were   studied.     It was found that boards 
having a high initial moisture  content absorbed less water upon 
immersion than dry boards,   although the  total final moisture  content 
vas greater in the fermer. 
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65. Sweeney,   CE.,  and Emiey, V.E. 
Manufacture  oí insulating board íroai cornstalks. 
Bureau oí Standards,   Misc.  Puoi.  r.o.   112,   1930.     27 p. 

The shredded  stalks,   in some  cases  aiter  digesting with vaxer either 
with or wi tliuut the addition of chemicals,   vere pulped by means  oi 
a Hollander beater,   and a  swing hammer mill  or a rod mill.     Alter 
reiining and  washing,   the  pulp vaa  ied on to  a modaiied Oliver fil- 
ter and the  mat pressed in three sets oí heavy rolls.     The resulting 
ooarôs hare  properties  similar to  those  oí commercial  boards,  but 
they will not vit hu land írequent or continuous inmersión in water. 

66. Wingfíeld,  B.,  Kaffsiger,  T.E., Whittemore, E.E.,  Overman, 
CE.,   Sweeney,  O.H.,   and Aeree,  S.F, 
Production oí pressboard írom cornstalks. 
U.S.  Hatl.  Bur*.  Standards, Hiso.  Pubi.  K 123,   August 4,   1936. 
10 p. 

Studies have been made  to iind out the optimal conditions  ior pro- 
ducing pressboard írom cornsxalks.     Cooking the stalks under 
pressure before iiberizing yielded  stronger pulps than an erclu- 
sivly mechanical treatment did.    Proper pressing conditions vere 
150°C and 50C lb./sq.in.     She best sizing results were obtained 
by impregnation ci the finished board;    however, sizing in the 
beater is mor» economical. 

Cotton stalks and cottonseed hulls 

67. sur Burg, P.V. 
Cotton stalks for synthetic lumber. 
Paper Ind.  Z5, no.   6:012-15  (Sept.,   1943),. 

The feasibility of utilizing cotton stalks as a raw material for 
building boards vas studied.     Pulping trials were made by cooking 
the chips in caustic soda under varying conditions or by beating 
Them in a rod mill in the presence oí water.    The resulting pulì 
was formed into mats, pressed, and dried.    The modulus of rupture 
oí the boards varied írom 80-500 lb./sq..in.    A table with detailed 
cost items is presented. 

68. Ho s en thai,  P. 
Sadio-frequency heat for íarm waste plastics. 
Pacific Plastics  3»  no.   11:38 (Hov.,  1945). 

Laboratory erperiments have shown the advantage of using radio- 
- frequency heating ior plastic materials,   especially wallboards, 
from farm wastes.    The material tested had a composition of 83 "A 
cottonseed hulls and 17 ?<> phenolic resin.     No cleavage oí the molded 
products was  observed,   which is in distinct contrast  to check disks 
molded by contact heat alone. 

69. Spencer,  A.Ii.,  and Jacob3en,  1. 
Pibrous board and sheet ior insulation and other purposes 
oi matted long cotton stalk fiber. 
U.S.  pat.  2,794,758  (June 4t   1957). 
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Paper and board are ziade from cotton  stalk fiber "by chopping the 
raw stalks into short lengths,   cooking than ir. 0.1-0.5 CÁ> sodium 
hydroxide  solution for 0.5-1.5 fc=.  £*   20 pei.      between  80 and 
10C°C,   gently beaming the   cocked fibers,  and passing them  (still 
in the  cooking liçucr) to boa-dmakiag machinery. 

70. Spencer,  A.M.,  Jacobson,   L.,  and Sirt,   £. 
Method for fiber liberation in cotton stalks  and the pulp. 
U.S.  pat.  2,666,110   (Feb.   2,   1954). 

The chopped cotton stalks  are cooked with a vetting agent and 
dilute alkali at 250-350°? for 5-15 aia. using a special type of 
digester,   and  then disinxegrated by nonabrasive beating.    An 
«fcsphaltic emulsion or the  like may be  added to the  suspension.   The 
6tock is  formed into vailboard,   roofing paper,  insulation, etc. 

Flax 

71. Derbentcau, ?»?., Derbentaava,  S.A.,  Kaplan,   S.U.,  and 
Yladyka,  L.I. 
Manufacture of insulating building material from flax ocutch. 
Testai Akad. Havuk Beloruss. SSR. ao.   1:55-62  (1952). (Buss.) 

For the manufacture of insulating boards, the flax scutch vas 
ground and chemically treated giving a material of lev water and 
moisture absor>>«ncy. 

72. Liidtke,  M. 
The utilixaticn of the waste products from flax and hemp 
ratting. 
Melliand Textilber.  20, no. 4:255-6 (April,   1959).    (&er.) 

The possibilities for utilising the vaste products fron flax and 
hemp retting are discussed.    None of the industrial applications 
so far considered turned out to be practicable including the 
manufacture of insulating materials and fiberboarûs, and pulp and 
paper. 

75.  Mueller, U.X. 
Insulation board. 
U.S. pat. 2,608,492 (lag. 26, 1952). 

Hemp or flax shires from unrttted plants are reduced in a beater 
at 125-150°F to the condition of a half stock.    The pulp is formed 
into a sheet,  pressed at  150-200°? and a pressure of 100-200 pei. 
and finally dried at 200-250°F.     The  resulting board can be used 
as a vallboard, for interior woodwork,  or for heat insulation in a 
building. 

74.  Verbestel, J. 
Structural board. 
U.S. pat. 2,796,019 (July 2, 1957). 

A high-strength, dimension&lly stable,  fungus resistent building 
board is formed by a dry process from fiber-free flat shires bonded 
with a resin,   such as ?F,   and consolidated under heat and pressure. 
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75. Villiaas.   T.I. 
Waste   converted into valuable  products: nev uses   i"cr linseed 
s trav. 
Indiazi Pulp  and Paper 4-,   no.   1:2C,   24 (July,  1945). 

Among the produces  which can be made   from flax straw are 'building 
board,   insulating aaterial, wrapping paper,  etc. 

76. Viiliamson,   E.V.,   and Lathrop,   E.C. 
Hardboard fron agricultural residues. 
Hod.  Pias.   28, no.  8:126,   128,   130,   IS? (April,   195"!). 

(se* abstract no.   12). 

1 

77. Lüdtke, K. 
The utilization of the vaste products from flax and henp 
retting. 
Melliand Textilber. 20,  no. 4:253-6  (April, 1939).     (&er.) 

(see abstract no.   72). 

78. Mueller, H.E. 
Insulation board. 
U.S. pat.   2,608,492 (Aug.  26,   1952). 

(see abstract no. '73)» 

Mustard stalks 

79,      Hammer, 3. 
Experimental board manufacture with hitherto unevaluated 
fibrous substitutes. 
Vochbl. Papierfabr. 77, no. 6:168-9  0949).    (&•*•) 

(sue abstract nc.   5)« 
Papyrus 
8C.      Barkvorth,   G.2.,  and Coomber,   £.£. 

Papyrus from Palestine. 
Bull.   Lap.   Inst.  44, no.  4:279-«6 (Oct.-Dec,  1946)?  Paper- 
-Haker 114,   a«.  1*12, 14,  16  (July,   1947). 

The authors examined papyrus iron Palestine as a raw material for 
paper and board.     She results of the  experimental work indicate 
that the manufacture of boards for cartons and containers,   or a 
board for building purposet is the swst promising.    A capacity of 
2,500 t. of board per year »ay be sufficient to run the mill 
profitably. 

PfMfft «fcfllf 

81.      Modern Industry. 
Low-cost products from the lowly peanut hul3 
Modern Ind.   8, no. 6$48,   137   (Dec,   1944). 
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Building boards and other products  can ba  made  from peanut hulls 
by crushing them and binding  the particles  together vith latex or 
other adhesives.     The boards  have considerable  strengths and 
stiffness. 

62. Williamson,   E.V.,   and Lathrop,   E.C. 
Eardooard from agricultural residues. 
Mod.   Pias.   28, no.   3:126,  128,   130,   18?   (April,   1?$*!). 

(set abstract no.   12). 

PcrS-PT  straw 

63. Hammer, E. 
Experimental board manufacture vith hitherto uneraluated 
fibrous substitutes. 
Vochbl.P«ierf§er.     77»  no. 6:168-?   (1549).    (&«*•) 

(see abstract no«  3)« 

Rice busks 

64. Nishi, T. | 
Wall-board composition. 
Brit.pat.  239,437  (Feb.   17, 192$). 

Rice husks are used vith plaster,  cement,  lime,  etc. 

05.       Williamson, 2.Y.,   and Lathrop, X.C. 
Hardboard from agricultural residues. 
Mod.  Plat.  26, no.  9:126, 128,  130,   187  Upril,  1951). 

'(see abstract no.  12). 

Scrub -palmetto 

86.       Modern Industry. 
Scrub palmetto. 
Ködern Ind. 7, no.   1:30-9 (Jan.,  1944). 

The scrub palmetto has  a loglike root which yields a pith and a 
fiber.     The fiber is suggested to be used for brush bristles, 
upholstery stuffing, and tvine, whereas the pith is a suitable 
material for insulating boards. 

87.   abele, V. 
Steamed straw for paper, board and building board. 
Papier-Ztg. 62, no. 34:589-90 (April, 1937). (Ger.) 
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The neis tened  straw  is  stèameù without  the  addition ci   chemicals, 
giving a yield of about  6C ?£ in  the  case of rye,  and 57  y> in  the 
case  of wheat   strav.     The resulting pulp can be used for  the 
manufacture  cf building board. 

88.      Aero Research Ltd, 
The gluing cf  "Stramit" boards. 
Aero Research Tech.  Botes Bull." no.   113:1-4  (Kay,   1952). 

The Stranit process  for the manufacture of insulating-type building 
board fron cereal  strav is described,     unprocessed strav is 
compressed under heat into an endless  slab and covered with strong 
paper liners. 

5*9*      aronovsky, S.I., and Lathrop,  E.C. 
Pulp and paper research at the  Horthers Regional  Research 
Laboratory. 
Paper Mill Seva 75, no.  38:92,   94, 96,  126 (Sept.,   1952). 

A. reviev ie given of the work of the Pulp and Paper Section of 
the Agricultural Residues Division,   including investigations   on 
straw colite tien and procurement, preservation of strav in storage, 
•and production of pulp and insulating: board. 

90. Bcurfoin, I;., and Belleville, L. 
Investigations on pressed strav. 
Hev. trlmestr. can.  20:131-47  (1934). 

Building boards of 0.25 in. thickness vare nade from untreated, 
water-soaked strav.    Before pressing,   an agglomérant consisting of 
casein,  calcina hydroxide, starch or gluten, and lead arsenate vas 
added az»d thoroughly nixed with the strav.    The product  snowed a 
remarkably higa fire resistance,  good heat-insulating properties, 
and a better tensile strength than Celotex. 

£1.      Dahl, S. 
Machines fur manufacturing boards from straw or like material. 
Can» pat. 499,136 (Jan.    12,  1954). 

A machine for Tasking a continuous strip of insulating board vith 
unprocessed strav or other long-fiberod vegetable material as the 
filler and face sheets of paper,   cardboard,  or fabric is  claimed. 
The strav is  fed from a hopper and compressed between the forming 
platens by a reciprocating plunger. 

92.      Friedrich, 2. 
The behavior of fiberboard toward vood-destroying fungi. 
Holz Roh- u.  Werkstoff 4,  no.  7ï241-6  (July,   1941).     (G«r.) 

(see abstract no.   2). 

93*      Gibson,   A.G. 
Insulating board from strav. 
Ind.iüng.  Cham.  22, no. 3:223-6   (March, 1930). 

1 
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1 description is given of  -he plant  of the  Stewart Insc 3oa_-d  Cc. 
which uses  straw as  a rav material for the  manufacture of insulating 
boards  similar to those oa.de froa wood vasto or bagasse. 

94. Lathrcp,  E.C,  and Baffziger,  T.2.. 
Evaluation of fibrous agricultural residues for structural 
building board products.     I. Mothods  and equipment* 
Paper Trade J.  127,  no.  27:55-60 (Dec,  1948). 

(see abstract no.  6). 

95. Lathrop,  E.C.,  and Haffsiger,  T.E. 
Evaluation of fibrous agricultural residues fer structural 
building board products.     II.  Pundamentai stutL.es  on wheat 
straw fibers. 
Sappi  32, no.   2:91-6 (?ebr.,  1949). 

Methods are described for cooking and refining whet; straw to 
produce mainly long fiber» and also hydra ted short Tiber«.    The 
relationship between fiber properties and physical    taracteristics 
of insulation boards made from them is thoroughly studied.    Selected 
long stTaw fibers give boards of higher tensile end impact strengths 
than wood fibers.    The results indicate that wheat straw is highly 
suitable for the manufacture of structural building boards. 

96. Lathrcp, S.C., and Saffrigar,  T.a. 
•valuation cf fibrous agricultural residues for structural 
building board products.    HI.  A process for the manufacture 
of high-grade products from wheat straw. 
Tappi 32, no.  7:319-30 (July,  1945). 

A prooess for the manufacture of high quality insulating building 
board from wheat straw is described in detail.    The effect of ope- 
rating variables on physical properties of the boards has beon 
oarefully studied.    Two types of pulp are requiied: (l) unbydrated 
long-fibered pulp,  and (2) hydrated pulp.     The ratio of pulp types 
used in board manufacture greatly determines the physical charac- 
teristics of the finished products.    Process equipment and economics 
are discussed. 

97. Hielson, I.V. 
Manufacture of insulating board from straw. 
Ger. pat. 902,219   (Jta.  21, 1954).       (&«r.) 

Straw is chopped,  pressed,  cooked in alkaline solution,   centrifuged, 
washed,  refined, and, if molded boards are  to be foraed,  reoooked 
for a few minutes in a weak alkali solution prior to pressing and 
drying. 

98. Oman,  £. 
Manufaktur« of fiberboard. 
G-er. pat. 934,389  (Sept.   29,  1955).     (&«r.) 

?ibe¿-boards are formed from a mixture of wood fibers and of straw 
fibers which have been decomposed in a calcium hydroxide solution. 

1 
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Tie   ««nt  licuor from  the  cocking of the   straw is added to  the  Tiber 
nixturs  improving the  hardness and strenna properties  of the boarc. 

90.       Sciiulse,   B. 
Comparative investigations  of fiber building ccaras an- 
other insulating materials  witn regard to  their resistance 
to  rots,   molds,   and insects.     1.   Insulating wail boards. 
Hols Roh-  1. Werkstoff   3,   ao.   11:357-64.   (Nov.,   19*0;.     i^er.J 

Methods  for evaluating the  resistance of  fiber building beards ard^ 
other insulating materials  to  the  attack of rots, acids,  ana msec.s 
are  described in detail.    More than 35 products  were  tested,  some- 
times under rather drastic  conditions.    Iiin«rai-bonde& wood-wool 
boards were found to «Libit an excellent resistance  to micro-orga- 
nisms whereas strawboaxd was completely destroyed by fungi after a 
short time.    Data are  given in a tabulated fora. 

100.    Schulze,  B. „+*..,. 
ComparatiTe investigations of £ib«r building ooarls una other 
insulating materials with regard -co their resistance to rots, 
melds, and insects.     2. Insulating paasis and boards, flexible 
blankets. Ä    .       ,_      N 
Holz kob- u. Werkstoff 3,  ao.  12:4.09-22   (.Dec,   1940).     (Ger.) 

The description of the extensive investigations referred to in the 
previous abstract is continued. In addition to beards composed of 
wood fibexs, some other insulating materials made from straw, cork 
•x peat ware tasted.     The results are - acuiated. 

101-.    Shepfcxd, E.S. 
Building board. 
U.S. pat. 1,891,732  (Dec.  2C, 1932). 

In improved building board is claimed which is made from cereal 
straws without any binders ox gummy substances and which complies 
with all commercial requirements. 

102. Straait Boards,  Ltd. 
Straw and paper building board. 
Paper ilaking and Saper Selling 67, ao.  3*36  (autumn,  19*8). 

In the Stxsmit process, straw is  compressed at  150 C into a 
continuous slab without previous pulping.    The slab is faced with 
paper on the front,  back,   and the two long edces and cut to the 
desired length.    The resulting board is very rigid and ha3 a high 
fixe xesistance, low thermal conductivity, and good acoustical pro- 
perties . 

103. Younger,  J.O.,  and aronovaky, S.I. 
The physical evaluation of straw and other agricultural 
residue pulps. 
Paper Mill News  68,   ao.  8:14-0-2   (?eb.,   1945). 

The proposed laboratory methods  include  disintegrating,  washing and 
testing cf cocked straw.     It was possible to  establish the relation- 
ship beween physical properties  of handmade  and machine-made straw 
pulps. 
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Tobacco waste 

104. Hammer, P.. 
Experimental board manufacture with hitharto unevaluated 
fibrous substitutes. 
Wochbl. Papiarfabr.   77, no.  6:168-9  (1949).      (Ger.) 

(sac abstract no.   3) . 

105. McHargue, J.S., Woodmansee,  C.W. and Rapp, K.E. 
New usas for lov-grade tobacco. 
Chemurgic Digast 2,   no. 15:130-2; no. 16:136-7  (Aug.,   1943). 

Low-grade Kentucky tobacco was uaad for making fiberboard by pressing 
the crude fiber. The produce is hard and withstands nailing, sawing, 
and drilling as wall as a wooden board. 

Water hyacinth 

106. Azam, M.À. 
Utilization of water hyacinth in the manufacture of paper 
and pressed board. 
Indian Print Paper 7, no.  3:41-4  (March 1942). 

The pulp obtained from water hyacinth (Eichhornia craasipes) by 
boiling in water with or without the addition of chemicals consists 
of very fine fibers.    It can be used for special typas of paper. 
Wham converting into preased board, even better resulta are obtained. 
The products resembling Maaonita boards are vary tough. 
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B.    KCBFHOLCGICAL CEAEACTSIilSTICi MS CHEIICAL COIIPOSIÎI01T 

generai 

1C7.    Kirby,  E.H. 
Vegetable fibres - botany,  cultivation.,   and utilization. 
New York,   Interscience Pubi.,  19Ó3-     4<S4 P« 

liter an introduction into  the occurrence,  nature,  identification, 
testing,   chemical analysis,   fineness,  and commercial use  of vegetable 
fibers   (incl.  bast and leaf    fibers), various plant faailiss ire 
dealt with systematically  (flaz,  line,  mallow,  nettle, pea, 
Bterculia,  agave,  narcissus,   lily, pineapple,  banana,  bonbax, 
millcveed,   and miscellaneous  families).     Separate chapters deal 
with mechanised production of stem fibers,  brush-malcing fibers, 
and papenaaklng fibers. 

108. Hieechleg,  E.J.,  Helsoa, G.2., Wolff,   I.A.,  and Perdue, 
E.S.jr. 
JL search for new fiber crops. 
Tappi 45» no.  5:195-201  (March,  1?60). 

Data on the norphological and chemical characteristics of 58 plants, 
their density and yield after maceration are reported.    The species 
investigated include bamboos, grasses, reeds,  sorghum,  and other^ 
gramineae, along with hardwoods representing 10 families.    A scheme 
to evaluate the potential of the plants as a raw material for pulp 
and papexmaJeing is roffested. 

109. Singh, K.K., and Mukherjjea, 7.IT. 
Pibrous raw materials for the Indian pulp, paper,  and board 
industry. 
Indian Porester 91»  no. 7:505-29  (1965). 

Por more than 50 years,  the Porest Research Institute,  Lehra Don, 
has been testine indigenous fiorous raw materials for the production 
of Tjulp,  paper,  and board.    Some of the results collected in the 
course of these investigations are presented in this article in 
a tabulated form, including data on fiber dimensions,  chemical ana- 
lyses, method of pulping,  yield and uses of pulp.    The following 
raw materials are cohered:     11 bamboos,   18 grasses and reeds,   56 
broadleaved woods and conifers, and 11  agricultural wastes. 
References are given. 

110. Tamolang,  P.F.,  Valbuena, H.a.,  Lomiuao,  3.A.,  ICalaw,  C.L., 
Lindaren,  T.M.,   and de Tela, B.C. 
Fiber dimensions  of certain Philippine woods,  bamboos, 
agricultural crops  and wastes,  and grasses.  III. 
T*ppi 43» nc.   6:527-54 (June,  196O). 

The fiber dimensions  of eight bamboos,   three agricultural crops 

Additional da-ca or> the morphological characteristics and chemical 
composition of annual plants vili be found in papers abstracted in 
sections C. and S. 
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(•.baca,   sisal,   piatapple';,   two agricultural wastes   (bagasse and 
rice s-raw),   and TWO  grasses vere  determined in addition to  those 
of 47 Philippine hardwoods  and two conifers.    Average and extreme 
values are  given. 

111. Tamolang,  í.L*.,  Meaiado,  J.Á.,  Phillips, E.Á.,   Lindayen,   CL, 
Liaday*a,  T.I-1.,   and de Tela, 2.C. 
Tiber dimensions of certain Philippine woods,  agricultural 
wastes and other plants*     IT. 
Tappi 45.  no.  2:135-42 (Peo.,  19^2;. 

Sata are given on the fiber dimensions and derived values  of 4 agri- 
cultural and wild plants and 2 weeds along with those of 94 broad- 
loaved woods and 5 conifers.    Pakol (Kasa sp.) and torch ginger 
(Phaeaeria exoeisa Herr. ) hare fiber lengtns comparable to those 
of softwoods. 

112. Tamo lang, ?.H., Talbuena, E.R., lindayro,  C.E., Mamaxil,  F."., 
Alonso, D.S., and Lomibao, U.a. 
Tiber dimensions of certain Philippine broadlesved and 
coniferous woods, palms, pandans,  agricultural and ornamental 
plants.     (Part 7). 
Tappi 49» no.  11:475-7  (Kov.,   1?66). 

Studies vere continued at the Philippine Forest Products Research : 
Institute on the fiber dimensions of 2 palms, 2 pandans, 7 agri- 
cultural,  and 3 ornamental plants,  192 broadleaved woods,  and 5 
conifers.    Of the agricultural plants, banana (uosa sp.) leaf 
sheaths were found to have extremely long fibers (average fiber 
length of 4.8 mm). 

Ibaca 

(see abstract no. 110) 

(see also abstract no.  109;  110) 

115.    Isenberg,  I.S.,  Zaapp,  S.S.,  and Wethera, J.U. 
Sugarcane bagasse as a fibrous paperaaking material.  II. 
Cell dimensions of Hawaiian bagasse.^ 
Tappi 40, no. 8í  597-601  (Aug.,  1957). 

la part H of this series on bagasse,  data are given on cell 
distribution by type,   cell dimensiono,  and amount of damage from 
sugar mill cruehinge.    average fiber length varies appreciably with 
variety of cane.    The width of the noafiber oells is four times 
that of the true fibers.    Beaoval of the pith fraction is indicated 
for good strength development and pulp drainage. 

114.    Ia*PP,  S.3.; Vatt, I.A., and Vethern,  J.2. 
Sugarcane bagasse as a fibrous paperaaking material.    I. 
Chemical composition of Hawaiian bagasse. 
Tappi 40, no. 3:595-7  (Aug.,  1957). 

Chemical analyses hav» been aad& on whole bagasse and on the pith 
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and fiber fractions  fren four major varieties  of Hawaiian cane. 
The results obtained were   sinilar to those  muni xor bacasse  ..OB 

other regions. 

115. Pathalc,  S.H.,   and Srinivasan,  V.R.       __ ^ 
Studies  on sugar-cane  bacasse.     Part  ¿j..     -orpxion s -uc^es 
and density da-a of bagasse and its fractions. 
Indian Pulp Paper  13,   no.   12:547-5°  Uuae,   1953). 

Baisse as a whole shows  a lover sorption ratio in water than other 
cenulosic ateríais.     Its  fractions  K£i*.x and pith;  e±ic:    a 
w'delT different sorption ratio,   the fibrous portion oeing   .he nice 
r¡sistant one.    The  density values for the fiber are higher than 
those  for the pith. 

116. Bodriffuez Jiaenez,   J. , , 
Description of the physicochemical characteristics  of bagasse. 
Invest? Tec. Papel 8,  no.   26:U9-59  (ipril.   1971j.     (-P**. ) 

This review of the characteristics of bagasses covers sugar cane 
stem morphology and chemical composition of bagasse. 

117. Yillavicencio,  S.J. 
Continuous bagasse pulping. 
Pulp Paper Intern.   5, »o.  3:52-5  (Karch,  1963). 

A new contümous process for high quality bagasce pulp is  ¿"««J4- 
It the sugar mill,  the bagasse must be partially aepithed to avoid 
fiber damage during storage.    Daxa on the chemical composition 0* . 
Mexican bagasse and bagasse pith,  and on the effect of sucrose 
fermentation are included. 

(see also abstract no.  108;  109;  110) 

116.     Istas, J.E.,  and Baekelbooa, E.L. 
Biometrie, chemical,  and paperaaking characteristics 0. 
Congolese baabcos. Cn 
Pubi. Inst. Natl.  Etude agron.  Congo, Ser. Tech. no.  t»7, 
1962.    53 p.       (Ä.) 

The biometrie,  chemical,  and papermaking characteristics are 
discussed in detail. 

119.    Istas, J.B.. . 
Pul* from Congolese fibrous raw materials. 
EC1?BTA0/*AC CC3?/?aper II.a.4-.    Proceedings of the  Conference 
on Palp and Paper Development in Africa and the Near East. 
Cairo,  1965. 

Tr-1« wer deals with the morphological,  chemical,  and paperaaking 
characteristics of Congolese fibrous raw materials,  both indigenous 
and exotic,  including broadleaved woods,  conifers,   cambóos,   and 
papyrus.    Data arc given in tabulated form. 
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12C.   Kitamura,   K. 
Studies on the phvsical properties of bamboo.  9. On the 
fiber content. 

J. Japan Wood Res. Soc. 8, no. 6:249-52 (Dec, 1962).  (Jap.) 

Bamboo consists of fibrous vascular bundles and parenchimatous tissue. 
F ber content decreases froE the circumference to the inner Dart of 
the culs and becomes greater as the height of the culo increases 
A variation of fiber content is not found, however, in different 
ages of cula. 

121. Monsalud,   K.R. 

Fiber characteristics of bamboo  species in the Philippines. 
ECA/BTAO/FAO CCSF /PAPER II.b.12.   Proceedings of the Conference on 
Pulp and Paper Development in Africa and the Near East. 

Studies on bamboo conducted at the Philippine Forest Research Institute 
snowed that fiber dimensions varied considerably by species,  e.g.   fiber 
length from 1.36 to 3.78 mm.    Additional information is given on 
fiber length distribution. 

122. IJieschlag,  H.J., Earle, F.R., Kelson,  G.H.,  and Perdue, R.E. 
A search for new fiber crops,   II. Analytical evaluations,  continued. 
Tappi 43,  no.  12.-993-S  (Dec,  1960). 

In a continuing search for plants  that have potential as sources 
of raw material for papermaking,  data are reported for 122 additional 
species in 22 plant families,  including bamboos and other gramineae. 

123. Young,  R.A., and Haun,  J.R. 
Bamboo in the united States:    Description,  culture,  and 
utilization - with key to the genera by F.A.McClure. 
U.S. Dept.  Agr., Agr.  Research Serv., Crops Research Div., 
Agr. Handbook no.  193.    Washington, U.S.  Govt. Print.  Off 
June 1961,     74 p. *' 

This handbook covers the nature of bamboo growth,  types of bamboo 
generic key to  bamboos cultivated in the USA and Puerto Rico,  hardy 
running bamboos,  tropical clump-type bamboos,  cultural informations 
harvesting and preparation for marketing, bamboo diseases and 
insect pests,  and utilization. 

Banana 

(see abstract no.  112) 

Coconut 

124.  Quadrat-I-Khuda, M. ,  and Rahmatullah, K. 
Studies on East Pakistan coconuts. 
Pakistan J.   Sei.   Ind.  Res.  2,  no.   4:259-66   (Oct.,   1959). 

The fruit conponents  (outer fibrous shell,  inner hard shell,  copra or 
kennel,  and milk)  of East    Pakistan coconuts are discussed.    The 
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fibrous shell comprises from 2b  to 5C% of the weight of the fruit. 
She caustic soda cooking and bleaching of husk fibers yielded a 
colorless pulp. 

Cornstalks 

(see abstract no. 108) 

Grasses 

(see abstract no. 108; 10?; 110) 

Hemp 

125. Ciba AC. 
The hemp plant - cultivation, retting, mechanized prepara- 
tion, and uses of heap; prospects for heap culture. 
Ciba Eev. no 5:2-32 (1962). 

This article treats all aspects of the heap plant, its fibrous 
production, and uses of hemp. 

Jute sticks 

(see also abstract no.  109) 

126. Tapadar, B.C. 
Utilization of jute sticks for the manufacture of paper and 
boaxd. 
Ippta Souvenir no. :   137-41  (1964). 

The supply of jute sticks in India is reviewed.    Data cover chemical 
composition and fiber dimensions,  shoving jute sticks to coapare 
closely with hardwoods.     Suitable pulping processes and pulp 
characteristics are outlined. 

Kenaf 

127. Clark,  T.F., Uni,  3.C.,  and Wolff,   I.A. 
A search for new fiber crops.    X.    Effect of plant maturity 
and location of growth on kenaf composition and pulping cha- 
racteristics. 
Tappi  5C  no.   11:52-óA    (Nov.,   1967). 

Kenaf in Northern Florida and Central  Illinois was harvested at 
various  stages of growth to compare effects of location and plant 
maturity on compositional and pulping characteristics.    The results 
are presented in tabular form. 

123.    Clark,   7.1. f  and Holff I.A. 
A search for new fiber crops.    XI.     Compositional character- 
istics  of Illinois kenaf at several population densities  and 
maturities. 
Tappi  52,  no.   11:2111-16  (Nov.,   -¡96°). 

IhyaieJL  composition,  including fiber content and dimensione!  charac- 
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tcristics,   and contents ci  selected chemical constituents vere 
investigated for kenaf it  several population densities and 
maturities.     The results suggest that kenaf for pulp be grows to 
xaximua maturity.     Storace by letting it  etani uncut  in the field 
should be considered.    Removal oí tope  and foliage  should ^2 at 
source. 

125.    Hieschiag,  E.J.,  Nelson, S.S.,   and Uolfí,  I.A>. 
1 search for new fiber crcpa.    Part IT.    Kenaf  composition. 
Tappi  44;  no.  7:515-16  (July,   1?ol). 

The chemical  ani lacrphological characteristics of kenaf  (Hibiscus 
cannabinus)   grown in different regions  of the United States tre 
presented. 

130..    Vhite,   G.JL. 
1 search for nev fiber plants.     Par-;. HI.    Pield yields  of 
kenaf   (Hibiscus  cannabinus L.). 
Tappi   52»  ao.  4:656-5   (April,   1969). 

potential and cultural requirements of kenaf are discussed, 
blades  71" is the recommended variety yielding £.6 tons/acre 

Tield 
"Everglade! 
on a three-year average.    Some other varieties also give good, yield: 
The trials were conducted at various locations in the southern part 
of the United States. 

151. Wilson, P.2. 
Evaluation of kenaf, roselle, and related Hibiscus for Tiber 
production. 
Scon. 3ot.  21, Jxo.  2i132-9 (1967). 

1 survey was made on the bast fiber and dry matter content and 
fiber quality of both cultivated and wild i trains of 1? spp.  cf 
Hibiscus,  including kenaf (Hibiscus oaanabiaus), and roselle 
(l. sab dar if fa). 

Pineapple 

(see abstract no.  110) 

Reeds 

(see also abstract nc.  106f   109) 

132.    Hie s cu, Gh. 
The morphological structure of reed stalks. 
Celulosa Eirtie 8, no.  9:275-80 (Sept.,  1959).       (loa.) 

The structure of reed stalks and its anatomical characteristics 
are described and compared vith the morphology of other plant fiber 
The influence of the compier structure  of reed on its pulping and 
p^permaking properties is discussed. 
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133. Ivanov,   !,\ 
Experimental results on  the application of fertilizers   to 
Italian reed. 
Celuloza Hirtie 15,   no.   ?:339-43   (Sept.,   1966).     (Rom.) 

Application of chemical  fertilizers  (II,  P,  K. compounds)  to  reed 
cultures   (Arundo donax)  was shovn to increase the vield of  crops 
to 40-70  t/ha. 

134. Krotkevic,  P.G.,  and Podlipenskii, V.P. 
Effect  of flov control and irrigation on the species composi- 
tion and quality of reed stands in the Dnieper delta. 
Sb.  Tr.  Ukr. SII Tsellyul.-Bunazh.  Prom.  no.  11:9-24   (1968). 
(Russ. ) 

As a result  of the construction of a hydroelectric plant in the 
lower Dnieper zone, the reed stands in the delta became dry during 
summer and   contaminated with grasses and weeks.    It was found that 
the deterioration of the quality of reed could be prevented by arti- 
ficial irrigation of the stands from mid-April through July.    To 
maintain the required water level, the stands should be protected 
by dikes. 

135. Rozmarln,  G.,  Solomon,  E., and Simionescu,  G. 
The  chemical composition of reeds. 
Cellulose Cham. Techuol.  1, no.  4:445-59   (July/Aug.,   1967). 
(Russ.) 

Two species of reeds (Phragmites communis and Arundo donax) were 
analyzed for their elementary composition,  contents of cellulose, 
lignin,  and hemic el lulo ses,  of ash elements,  and al,so by IR spectro- 
scopy and  thermography.    The experimental data are presented in 
tables and graphs. 

136. Rudescu,  L. 
Soviet advances in the biology, characterization, zoning, and 
agricultural management of reed. 
Celuloza Hirtie 8, no.  11:349-57  (Nov.,   1959).     (Rom.) 

Soviet research on reed cultivation and utilization is reviewed. 
56 references. 

137. Rudescu, L. 
Methods  for determining the biological and industrial pro- 
ductivity sf reed in the Danubien Delta. 
Celuloza Hirtie 11, no.  4:121-5 (April.   1962).     (Rom.) 

Methods of  estimatine the harvestable and technologically useful 
uields of  reed-growing areas are outlined. 

138. Rudescu,  L. , and "Uirova,  T. 
Influence of ecological conditions on the characteristics 
of reed  fror, the Danube Delta. 
Celuloza Hirtie 10, no.   7/6:243-8   (July/Aug., 1961).     (Rar..) 
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The effect of   soil and nutritional conditions  or. the  yield, 
norchoiogy,   physical  characteristics,   and  chemical  coaposition of 
roed are  discussed. 

13¿.    ñudescu,   L.,  and 3urova,   T.S. 
Effects   oí ¿rovth conditions on the  characteristics  of 
Danubian Delta reed. 
Symposium on topical  questions on the  chemistry and technol- 
ogy of  cellulose,   Jassy,   Sept.  24-27,   1?c1.    3ucharesx,   Acad. 
of the  3om.  Peoples äe?.,   1SÓ3.    ?•   213-24.     (Ger.) 

The  characteristics  of reed from the Danube  delta have been studied 
as a function  o;" gro\:in¿,- conditions. 

140.    Bude e cu,   L.,  and Jo? e s cu,  G. 
Comparative study of reed from climatically different  coun- 
tries,      (l) Morphology.   (2) ¿matony.     (5) Ecology. 
Celulosa Hirtie 15,  no.  6:226-51; no.   11:425-9?  no.   12:455-7 
(June,   Kov., Iiec,   1£<S6).     (Ron.) 

Heeds  (Phrasritcs coanuziis  and Ph.  karka)  from different  climates 
are conpared witn rejard to morphological and anatomical charac- 
teristics and ecological  grovth factors.     The main requirement is 
come clinatic  excess which serves to induce & physiological rest 
period for several months.     This is provided in Europe by winter 
frost, in Iraq wad Egypt; by prolonged drought,  and in Pakistan by 
inundation.     Grovth-favoring chemical composition of soil and water 
art indicated. 

141*    Sinionescu, C,  and Sozmaria,  G. 
i     Cbaaistry of reed. 

Bucharest, Sditura Tehnica, 1j?ó£.     305 p.      (Eou. ) 

Shis monograph deals with the cultivation,  harvesting, morphology, 
anatosiy,  chenictl coaposition,  and pulping and paperaakir.g technol- 
ogy of reed (Phrtgsltes coaaunis and Irundo donas).    Lach chapter 
is followed by an extensive bibliography. 

142.    Ulbricht,  H. 
Giant reed and coaraon reed - a comparison of the anatomical, 
chemical,   and technological properties. 
Zellstoff rapier 15,  no.  5:74-7  (iiarch,   1?6C).       (5«r. ) 

Giant reed (Phragaitos communis subsp.  peeudodonas) is taller than 
the common reed  (Ph.   couuaunis),  and has  a sten which comprises a 
greater portion of the tota*, plant.    It also has a higher portion 
of sciercnchynatic tissue,     -one further differences  in anatomical 
structure,   chemical composition,  and technological properties have 
been noticed. 

TJrffe 

(see abstract  no.   110) 

Sorrhuu 

(6«e aluo abstract no.   108) 
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143.     Escourrou,  R. 
Paper sorghum. , 
Papeterie 32,   no.   1:25-35,   35,   37   (J«».»   1*>0;. (Fr.j 

The author discusses  the  cultivation of piper scrgsum,   its morpho- 
logy,   end the pape making qualities  oí its  fibers.     Compared to 
other annual plants  and many wood species,   sorehun is  said to be 
the most easily cultivated and tc ¿jive  relatively hi^h yields 
(20 tens  cellulose/ha).     The properties  of sorghum fibers are  com- 
parable  to those  of bagasse fibers. 

-»44.     Leneyel, P.,  Péteri,  Z.,  and Tornei:,  A. 
Domestic plants  suitable for pulp manufacture.     77. 
Papiripar 4,  no.   3*100-5  (196C). (Hung.) 

The morphology and chemical composition of sorghum are described. 
Pulping trials indicated this fiber to b«  suitable for pulp and 
papermaking. 

Straw 

(see abstract no.  109;   110) 

Tobaoco 

(see also abstract no.   109}  111) 

145.    Kimura, I.,  and Teratani, 7. 
Studies on the manufacture of tobaeco it«« pulp.    1. 7ib«r» 
and chemical composition of tobacco stem. 
J. Jap. Tappi  16*  no.  11:694-900 (HOT.,  19Ó2). (Jap.) 

according to investigation! carried out by the authors,  the vast« 
stems of a native Japanese tobacco plant comprise oa.   12 i» of root 
tissue,  64 % of woody tissue,  16 Jt of bast, and 8 £ of pith.    Ths 
woody stem portion g«n«rally comprise« 10 % of vessels,  19 % of ray 
cells,  and 71 i» of wood fibers.    The main type of tobacco fiber is 
slightly finer and thinner-walled than the common hardwood fiber. 
Chemical analysis showed that the composition of the woody part of 
the stem was roughly the same as that of hardwood,  ercepx that the 
tobacco xylea abounded in pectin.    It is concluded that tobacco 
plant residues can poaeibiy be utilised as a raw material for pulp. 

Vater hyacinth 

(see abstract no.  111) 

TECHNICAL ASS ECOHOHIC ASPECTS BELATED TO HA272STETG, TEAKSP0ET4TI0IT, 
STORAGE ASD PEE-PROCESSHTG 

General 

146. Atchison, J.E. 
Progress in preparation and pulping of agricultural fibers. 
Indian Pulp Paper 17, no. 12:681-9, 694 (June, 1963); 18, no. 
2:159-61, 163-5, 167-8, 171 (Aug., 1963). 
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These   articles  include:    preparation ci agricultural   fibers  beícrs 
digestion;   collection,   storage,   and preservation cf '--.'i-j agricul- 
tural   Tibers.     Further Headings  are:     new mills  in operation,   under 
construction or being developed fcr utilising agricultural  liners, 
and  erpandin; use  cf pulp produced  fron agricultural fibers  and 
fast-growing long-fibered plants. 

147. Birdseye,   c. 
Process for storing and digesting of fibrous agricultural 
residues. 
r.s. ?at. 2,e?9,350 (iug. 11, 1959). 

A method for storing shredded bamboo,   straw,   bagasse,   and other 
agricultural residues  involves  impregnating the  baled or piled 
material vith sodium hydroxide and effecting a  certain amount 
(ca.   2C£;  of digestion without decay.     Prier to  storage,  the mate- 
rial may be sterilized by heating it  to at least  SO C.    after 9-12 
months  the material  is treated with kraft white liquor,   subjected 
to a steam pressure  of 150 psi and a temperature  of ca.  •IS5WC for 
5 min before being exploded through a suitable valve. 

148. Lathrop, E.C.,   Kaffsiger,   T.2.,  and ìiahen,  E.I. 
Methods for separating r.ith-bearing plants  into fiber and 
pith. 
ÏÏ.S. Department of Agriculture, Bull. ARS-71-4 (Haren,   1955). 

1 thorough study of  àepithing methods has been made at the northern 
Sesearen and Development Division,   Peoria,  HI.,   and several practi- 
cal and economical methods for effecting the needed separation into 
fiber and pith have been developed. 

149. Stanford Research Institute. 
The economic availability of fibrous raw materials in India, 
Burma,  and Thailand. 
Pulp and Paper Prospects is asia and the Tar East.    7ol. II, 
p.  27-113.    TO/HO.    Bangkok,   1962. 

The primary objective of this study was to determine the delivered 
cost  of alternative fibrous pulping materials  to selected pulp mill 
sites  in the states  of Madras and ïïttar Pradesh,   India,  and in Burma 
and Thailand.    The methods of evaluation developed by thfe Stanford 
Hesearch Institute  can be applied,  however,  anyvhert in developing 
countries.    Supply,   extraction or harvesting cost,  collection cost, 
and transportation cost are considered along with other cost  element«; 
such as overhead» insurance,  and interest.    The main enphasis is 
on agricultural residues and other ncn-wooá raterials,  irci,   bagasse, 
bamboo,   rice straw,   and some grasses.     The net ho caused in the  dif- 
ferent  countries for harvesting,   collection,  baling,   storage,   etc., 
are briefly described. 

15c.     TAPPI Non-Vood Plant Fibers  Committee. 
¡¡Ton-wood plant  fiber pulping.     Prcgree«  report ile.  2. 
Tappi CA.  Eeport   .0,  40:   ?33 p.   ('??*<). 

This progreso report  contains  10 separate contributions covering 
new methods of handling and storage  of noc-vood plant fibers   (bagasse 
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sfrav,   bamboc,  reed,   and ¿rassec).     The various  papers  ere  ab- 
stracted individually in tais  ciulioçraphy. 

Bagasse 

151. Atchison,  J.E. 
Bagasse becoming a major raw material for manufacture  oí 
uulp  ana pp.pcr -  bacic£round,   present  status,  an«! future 
possibilities. •-e <-, • ^ 
Proc.   Intern,   ¿oc.   öuc&r-Ciuic   l-ecimüloji-ts  11:1 '.^-120)11.^^. 

2his report  includes:     a historical  review of the utilisation oí 
baisse";  present utilization of bajasno;  purchase,  collection 
storage,   and preservation of bagasse;   preparation for pulping; _ant 
processes  and* equipment  uwec1 for nulping basasse.    A list  of mills 

. in operation or under construction for utilizine bagasse  is appended. 

152. Atchison,  J.E. 
Utilisation of bagasse for raanufacture of pulp,  paper and 
board. ,  . 
Indian Pulp Paper  17» no.  1:   57-41»  46  I, July,  1^2). 

Ins recent history of wilp, paper and board maaufacture from sugar- 
-cane bagasse is presented. I-Iethods of bagasse collection, storage, 
preservation, depithins, and pulp processing are outlined. 

153. Atchison,  J.E. 
Progress in preparation and rapid continuous pulping o* 
agricultural fibres. 
Pulp and Paper Prospects in Asia and the Par East. Toi.  H, 
p.  431-45.    TJ1I/PA0.    3aagkokf   1?ó2. 

Before entering into the description of the rapid continuous pulp- 
ing of agricultural residues,  the author reviews the various 
aethods of cleaning straw and of depithing bagasse.    Both vet and 
dry methods hare been developed and used successfully.    As to 
bagasse,  a two-stage  depithing system is suggested,  involving a 
partial pith separation in a humid condition followed by wet de- 
pithing.     Simplified flow diagrams are given. 

154. Atchison,  J.E. 
Progress in the utilisation of bagasse as a raw material for 
pulp and paper manufacture. 
Ippta Souvenir no.: 5^2-63  (1964). 

The availability and utilization of bagasse as s paperaaking raw 
material are discusaed,  including bagasse purchase,  collection, 
storage,   and depithing  (especially humid and wet depithing). 

155. Atchison,  J.E. 
Experiences in developing,  building and operatine bagasse pulp 
and paper mills. 
2CA/3TA0/PA0 COST/Paper II. b. 7.    Proceedings of the  Conference 
on Pulp and Paper Sevr.lopment  in Africa and the Hear East. 
Cairo,   1$65. 
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The experiences gained ir the  development, construction and oper- 
ation of five bacasse pulp ana paper ¡tills are presented.    Methods 
of handling,   storage and depithing bagasse are described and 
illustrated by flow  sheets.     It is pci^ed ou~  that  the most effi- 
cient methods" of  depithing usually involve a tvo-stage process. 

15o.  Atchison, J.£. 
Rapid gains in use of harasse for manufacture of pulp and 
"oaper. • 
inaiar Palp Paper 23,  no.   1:13".   135-9  (July,   1968). 

The availability of bagasse  is  discussed as well as  its purchase, 
collection,   storage,  and preservation.    Emphasis is placed on        * 
bagasse  depithing and proper preparation for pulping.    Processes 
used in pulping bagasse are described.     The greatest single ccst 
factor is the cost  of alternate fuel. 

157. Atchison,  J.L. 
liodera methods of bagasse depithing:    the key to large-scale 
utilization of bagasse for manufacture of pulp-, paper, and 
board. 
Tappi C.I. Report no.   34 (Eonwood fiber pulping.    1 progress 
report):    21-90 (1?70). 

in extensive review is given of bagasse depithing methods,  including 
the history of depithing?    newly developed techniques? aspects to i 
be considered prior to selection of the depithing method and équip- 
aient;    and the effect of depithing on pulp properties. 

158. Atchison, J.E. 
Modem methods of purchasing,  handling,  storage and preser- 
vation of bagasse.    tta¿or advances in the sixties. 
Tappi CA. Eeport no. 40 (Non-wood plant fiber pulping. 
Progress report no.  2):   1-49  (1971). 

Hew developments in purchasing, handling,  storage,  and preservation 
of bagasse are discussed.    Because of favorable economics, both the 
sugar factories and the pulp mills agree on removing as much pith 
as possible at the   sugar mill returning it to the boilers as fuel. 
Hewly developed storage methods include wet bulk storage with or 
without biological pretreatment?    moist bulk storage direct fror the 
sugar mill without  any treatment;    dry sTorage in aense pads undor 
cover after artificial drying;    and storage in dry briquettes or 
pellets.    The never bulk storage methods have advantages over the 
classical bale methods and find increasing application. 

159. Biagiotti,   P. 
Methods for bagasse storage. 
Peadco 4th Intern. Porua (Torremolinos,  Sept.   19-22,   1571). 
13 P. 

The advantages and  disadvantages of available bagasse ? .orage 
methods,  and their  economics are discussed.    Since a universally 
valid method is unknown,   a method-evaluation procedure  is  suggested 
prior to actual selection and installation at any specif io bagasee- 
-processing plant. 
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"¡6c.     3orTic¿,   2.,   In¿brocon,   L.,  and Ilesa,   ¿. 
iïicroscopic  stud7 of blasse. 
Cuba ¿.sue.   Oct./Dec,   1>¿9:   32-7»   57—61. 

The  éff*ct cf  the  rietiiod of processine bacasse  in a chopping uill 
cc. its  components  was  investigated aicroscopicall;-.     Data, are  j-iver. 
on  the percentage  of wb.ole  fibers,   disrupted fibers,  and noüfibrous 
particles  TC be  fcuad in tne   different samples,   and on the  dimensions 
of  the fibers  and nonfibrous  elements.    *il data   are analyzed 
statistically. 

161. 3rocmha.ll,  V.M. 
3&casse  difficulties between the  sujar aill and the stuff 
chest and how the? have beer, eversone. 
Peadco 4th latera. ?oncn  (Torremolinos,  Sept.   19-22,   1971). 
12 p. 

?r ob Isms peculiar to bags3se as a papermalcing material are 
described,  incl.   those encountered in storage,   depithiag,   liquor 
impregnation,  and pulping. 

162. 3uechner,   I.A. 
Bagassosis - a medical enigma. 
J. Louisiana State Iled.Soc.  112, no.  2:53-01   (?*b.,   I960). 

This respiratory illness ¿s a serious occupational hasard resultine 
from exposure to bajas*« dust.    Various explanations of the dis- 
ease hare been presented, however,  the precise phvsiopaSfcolcgical 
mechanism remains obscure. 

165.    Cellulose Development Corporation Ltd.  and John Thompson 
Water Tube Boilers Ltd. 
Saving of bacasse for papermalcing - thermal considerations. 
Pulp and Paper Prospects  in Latin america.    Second Part, 
P.   325-33.    TO/ÏAO,    NOW York,   1955. 

The purpose of this paper is  to suggest means to liberate bagasse 
for pulp and pap e making at those sugar mills where bagasse is 
used as a fuel and little or no surplus esista.    Release without 
using an alternative fuel as w«ll as release by substitution are 
considered. 

164.    Chapman,  A.V. 
Purchasing,  handling and storing of bagasse. 
Pulp and Paper Prospects  in Latin America.    Second Part, 
p.  355-7.    0S/7A0.    New Tork,  1555. 

The  standard operating procedures and techniques  developed by the 
Celctex Corporation for handling the large amount  of bagasse needed 
arc  described.     The material mutt be baled and stored within a 
pariod of approximately seventy-five sugar-mill operating days. 
S one of the difficulties encountered during development of the 
current procedures are pointed out. 
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165. Chapman,  l.W. 
Purchasing,  handling and storing of bagasse. 
?AC/ECE/30I2D COITS/Paper 4.. 12.     Consultation on  Insulation 
3oard,  Eardboard and Particle 3oard.    Geneva,   1957. 

The American practice  of purchasing,  storia« and handling bacasse, 
and tne layout and equipment required are described in detail. 
Hechanisaticn of harvesting sugar cane may adversely affect its use 
in board manufacture  since mechanically Larvesxed bacasse contains 
a larger percentage cf leaves and other debris  then that harvested 
by hand. 

166. Chou, V.y.T. 
Twenty-five years industrial experi ene* in the manufacture 
of pulp iron bagasse. 
ECA./3TAC/P4.0 COH?/Paper H.b.A. Proceedings of the Confe- 
rence on Pulp and Paper Development in Africa and the Sear 
East. Cairo, 1965* 

She utilisation of bagasse as a rav material for pulp and paper 
manufacture is briefly discussed including storage and depithing 
problems. 

167. Cusi, S.S. 
Commercial expérience in the depithing and fibre fractionation 
of bagasse. 
ECA/BTaO/PAO/Paper H.b.J. Proceedings of the Conference 
on Pulp and Paper Development in if rica «ad the Hear East. 
Cairo, 1965. 

The first section of this paper deals with the structure of bagasse, 
its cellular morphology, and the effect of storage on chemical and 
.physical properties, ifter that, the different aspects of depithing 
bagasse are discussed in detail. 

166. Cusi, D.S., and Jolley, P.V.B. 
How bagasse is pulped by method used In Mexico. 
Pulp Paper Intern. 10, no. 6:56-9 (June, 1966). 

The Siaon-Cusi multi-step pulping method is used at the world's 
largest bagasse pulp mill. Ill steps in the process. Including 
storage of baled bagasse, and both wet depithing and a cheaper 
alternative moist process are described. After natural drying, 
the bales can be stored in high stacks for three years or more 
without appreciable deterioration or darkening. 

169. Glomera Ltd. 
Glomera complete process of preparing and briquetting sugar 
cane bagasse. 
Basel, Switzerland, Glomera Ltd., Pamphlet no. 1G4A (no.date). 
9 P. 

This process produces long (10-50 mm) dry ¿«pithed fibers of high 
quality from rav bagasse and compresses the fibers into briquettes. 
The fibers are suitable for the manufacture cf hardboard, insulating 
board, chemical and mechanical pulp for paper, etc. Diagrams of 
the necessary equipment and of the briquetting device, and a flow 
chart of such a plant are appended. 
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*70.     Cresaler,   E. 
Preparation oí basasse  as a pulp  raw material. 
Bol.   A3C?  2,  no.   11:10-18  (llarch,   1969). (?ort.) 

Methods and equipment used in dry and wet depithing,  and preserva- 
tion oí bacasse  are reviewed in some  detail. 

171. Gundc  Àao,   3.".,   and Sharsa,   3.C. 
Various  considerations for releasing bagasse from su^ar 
factories  íor the manufacture  oí paper pulp. 
Ippta 7,  no.  4:   311-U  (Oct./Sec,   1970). 

The  sugar industry could release  some bagasse  for the pulp and paper 
industry if  it improved  its  steam generation efficiency by workias 
at higher pressures or if it reduced the steam requirement of the 
manufacturing process.     It might also change  completely to coal or 
oil. 

172. Eöpner,  T. 
Preservation and «torace of bajasat according to 2.4.  Sitter1s 
method. 
Papier 18,  no.  5:204-6  (May,   1964).      (G«r.) 

This article deals with the biological preservation of moist bagasse 
following a method devised by Sitter in S.  africa nearly 20 years 
»Co.    ifter treatment with a special biological liquor,  belasse can 
"be stored for a long time without appreciable deterioration.    The 
ensymatical degradation of low-molecular components  (sugars)  is 
supposed to improve the quality of bagasse rather than to impair it. 

173. lamel,  E.,  and Suade lin, 4. / 
The use of sugarcane baga»« *°* pulp and paper production 
in the united Arab Republic. 
ÜC1/BZ10/T10 COHF/Paper ZZ. 0.5.    Proceedings of the Conference 
on Pulp and Paper Development in if rica and the Bear East. 
Cairo,   1905. 

la section 4 of this paper,  the methods aad cost of baling,  storage 
aad depithing of bagaste are discussed.    The machines, number of 
workers,  amount of electric power,  etc., required in these operations, 
are specified in annexed tables. 

174. Keller,  4.G. 
1 review of methods for depi thing sugar cane bagasse. 
ÏC4/3T40/PAO C0E?/?aper U.b.2. Proceedings of the Conference 
on Pulp aad Paper Development in africa and the Near East. 
Cairo, 1965. 

The principles aad moat common methods for depi thing bagasse are 
outlined. 

175. Inapp, S.S., and Henderson, J.T. 
Paper manufacture from bagasse. 
Ippta Souvenir no.t 66-75 (1964). 

Sagasee storage techniques and depi thing procedures are discussed 
along with bagasse pulping processes. 

1 
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176. Lmthrop, ::.C. 
Economic  and other  factors to be considered  in  the use of 
sugar cane bagasse as a rav material for pulp and paper manu- 
facture. 
Pulp and Paper Prospects  in Latin America.     Second Part, 
p.   314-15.    IZ:/rAD."   îTev York,   1955. 

The physical,   chemical  and pulping  characteristics of bagasse vary 
to some extent due to cane culture and cane-harvesting practices, 
and to milling  practices.     Since baling,  storing,   and handling ba- 
gasse are expensive operations, every effort oust  be made to elimi- 
nate unnecessary work.    A review of  suitable storing raethods devel- 
oped and used at various mills is given.    Finally,  the pros and cons 
of dry and wet depithing are discussed in some detail,  including 
operating cost. 

177. McCloskey,  J.T. 
Determination of fiber and pith in bagasse. 
Peadco 4th Intern. Forum (Torremolinos,  Sept.  19-22,  1971) 
29 p. 

A newly developed method is presented which provides for rapid complete 
»«peration of fiber and pith with minimal errors due to sample weighing 
and fiber cutting.    It works equally well with whole bagasse,  depithed 
fiber, or pith. 

178. MacDonald, I. 
Ritter bagasse process. 
Pulp Pap«r Inter.  5, no. 10:45-7  (Sepf.,  1963). 

The Ritter process consists of a method for the pretreatment,  stor- 
age and preservation of bagasse.    Through the biological pretreat- 
ment, the separation of the pith is facilitated.    Storage is carried 
out in bulk form.    The menace of fire hazard is completely eliminated. 

179. Miara, O.K. 
Comparative study of bagasse and wheat straw for pulp and 
papermaklng. 
Tappi CA.  Report no.   40 (Non-wood fiber pulping. Progress 
Report no.   2):   51-87   (1971). 

A detailed discussion is presented of similarities and differences 
in the behavior of bagasse vs. wheat  straw during harvesting, 
collection,  baling,  transport,  raw material preparation  (depithing, 
dusting,   cutting, cleaning,  etc.),  pulpin'    and papermaklng. 

180. Möbius,  J. 
The storage and preservation of  bagasse in bulk form without 
baling. 
ECA/BTAO/TA0 COHF/Paper Il.b.l. Proceedings of the Conference 
on Pulp and Paper Development in Africa and the Hear East. 

Cairo, 1965. 

An illustrated description of the Ritter process for storing bagasse 
in bulk fora is presented.    The process permits the storage of large 
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amounts of bagasse on a  relatively  small area.     Further advantages are 
the prevention of any fire hasard and decay,   and   the elimination of baling. 

181. Hora.  K.M. 
The effect  of  storage on the yield and duality of semi-chemi- 
cp.l bagasse pulp. 
Ph.D.  Thesis.    Louisiana State Univ.,   1962,     103 p. 

The degree of bagasse deterioration during unprotected storage was 
found  to diminish with increasing amounts of pith removal and with 
decreasing  original moisture content  of the stored fiber.    The 
least deterioration occvrred ¿a. wet depithed fiber stored with an orifi- 
nal moisture content of less than 20%.    The effect of storage on the eco 
nomics of bagasse as a raw material for pulp and paper was  studied. 

182. llora,  E.H.,  and Keller, A.G. 
The effect of mechanical deptthiag on yield and quality of 
semi-chemical bagasse pulps. 
Pulp and Paper Prospects in Asia and the Far East,    Vol.  II, 
p.   397-404.    UK/FAO.    Bangkok, 1962. 

A major problem in connexion with the use of bagasse for pulp and 
papermaking is the cost of handling and processing the raw material 
prior to pulping.    The most common methods for storage, preservation 
and depithing are briefly described before studying the effect of 
dry and wet depithing on yield and quality of semi-chemical pulps. 

183. Nolan, W.J. 
Processing bagasse for paper and structural board. 
Tappi 50, no. 9:127-36A (Sept., 1967). 

A depithing procedure is described, consisting of decortication of 
bagasse in an attrition mill at 20% consistency, followed by wash- 
ing pith and fines from the fiber on a travelling screen belt. 
Short fiber is recovered from tailings, resulting in an overall 
fiber yield of 70S of whole bagasse. Possible uses of pith are 
discussed. A rapid laboratory method for evaluating the pith and 
fines fraction in bagasse is presented. Further sections of the 
study deal with kraft pulping ef depithed and undepithed bagasse, 
and with the production and properties of wallboard and hardboard 
from depithed bagasse fiber (see section D. of this bibliography). 

184. Podder, V. 
Review of pulping methods for bagasse. 
Pulp and paper Prospects in Asia and the Far East. Vol.   II, 
p.   423-30.    DE/FAO.     Bangkok,   1962. 

The various processes for depithing, cleaning, baling and storage 
of bagasse are outlined, including more recent developments. The 
rest of the paper deals with pulping problems. 

1G5.  Rangan.   S.G. 
Bagasse pulping in Latin America. 
Indian Pulp Paper 21,  no.   6:39107,   400-2 {Dec.,   1966). 
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The  author describes   the Peadco,   Cusi,   and Ayotla processes  of 
bagasse handling and pulping,   incl.   stacJcing ci bales,   depithlng, 
pith disposal,  cooking,  pulp washing,   and screening. 

186. Eangan, S.S. 
C osane re id  aspects of bagasse;  procurement,   storage,  and 
fuel  substitution problems. 
Ippta 7.  no.   4:   30*5-8  (Oct./Dec,   1970). 

Presently,   the greater part  of bagasse produced at  Indian sugar 
mills  is used as fuel.    Suggestions are made as  to hov considerable 
amounts  oí basase  tan be released for the manufacture of pulp and 
paper,   e.g.  by moderating the steam consumption at  the sugar siili. 
The  cost  of substituting fuel oil  are also discussed. 

187. Eanwes, G. 
Saving cf bagasse by improved boiler-house  operations. 
PUITJ and Psoer Prospects in Latin America,     Second Part, 
p.   333-5.    Tffi/FAO.    iîev York,  1955- 

The efficiencj' of existing steam generating installations in sugar 
mills  can be improved consideraci:* at a fairly lew cost.     This not 
only eliminates the need for using wood or oil as a supplementary 
fuel,  it also releases considerable amounts of bagasse for pulp and 
papermakins. ' 

1RS.     Bitter, S.JL 
Process for the- treatment of oellulosic materials. 
TJ.S. pat.  2,^60,444 (Hov.   15,  19.60). 

Oellulosic materials   (e.g. bagasse, wood chips,   etc.) arc impreg- 
nated with water containing cultures of Lactobacilli and allowed 
to ferment.    The treatment is of use in preserving the oellulosic 
material,   and for pre digesting the material. 

189. Sodxiguez Jimenez, J. 
Handling of bagasse. 
Invest. Tec. Papel 8,  no.  29: 799-823 (July,   1971).     (Spaa.) 

The properties cf bagasse are influenced by many factors, partic- 
ularly by. the procedure used in bagasse storage (storage in natu- 
ral or artificially dried condition), artificial drying prior to 
storage results in high-quality bagasse. 

190. Salab&r, J.,  and Maza,  1. 
Hitter biological treatment process fcr bagasse bulk storage. 
Tappi CA. Seport no.  40 (Ncn-wood fiber pulping.    Progress 
report no.  2):  69-136  (157*0. 

In the ¿Litter process,  as practised at the Ledessa bacasse mill in 
Buenos Aires, moist  depithed bagasse is discharged into an overhead 
channel which is fed continuously with a biological liquor contai- 
ning lactic acid bacteria cultivated in 2.5/» molasses oclution. 

.    The  diluted fiber flows to a travelling crane moving on rails  along 
the  sides  of a concrete storage  slab onto which the suspension La 
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dumped by free  fall.    Advantages cf Ritter-stcred bagasse  ever 
untreated fresh bagasse are   discussed. 

191. Sandvell  4 Co.  Ltd. 
1 review of bagasse technology for pulp and paper production. 
JAO Document no.   12555   (¡¿arch,   *57C).     62 p. (¿pan.) 

This  estensive review covers   the following subjects:    properties^ oí 
bagasse  (fiber dimensions,   chemical  composition;;    depitiiii^aet.i- 
ods}  tiled storace and buiii  storage methods,   iacl.   tu e use  or  pre- 
servatives;  pulping methods;   the value  cf bagasse as e fuel;  ant 
the properties  and uses or pulps and papers made frasi bagasse. 

192. Schmidt,   J-G.A. ,*„„,-„i 
The current status of "bagasse as  a prup and paper raw oA-e—a-. 
Allg.  Papier-Rundschau no.   20:   1306,   1308,  131O;  nc.   21 : UOC, 
1402,   1404? no.  22:  U62,   1464,   i 46©;  no. 25:   1527-e;  no..24: 
1588-90   (Oct., liov.,  Sec,   19Ó5);   no.   5:133-4  (ï'eo.,   19&o). 
(Ger.) 

Exil series includes a review of data on bagasse fiber morphology 
and physical and chemical properties,   comminution techniques,   mecha- 
nical and biological depithing processes,  storage procedures,   and 
cooking methods.    A list oí known bagasse pulp and paper mills 
throughout the world is appended. 

193. Wilso.-s,  A-V. 
Bagasse wiping in react« Argentina. 
Pulp Papere Intern. 13»  »<>• 2:50-2  (Peor., 1571). 

The Ledesma pulp and paper mill in Argentina has been using the 
Bitter bagasse bulk storage  system for errerai vears.    The process 
permits bulk storage of. moist bagasse for five years or even more 
without any deterioration.    Another feature of the mill is its 
modern black liçoor recovery system. 

194. Wilson,  A,V. 
Bagasse developments - Storage methods, fire hazards,  contin- 
uous cooking discussed. 
Pulp Paper Intern.  14,   no. 2:  51-?  (P«*r.,  1972). 

In this second resort on the  1971 Peadco conference,  three main 
subjects corered were bale versus bulk storage of oagasse,  control 
of fire hazards in bagasse piles,  and centrifugai', wet depithing of 
bajasae. 

195. World's Paper Trade Eeviewj International Paperbctrd Industry. 
Stabilizing micro-organisms in bagasse. 
Intern.  ?bd- Ind. 15,   a«" 6t26^7   (June, 1970). 

Addition of a small amount  of propionic acid to bagasse  effectively 
prevent« deterioration in storage from fungi and bacteria,  and 
protects the laborers frcm contracting the respiratory disease 
known au bagas sosis. 
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195/' Bernhardt, 2.H. 
Bulk storaci of bagasse. 
Sugar J.  5C. no.  10:  56-7  {liarch,   19Ó0). 

The Talentine Pulp and Paper Co.,  Louisiana,  has  developed a method 
of  storage,   in which the  freshly milled bagasse is  stacked in large 
circular piles vithoux any pretreataent.    The piles are '¿.j> to 20 m 
high and contain 15,000 to 20,000 tons of bagasse   (mcisture-free 
basis).     It is reported that the outside layer cf these  stacks 
suffers  rather ssvere damage,  but it  then forms a protective shell 
for the  remainder of the pile.    The advantages of this   system in 
comparison to baled storage methods  include reduction  of handling 
and transportation cost,   elimination of fire hasard,   improvement 
of pulp  quality, higher pulp yield,   etc. 

W/2 Payne,   J.E. 
New developments in handling and storage of bagasse. 
Ind.  Agr.Scs. Management newsletter 5, no.  2;5   (1969). 

The method of pneumatic conveying of bagasse has certain advantages 
as  compared to more common systems.     When using a pipe—line of 25 cm 
diameter,   about 7* tone of bagasse can be conveyed -per hour.    ?ire 
hasard and evolution of dust are at a minimum.    Costs  of handling 
and maintenance are reduced considerably.    Another new  development 
is the bulk storage of dry bagasse which is reported to be simpler 
and more economic than the Sitter method. 

195/3 Tantav/i, H.H. 
Technical and economic aspects cf bagasse utilisation. 
XD/WG.83/9.    UKIDO Expert Working Group Meeting on the 
Production of Panels from agricultural"Residues,  Vienna, 
14-18 Dec,  1970. 19 p. 

The author discusses various problems relating to the transporta- 
tion,  storage,  and pre-processing of bagasse, in particular con- 
sidering the methods used at paper and board mills in Egypt.    If 
bacasse is to be processed into particle board, it should be depitaed 
and pre-dried.    Hoist depithing and natural drying are felt to be 
the aott appropriate methods.    In the production of hardboard, a 
vet bulk-storage method is preferable.    Ealing systems  for the 
storage cf bagasse are expensive and require oareful stacking and 
the provision of spaces between the bales to prevent discoloration 
and decay. 

1 
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Bamboo 

1°6.     Aune,   U.M.,   ano Fleur?,   J.I. 
Breakthrough in bambee pulping. 
?ulp Paper Intern.   2,  no.   = :21-;   (May»   19Ó0). 

Shreddwd bamboo has   shown distinct advantage  ever chipoea in  t/..e 
production of kraft pulp  and hardboard.     -he  shredder developed at 
the  institute  in Rangoon  tears   the ions fibers  froa ::ie  ba-iboc cui» 
along: its natural  arcis  and eliminates most   of the undesirable  waste 
material and silica.    For the production of hardboard,  no binder or 
chemicals are  required. 

197.     Jangalgi,  N.B..,  Jauhari,  H.3.,   Aßarval,  S..!., Jaspai,   IT.¿., 
and Bhargava.   B..L. 
Improved yield at  the west coast paper mill: (India). 
Ippta 6,  no.   2M7-23  (April/June,   196?). 

At the vest  coast paper mills  in India,  appreciable improvements 
in utilizing bamboo  for pulp and papermaking have been established 
such as  the use of statistical techniques   for measuring the   quanti- 
ty of incoming bamboo,  proper methods for  stacking and preservation, 
and especially chipping with minimum dust  loss.    A description is 
also civen of the use of bamboo dust. 

19a.    Heiex,  E. 
Technical and economic erperienoe in the harvesting ana .ran¿- 
portation of bamboo for pulp and paper manufacture. 
ÊCA/3TA0/FA0 COEP/Paper II.b.9.    Proceedings of the Conference 
on Pulp and Paper Development in Africa and the Hear Sut. 
Cairo,   1965« 

At the Kamaphuli Paper Kill,  East Pakistan,  the extraction  of bamboo 
f--om the jungle has been mechanized,  usine ropeways,  tractors and 
trailers for transporting the bullcy material to riverside col^ect^ag 
centres.    The experiences gained during some years of operation are 
presented. 

199. de la Mensbruge,   G. 
Planting methods and costs of producing bamboo for pulp and 
paper manufacture. 
ECA/BTAO/FAO COIÎT/Paper II.b.S. Proceedings of the Conference 
on Pulp and Paper Development in Africa ana the »ear 2ast. 
Cairo, 1965. 

Studies have been made in the region cf Abidjan to determine the 
most efficient method of planting bamboo.  A rough estimate is given 
of the planting cost and the cost of harvesting ana transportation. 
It follows from the study that a pulp mill could operate under 
favourable conditions when using bamboo as a raw material. 

200. Mokhasi, S.G., Sandigol, S.G., Jaspai, H.S., end Bhargava, 
E..L. 
Outside chip  storage of Banbusa arundinAcea. 
Ippta 6, no.   4:7-17  (Oct./Dec,   1969). 
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The effect of  outside chip storape on  the chemical composition of 
bamboo,   its  pulping characteristics and  papermaking properties 
were  extensively  studied.     The values were compared with those for 
bamboo stacks  showing only very  fev differences.    From an economic 
standpoint  the handling of the chips proved more effective,  and 
showed savings of   30-35*. over the handling of   the stacks. 

201. Palmer,   A. 
Problems and  solutions in chipping   bamboo  for pulping. 
Indian Pulp Paper 20, no.   4:27102,   276  (Oct.,  Ì965). 

Feedworks for conveying,  charging,  and  crushing bamboo sticks, as 
well as the chippers themselves,   pose special  design problems, owing 
partly to wide differences in stick dimensions  and partly to the 
abrasive properties of bamboo.     Small sticks should be collected 
into bundles  of 10-12 inch diameter, whereas  thicker sticks are best 
fed individually.    With proper design end operation, more thun 90S 
of acceptable chips can be obtained after screening. 

202. Ono, K. 
Studies on bamboo pulp industry.     (1) Bamboo forest resources 
in Indonesia and Burma. 
Japan Pulp Paper 3,  no. 2:62-9 (June, 1965). 

Data are presented on the geographic distribution, types, utilization 
(incl. uses other than for pulp),  cost of harvesting,  total resources, etc. 

203. Ono, K. 
Studies on bamboo pulp industry.     (2) Scientific techniques 
of bamboo pulp industry. 
Japan Pulp Paper 3, no.  3:54-63 (Sept.,  1965). 

Topics discussed include the morphological and chemical properties 
of bamboo and its fibers; handling and chipping of bamboo; pulp 
manufacture from bamboo end bleaching of the pulp; papermaking 
techniques, etc. 

204. Vladiit,  R., and Boicluc, M. 
Aspects of bamboo sten utilization in Romania. 
Ind. Lemnului 20, no.  5: 178-61 (May, 1969).    (Rom.) 

The papeimaking characteristics and related properties (such as 
fiber length,  silica content, tec.) of various bamboo spp. are 
reriswed along with problems of cultivation,  harvesting, handling, 
and process lag. 

Cornstalks and corncobs 

205. Paper Trade Journal 
American-Israeli mill expansion includes bleached cornstalk pulp. 
Paper Trade J.  i¿4,  no.  27:22-6  (July,  1960). 

The handling,   baling and storage of cornstalks and straw, anc*  the 
cooking and bleaching process used at the paper mill of Hadera. 
Israel, are described. 
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20f.   Popescu,   G.,   and Banciu,   I. 
Paperaakir.g trials vith corncobs.      (1) Morpholosry and 
storage. 
Celulosa ".irrie 16.  no.  6:193-20C   (June,  1967).      (Roc.) 

Corncobs differ, frort other annual plants by bavin* abundant  pa- 
renchyma tissue or nedularv parenchyma.     In small and rcediur— 
size piles,   corncobs can be stored up to 12 oonths without appre- 
ciable deterioration, except at  the base of the riles   in direct 
contact with  the ground.    As to  the storage in large  comercial 
piles,  no data are available so  far. 

Cotton stalks 

207. Minina,  V.S.,  üsmanov,  Kh.ü. ,  and Runova,  L.I1. 
Changes  in the chemical composition of cotton plant stems 
during prolonged storage. 
Gidroliz.  Lesokhim.  Prom.  16, no.   8:15-16  (1963).     (RUM.) 

Chemioal and microbiological analyses were nade of cotton stems 
stored outdoors in the form of piles for about a year,  and having 
various moisture contents.    At the beginning of the storage period 
when the moisture content was high,  a rapid growth of various micro* 
organisms (fungo and bacteria)  could be observed, but with gradual 
drying the number of micro-organisms diminished.   At a moisture 
content of 20%, their growth was inhibited.   There were no signi- 
ficant changes in the chemical composition of the cotton stems. 
The maximum loss of dry substance of the stems was 7.52, and oc- 
curred mainly in the lower layers of the piles. 

Flax and hemp 

208. Venturi,  G. 
Comparison of hemp harvesting methods.    I. Product for textile 
use.    II. Product for papermaking use. 
Int. Carta 7, no. 12:514-20;   8, no.  1:8-18  (Dec,  1969; 
Jan.,  1970).     (Ital.) 

In 1965 and 1967 experiments were conducted with Italian hemp 
varieties cultivated exclusively for papennaking.    The cultivation 
procedures  and harvesting methods are described and compared with 
those  applied to hemp for textile use. 

Grasses 

209. Bhargava,  R.P. 
Industrial experience in the pulping of grasses  in India. 
Pulp and Paper Prospects in Asia and the Far East. Vol.   ??, 
p.   464-51.    UÈ/FAC.     Bangkok,  1962. 

The utilization of sabai grass for pulp and papennaking is dis- 
cussed including the methods used in storage, cleaning, dusting 
and cutting. 

1 
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21C.   Bowes,   ?.C,   and KinLLey,   r.M. 

Spontaneous  heating and   ignition  in esparto grass. 
World's Paoer Trade Rev.   156,   no.   7:572,  57¿*   576   (Aug.,  1961). 

It   is shown that moist esparto  grass  can undergo spontaneous 
beatine with the  risk of ignition in the sast was as other moist 
vegetable materials.    For that reason,  stacks of esparto  shovinç 
sirns of heating  should be dismantled and allowed to cool  or should 
be processed Ixtoadiately. 

211. Grant,  J. 
The economics of esparto grass as a rav material for the 
manufacture of paper pulp. 
ECA/BTAO/FAO CONF/Paper  II.b.15.  Proceedings of the 
Conference  on Pulp and Paper Development in Africa and the 
Near East.     Cairo,  1965. 

The methods of  collection,  transportation,   and storage of esparto 
grass as practised in North Africa  are described,  and cost esti- 
nates of these operations are given.    The labor cost could be 
reduced considerably,  if mechanical harvesting methods were used. 
Finally the properties and uses of  the papar pulp made from esparto 
grass are discussed. 

212. La Rochette  Ccnpa. 
The harvesting, collection and transportation of esparto ! 
grass in Algeria. 
ECA/BTAO/FAO CCHF /Paper II.b.14.    Proceedings of th« Confer- 
ence on Pulp and Paper Development in Africa and tht Hear 
East.    Cairo, 1965. 

Dascription of the operations specified in the heading.    Since the 
harvesting costs are high, the utilization of esparto grass for 
pulp and papermaking is threatened by cheaper raw materials. 

213. Rothbauo,  H.P. 
Self-heating of esparto grass. 
J.Appi. Cham.   (London)   16,  no.   10:436-9  (Oct.,   1966). 

Moist esparto grass undergoes  spontaneous heating  to a lesser extent 
than hay.   but microbiological  heat in?  leads to further chamice! 
heating at a PwH.  of approximately 96%.    Esnarto grass has a con- 
siderably  smaller moisture content  than hav whan in eouilibrium at 
this R.H. 

Jute sticks 

216.  Tapadar, D.C. 
Utilization of jute sticks  for pulp and paper. 
J.  Proc.  Inst.  Chemisa  (India)   35, Pert 2:63-71  (March,  1963). 

Topics discussed  include Jute plant  biology and characteristics, 
availability,  the history of jute pulping research,   the physical 
and  chemical characteristics  of the total plant,   fiber analvsis, 
pulpine processes,   collection and storace of  the rav: oat erial,  and 
stocfc preparation  and conversion into paper. 
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K2n¡ 

215. Adamson,  K.C..   White,   G.A. ,  and îlinton, Î'.A. 
Kenaf for pulp-     breeding and production research progress. 
Tarpi C.A. Report no.   34  (Monvooc fiber oulring.    A nropress 
report):    91-106   (197C). 

liei" developments in breeding and production of kenaf  for pulp and 
papemaking are reviewed. 

216. Atchison, J.L. 
Renai:     a potentially important fast-growing non-wood  fiber 
for manufacture of pulp and paner. 
Indian Pulp Paper 24,  no.   1:61-7 (July,   1969). 

After a brief outline of the general characteristics of kenaf,  its 
utilization for pulp and papermaking is duscussed in some detail. 
Also  considered are rate of growth, planting,  availability of seed, 
harvesting, and storage. 

217. Clark, T.F.,  Cunningham, R.L., Lindenfelser,  L.A., Wolff, 
I.A., and Cintro Ins, D.G. 
Search for new fiber crops,  XVI. Kenaf storage. 
Tappi C.A. Report no.   34 (N'onvood fiber pulping, A progress 
report):    107-32  (1970). 

Methods of storage and preservation of kenaf which would allow 
year-round operation of a pulp or board Kill are described. 

218. Miller, D.L. 
Kenaf - a potential papermaking raw material. 
Tappi 48, no.  8:455-9  (Aug., 1965). 

Kenaf is a potential papermaking raw material in certain regions 
of the United States in competition with wood,  cereals, and other 
traditional crops.    The competitive economics of growing kenaf and 
established crops are presented. 

219. Trotter, VJ.K.,   and Corkern, R.S. 
Kenaf economics:    a preliminary view. 
Tappi 51, no.  10:99-1034  (Oct.,  1968). 

Estimated costs of producing and harvesting kenaf were developed 
for 10 farming areas representing different southern U.S. conditions. 
On a delivered-to-mill basis,  these costs were significantly below 
average costs of roundwood delivered by rail to mills  in the 
region.    Kenaf with dry fiber yields of 6 tons per acre or better 
should also be able to conpete with corn and soybeans  for land use 
in most areas, but not with cotton. 

22G.  L'hit«,  G.A., Adamson,  U.C.,  and Eiggins,  J.J. 
Kenaf, an annual pulp  crop  for the United States. 
Ippta.7,  Conference wo.:  1-7  (liov.,  1970). 

The authors discuss the utilization of kenaf for pulp, the culture 
of kenaf, breeding and nematode resistance studies, and dry matter 
vields of kenaf. 
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Parrrus 

221. Steeaberg,  B.   
Papyrus:  nroblems  in its utilization for pulp aac paper. 
ECl/STAO/FAC COHF/Papcr U.b.10.    Proceedings of tlje Coher- 
ence oa Pulp and Paper Development ia lírica aad the Hear 
East.     Cairo, ^965. 

A review is  given oí the research work carried out oa the ecology 
of pe-svrus,   its morphological  characteristics,  aad methods of 
depithing «ad pulpiag.     Oa the whole, papyrus cannot he coasxdered 
a feasible raw material fer pulp aad paper. 

Bead 

222. Chivu,   I.A. 
Use of reed as raw material for pulp aad paper. 
Ippta Souvenir so. s 7©-S7  (1964). 

This discussioa covers reed harvestiag techaiques;    storias,   baling 
aad ccnveving of reed* to the  customer?    effects of site develop-    _ 
meat aad mechanized harvesting oa reed réservée;     aad the inauetriax 
uses of reeds, particularly their use as papermaJcing raw material. 

22}.    Derbentaev, T.?.,  aad Grishakov, A.?. 
The preparation of reed for transportation, storage,  and 
processiag. , .  . 
Bumazh. Prom. 54, »0. 9*20-2 (Sept.,  1959.'. (Bass.; 

A desc-iption is given of a nawly developed machine which sorts 
reed, presses aad ties it into flat stecfcs, and cuts the stacks 
into desired lengths in a continuous operation. 

224. Fedorovici,   C. 
Optimizing the transportation technology of harvested reea. 
Celulosa Eirtie 11, no.  2í41-8 (Ffeh.,  1?62). (Bom.) 

The methods of harvesting and processing of reed are reviewed, and 
the economics of reed handling and transportation from harvast to 
storage anas are analyzed.     The most economical method is shown 
to involve the use of tractors,  trailers,  and oompacted-soil storage 
and shipping piati orai. 

225. Piéger,  &h. 
The baling of read. . 
Celulcza Sirtie 8, no. '9*281-6 (Sept.,  1959;. (Bern.; 

Machines and techaiques usod for baling and handling harvested read 
are described.     Some reference is made to btling experiments abroad, 
to special baling-press design,  and to recommended iaprovesjaats. 

226. Potoev,  S.P. 
The processiag of reed. 
Suaazh. Prom. 55, no.   12:15-1? (Dec,  i960).       (Bass.) 

Two aev cachinea,  the ZTS-2 reed harvester and the TST-2 raed 
transporter,  are  described.     The best method3 for harvesting and 
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discussed. 

227. GaDcin,  a.?. 
Storage of reed. N 
Bunazh.  Proa.  3?.  no.  11:10-11   (.HOT.,   19o2). (BUSS., 

Experience with reed storage in the delta cf the Volga showed that 
deterioration could be largely prevented by chopping tne reed when 
harvested, drying it partially, and storine it in warehouses. The 
problem of transport from the field to the warehouse can be solved 
by adequate mechanisation of the whole procese of reed harvesting 
and handling. 

228. Grishankov,  A.?. 
a reed-baling apparatus. 
Bumazn. Proa.  37, nc.  11:9-10  (HOT.,  1962).       (Buss.) 

a simple and lightweight devioe for continuous baila* of harvested 
reed is described. 

229. Laporita, a. 
Mechanised reed harvesting by the »pre-baliag »•**°d-     .        . 
Celulosa Eirtie 12, no.   5/6:   155-64 (May/June,   19o3).     (*»•) 

The "pro-baling aethod" used for harvesting reed is da-scribed in 
detail. 

Mechanisation of the harvesting and transportation of reed. 
Bumazn. Prom. 36, no.  3:20-3   (March,  1°6l).       (Suss.) 

Kew reed-harvesting and transporting machinery designed aiae« 1959 
is described. 

231.    Moseanu, À. 
Hew devices for loading reed bales on.o barges. 
Celulosa Eirtie 1C, no.   12:421-8 (Dec,  1961). (.Eon.) 

i detailed description of the new devices is presented. 

252.    Mureean, L., Sali«, ?.,  sad Solea, M. 
Study of methods of sampling fibrous papsmaking raw materials * 
for moisture dsterminations. 
Celulosa Eirtie  12, no.  7:235-44 (Jalj.  1963). (Roa.) 

The results of moisture determinations in different  lots of conifer 
logs and wood residues, reed,  and strsw are analysed statistically 
in order to arrive at suitable sampling methods.    Secoaaendations 
on the locus of sampling and number of samples are giren. 

233.    Perlov, S.X., and Vaikaanakii, S.S. 
Setup of a plant for the preparation tad purification of 
chopped reed. .  . . s 
Bumazn. Proa. 3e, no.  3:17-19  (March, 1963).       (Suss.) 
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The reed preparation and purification system adopted at the 
Astrakhan reed-pulping alii comprise* a chopper, a dust-reaoving 
«erees connected vith a cyclone, and a classifier chamber contain- 
ing two vibratory screens, where the material is separated inte s tea 
particles, light vaste (leaves, ears, Shaath») and neary wa3te 
(nodes and large stem particles). Extensive trials were Bade to 
determine the efficiency of the system, which was found to be 
adequate. 

234.  Pe tre s cu, I\., Samfireacu, K., and Toba, G. 
Toxicological studies on industrial du£t hazards in the 
chipping of annual plants for pulp manufacture. 
Celulosa Hirtie 15. no. 6:232-9 (June, 1966).   (Horn.) 

Dust particles developed in the handling and chipping of straw and 
reed may cause occupational hazards (silicovolcanokoniosis). an 
extensive study was made to investigate the concentration, mineral 
composition, SiC>2 content, and particle size of dusts in chipper 
rooms of straw and reed pulp Bills. The results indicated a high 
amount of medium-size particles (2-9 nm) and inorganic constituents, 
especially S1O2, in the chipper room atmosphere. 

255.     Potolov, A.?. 
Seed-chopping machines. 
Bumazh. Prom.  38, no. 9:29 (Sept.,  1963). (Lass.) | 

The reed-prooessing equipment installed at two reed palp mills in 
ÏÏSS2 (at Zherson and at astrakhan) is described.    The operation of 
the reed choppers, and their advantages and drawbacks, as compared 
with machines of other typ*3, are discussed. 

2J6.    aeichmann, K., Beculaa, Gh., and Obreja,  C. 
A decade of integral industrial utilization of Danubien reed. 
Celulosa Hirtie 15, xto. A* 121-38 (April,   1966). (Horn.) 

i. comprehensive review is given of the research and development 
work in the utilization of reed (Phragmitee commuais ),  emphasizing 
Romanian achievsaants ir. reod cultivation, harre «ting, materials 
handling, amd processing into pulp and paper.    In extensive biblio- 
graphy is appended.    315 références. 

237.     ¿omen,  T.,  and Honen,  X*. 
Storage decay of stacked reed. 
Celuloza Hirtie  12,  no.  11:353-6 (lor.,   1963).       (Horn.) 

It was found that the rate of microbiological degradation of etored 
reed nuJLnly depended on the tempera-cure and moisture content inside 
the stacks. 

258.     Sude s cu, L.,  and Ziemiencovski, V. 
Early defoliation of reed in the Danubien Delta. 
Celuloza Hirtie  12, nc. 7:209-13 (July,   1963). (Horn.) 

The chemical defoliation of reed vith spray solutions oí KIO3 ie 
one of the aoat effective means Tor greatly decreasing the number 
of leaves and the moisture content of the stalks -  two factors which 
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normally hinder the early harvesting of reed.     However,   the  area 
treated with the reagent aust not  be treated xhe fc¿lowing year 
again. 

2^5.     Tal'ysnksr, K.Ta.,  and Skalatskii,  T.I. 
Baling presses for reed and other materials. 
Bumazh.  Pron.  57,  no.   4:12-14  (aprii,   1962).'       (Russ.) 

A description is given of ctaxcrciaily available baling machines 
of Russian,  German, and Rumanian design,    'fnree  automatic presses 
were found to be  the aoat  suitable  for baling harvested roed,  al- 
though they do not correspond  to  the maximum requirements for this 
material.     Suggestions are made  concerning improvements in the 
design of baling presses. 

240.     Tepla,  I.I. 
Method oí prestrring rs-eá. 
Ehim. Perarabotka Brevesiny,  Sb. 20:3-5 (1963). (Suas.) 

Volman salt, and Soliden and 4scu preparations were tested for their 
efficiency in protecting stored reed against fungi.    Treatment with 
Soliden or Ascu of a specific gravity I.04, or with Volman salt or 
a 2.5£ cone antra tion fully protected baled and stacked reed having 
an initial moisture content  of 28# for a period of I.5 years.  Chop- 
ped and pressed reed stalks   (initial moisture content  195É) were 
protected against biological degradation for 6 month« dn-M-ng spring 
and summer. 

241*    Viedernann, a. 
Utilization of read in the pulp industry. 
Tappi Ca.    Report no.  40 (»on-wood fiber pulping. Progress 
report no. 2):    309-33  (1971). 

The utilisation of reed (Phxagnites communis) for papermaking is 
limited to a few countries,   though reed can be pulped successfully 
by several processes.    That may be due to the high loss of material 
(up to 50* or more) incurred during preliminary handling (harvest- 
ing,  transport,  cutting,  tying,  baling, storage,  and separation of 
leaves, knots, and tops), chipping,  and drying.    Specially designed 
harvesting and processing machines have to be used. 

Straw 

(see also abstract no.  153.,   232.,  234.) 

242.    ?ouad, T. 
The collection and economice of rice straw for pulp and 
paper manufacture. 
ECA/BTAO/P40 C0îî7/?aper II.b.1?.    Proceedings of the Conferenoe 
on Pulp and Paper Development in Africa- and The  Hear Sast. 
Cairo,   1965. 

estimates are given of the cost of baling and transporting rice 
straw and or the capital investment required in th*so operations. 
1 new method of defining rioe straw is described.    Other subjects 
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covered are: characteristics of rice straw fiber? pulpias °£ =i*« 
straw; recovery of black liquor; use of rice straw pulp for ?a- 
permaking. 

245« Liakovski, E. • ^ A. 
Storace of straw - the determinine factor for the production 
of good quality pulp at low cost. 
Tselulosa Khartiya T, no. 4i45>-6 (July/Aug., 1970), 

The straw supplied to the pulp and paper mill near Kiziya, Bulgaria, 
frequent!" does not meet the requirements, and as a re wilt consid- 
erable difficulties hare been experienced in processing the raw 
material, übe problem has been solved by the construction of con- 
crete storage tasks at the mill, and qualixy control at the farms. 
In addition, instruction was giren to the workers concerning proper 
means of narres ting, processing, and transporting straw. 

24-4. Äisrat D.£. 
Modern methods of collecting, purchasing, storing, and pre- 
servation of straw. 
Tappi CA. Beport no. 40 (Bon-wood plant fiber pulping. 
Progress report no. 2): 279-307 (197*»). 

This illustrated discussion of straw hand! Ing and processing is 
based on experience gained at Thessalian Pulp 4 Paper lads», Lariea, 
ßreecti. Cost data are included. 

245« Koscu, 7. 
Shredding and sorting of straw for pulp manufacture. 
Celulosa Eirtie 11, no.2: 70-2 (Febr.» 1962).   (Bom.) 

Methods of ahredding and sorting straw are described. 

246. Popescu, G. 
Organisation of straw storage in bulk. 
Celulosa Hirtie 16, no. 3/4:90-3 (march-April, 1967).  (Bom.) 

Suggestions are giren for the handling of moist straw shipments by 
pulp mills, for the construction of storage stacks, and precautions 
to be observed to avoid self-ignition. 

247. Popescu, G., and Eeichmann, S. 
Conditions for self-ignition of wheat straw in storage stacks. 
Celulosa Eirtie 16, no. 1:2-11 (Jan.., 1967).   (Eom.) 

Temperature and moisture changée, as well as microflora! develop- 
ments, were measured in experimental storage stacks of moist straw 
bales. Condition» iarorabie to the growth of thermophilic bacteria 
and fungi were observed. Local temperature elevations beyond 9C C 
led to actual self-ignition. 

248. Sandovici, S. 
Storage of straw in pulp mills. 
Celulosa Eirtie 10, no. 5:156-60 (May, I961).   (Bom.) 
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Economic aad materiale-handling considerations ia tac  storage of 
straw bales ia high-caparity mills are discusBeà,  aad suggestions 
for *sae  constructions jf improved storage magazines are preseated. 

2A3.    Slamet, A. 
Harresting, collection aad storage of rice-straw. 
BCVS-AO/?aO COHF/Paper II.b.20. Proc*ediags of the Conference 
on Pul" »ad Paper Development ia Africa aad the 5ear East. 
Cairo," 19Ó5. 

This report deals vita the harvesting, collectica aad storage of 
rio* straw as practised ia Iadonesia. The small amount of straw 
so far -asad for pulp manufacture is carried to collecting paints 
where it is baled by mobile baling machines. 

250.    Vettstein, £. 
Straw pulp - a special pulp. 
Wochbl. Papierfabr. 90, no. 9:433-4-0 (May,  1962).        (Ser.) 

Prob lena of straw harvesting and handling (transportation,  cleaning, 
ate), morphological, chemical, and paperaakiag characteristics of 
straw fioers,  and the manufacture and applications of straw pulp 
are reviewed'. 

251.    »ajj'ai,  J., laáduczfcy, S., Lengyelt *•* sad Molaar, L. 
Investigation of the possible pepexmakiag application of 
Sudanese sugar sorghum. 
Papiripax 6,  no.  5:204-10 (1962).        (Hung.) 

Since Sudanese sugar sorghum (Sorghum sudanese) resembles wheat 
straw in stalk height and diameter and amount of leaves, it can 
be baled, chopped,  and cleaned by a dry method in the same equip- 
ment and by the same technology that are used for straw.    Large 
scale pulping trials yielded pulp with strength properties equira- 
lent to those of wheat straw pulp. 

1 
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PEOCESSES  POE VARIOUS TTPES   OF PÚJELE. 

General 

2$2.    akers,  L.S. 
Particle board and cardboard. 
Sew Tcrk,  Pergamon PreE3,   i960.     172 p. 

This monograph deals with the  types,  manufacture,   physical proper- 
tics,   evaluation,  handling,  machining,   and utilization of particle 
boards and hardboards.    L glossary of  terms and a» ixidei are ap- 
pended. 

253«    Chittenden,  A.E. 
Historical outline of past research on the production of 
boards from agricultural vastes  and future trends. 
ID/VG.83/2 k Corr.l. UK IDO Expert  Working Crour Meeting on '.he 
Production of P*rt*ls frnm Arricultura.1  Resirh>«R,   Vie•*, 
U -  18 Decomber 1070.   ?P p. 

The poesibilities for using agricultural wastes as & raw material 
for the manufacture of fiberbcards,  particle boards, and similar 
products  are discussed by the author while reviewing the past 
research on this subject.    Á eheck-liet  of agricultural, waste me- 
teríais  tested for board-making,  a table of the number «jiri nr^rt^ction 
oapacity of planto utilizing agricultural wastes for fiberboard and 
particle board, and a Bibliography including 128 references are ap- 
pended. 

254.    3>eppe, E.J.,  and Ernst,  I. 
Particleboard technology.     (Technologie der Spanplatten). 
Stuttgart, Hols-Zentralblait Yerlags-GmbH,   1964.    283 p.   (Gsr. ) 

»Lais veil illustrated book provides fundamental and practical in- 
formation    on the nanuff^ture of particle board.     Its 5 chapters 
oorer the following subjects:    history* raw materials» manufacturing 
processes;  quality control;  and properties of particle board. 

?55•    Eisner,  I.,  and Travnik,  a. 
Some experiences in research and manufacture of panels frca 
agricultural wastes and non-wood fibrous raw materials in 
Czechoslovakia. 
ID/W6.83/CÄ.2    TOIDC Sxpert Working Group Meeting on the 
Production of Panels from agricultural Residues, 7ienna, 
14-18 Dec,   1970.    19 p. 

The suitability of various agricultural residues and omcr non-wood 
fibrous raw materials for panel production is discussed,    .hvi  research 
carried out on this subject in Czechoslovakia being emphasized. 
Fibrous materials  considered are;    com cobs,  flax and heap  shi7ss, 
bagases,   cotton stalks, palm-tree w&3te,  baaboo,  papyrus and reeds, 
esparto grass.    The physical  and strength properties of boards made 
from bagasse,  s at ten stalks,   palm va* te,  baaboo,   and esparto grass 
are tabulated. 



r 256.     Food and Agriculture Organi z* ti en.   (U.K.) 
Fitreboard  «ad Pirticle  Board. 
Beport of an International  Consultation en Insulation Board, 
Eardboard axdParticie Board,  Gensva,   21  Jan.  to  4 Feb.,   1957. 
FiC,  2ome,   1956.     178 p.   + 12 p. 

This  report disc-oases  the following subjects:     product description, 
nomenclature and  definitions;   world production,  consumption and 
trade;     raw materials  (incl.   non-wcod fibrous raw materials); 
processes and equipment; economic aspects   of production and market- 
ing;  properties,   applications   and uses;  research needs.     A survey 
of testing methods  and a list  of sills and trade associations are 
appan.de d. 

257«     Pood and Agriculture Organization.     (U.N.) 
Plywood and other wood-based panels. 
Beport of an International Consul-cation on Plywood and Other 
Wood-Based  Panel Products,    Some,  8-1° July,   1963. 
Borne,  PAO,   1966.    223 p. 

The  7   chapters of  these proceedings deal vith the following subjects: 
I. Product description, nomenclature,  standards,  and specifications. 
II. Baw materials.     III.    Manufacturing processes and equipment. 
17.     Economic aspects of production.    7.  Properties and    uses of 
wood-based panel products.    YX.  Production,   trade,  consumption,   and 
demand  trends.    TU.    Research and development needs.    Chapter HI. 
is divided into two parts, one covering the manufacture of veneer, 
plywood,  and blocicboard,  the  other covering the manufacture of 
fiberboard, particle board,  and wood-wool board. 

258. Food and Agriculture Organisation.   (u.U. ) 
FAO Committee on Wood-Based Panel Products. 
(a) First Session, Borne,   12-14 Dec,   i960 (FA0/W3FP/66). 

(b) Second Session, Rome,   6-8 Hov.,   19&8 (?C:WPP/68). 

(c) Third Session, Borne,  2-4 Die,   197C (?0:WPP/70). 

The documents and country statements submitted to the three sessions 
of the  FAO Commit-tee on Wood-Based Panel  Products,  and the final 
reports adopted bv the Committee provide useful informations on the 
present  situation and future  Trends in the market for wood-based 
panels,   their manufacture and application,   and on marketing problems. 

259. Besch, £. 
ânrnaJ  plants as raw material for the particle board industry. 
Holz Eoh- u.  Werkstoff 2ó, no. 4:  129-40 (April,  1968).     (&er.) 

A general review is gives of present and future important raw ma- 
teriale  for particle board other than wood,  particularly flax, heap, 
¿ute,   and _ bagasse.     Both the  economics and technology of their use 
are  discussed in  some detail. 

260. Oar,  G.7.,   and Vaakov,   P.I. 
"Arbolite"  with a modified structure. 
Lesneya Pron.  47, no.  8:   27-8 (Aug.,   1967).        (Buss.) 



r        •- i Irbolite constructional boards ere made   of portland  cement with a 
cellulosic filler,   such as  vood particles  or milled agricultural 
residues.    Their drawback is  a mechanical  strength  too  low for use 
under high load without additional reinforcement.     Experiments were 
carried out  to   determine whe íñer orientation of the  filler particles 
would increase   the mechanical  strength  of arbolite.     The boards  were 
ma.de from crdinary wood particles   (13 by 3.2 by 2.4 am)   or specially 
prepared vood  shavings at  wood particle:cement raiios  of  1:1.5,   1:2, 
and  1:3.    It was found that orientation increased the  bending 
strength in the  direction parallel to particle orientation by more 
than 50£,  hut  reduced it in the transverse  direction.     Water absorp- 
tion was net aXfected by orientation. 

261. Eollmann,  T, 
Wood-particle board.     (Hoiaspanverkstoffe). 
Berlin,   Heidelberg,   Hew Tork, Springer-Terlag,   1966.    821  p. 
(Ger.) 

This book presents a most comprehensive,   illustrated survey of its 
«abject contributed by a staff of 21 authorities.    Its 9 chapters 
cover the following topics:    history,   consumption and production cf 
particle board;    raw materials;    fundamentáis of particle board 
technology?    particular manufacturing processes;    production of 
molded products;    physical and aechan 1 cal properties,  testing meth- 
ods; statistical quality control;    economics of particle board man- 
ufacture; machining and finishing of particle board,    -appendices 
include a world list of particle board plants, a list of suppliers 
of equipment for the particle board industry, and German standards 
related to particle board. 

262. Laapert,  H. 
Fiberboard; raw materials, methods of production,  properties. 
(Faserplatten;    Rohstoffe, Herstellungsverfahren,  Zigeuschaf- 
ten). 
Leipzig,  TIB Fachbuchverlag. 1967.    453 p. (Gor.) 

The contents of this book,  as reflected in the main chapter heading», 
include the following topics:    history of fiberboard manufacture; 
raw materials  (morphological and, chemical characteristic«, har- 
vesting and storage); methods of fiberboard manufacture  (wet procr- 
eases,  secidry and dry processes); physical and mechanical proper- 
ties of fiberboard. 

263. Lepeut,  21. 
The dry process for the production of fibreboards. 
ID/VG.83/6.    UBISO Expert Working Group Meeting on the Pro- 
duction of Panels from agricultural Residues,  Yieana,  14-I8 
Dec,   1970.     12 p.       (Pr. ) 

The advantages  of the dry process for the production of fiberboard 
as  compared to  the vet process are outlined.    Although experience 
is  limited with raw materials  other tnan wood,  there  should be no 
difficulties with agricultural wastes. 

264. Mestdagh,  M. 
Particle board from *^•«1  plant wastes. 
O/VG.63/5.    TJETDO Expert Working Group Meeting on the 
Production of Pantdc  from agricultural Residuas,   Vienna,   14-18 
Dec..   1Q70.      ¿ñ n. 
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Â review is ¿riven  of th* manufacture of particle board irez açricui turai 
residues,  especially from flax ehives ani bagasse.   The physical  properties 
of phenolic resin—bonded flaxboards and bagasse boards are reported. 
Other fibrous materials considered are:  hemp,   jute and ether bast   fibre 
plants,  cotton stalks,  nee hulìs,   groundnut shells, cere»!  straw,   corn 
stalks,  sisal abaca and coconut fiber, bamboo,   reed,   pal.1: leaves,   and 
pala trunks.  The technical feasibility of using tasnit ejc-.racts as a binder 
for particle board is discussed.   The potential value  of particle boards 
in the construction ef prefabricated houses in developing countries is 
pointed out. 

265»    ifctlin,  L. 
Part ici eboard manufacture and application. 
Pressaedia Ltd.,  1966,  222. p. 

1 

This book présents a collection of chapters by various specialists in 
particle board manufacture - Mr.  lût lin being- the editor and a principal 
contributor. Topics include raw Materials and their affect on Technology, 
additive* and after-treatments,  machinery, processes,  economic aspects, conversi or 
and applications «ad surface treatment by resin imprégnât ed paper, veneering, 
painting and lacquaring. Pour appendices give standards, conversion tables 
and other useful data. 

266«    Xareyanemurti, B. 
Fibre boards. 
Indian Pulp Paper 16, no.   1:  29-50 (July, 1961). 

A review is given of the research work conducated by the author on the 
production of fiberboards fron raw materials indigenous to India.  The 
manufacturing- processes used are described, and a great deal of tabular 
statistics on the properties of fibrous materials and finished boards is 
presented. 

267. Sende mann,  H. 
Technical processes for the production of wood-wool/cement boards 
and their adaption for the utilisation of agricultural wastes. 
ID/WG.83/4 and corr.l, UNITO Expert Working Group Meeting- on the Pro- 

ducation of Panels from Agricultural Residues,  Vienna, 14-18, Sec. 1970,  32 p. 

Following the description of technical processes used in the manufacture of 
cement-bonded boards and building- blocks, the availability of agricultural 
residues and their suitability for the production of cement-bonded products 
are discussed.  Certain fibrous materials contain cement-setting- inhibitors 
making the production of satisfactory boards difficult. Tests have demonstrated, 
however, that many agricultural wastes yield cement-bonded products having 
almost the same properties as those from wood—wool shavings. The equipment 
needed to manufacture cement-bonded boards from agricultural residues and 
wood-wool is similar. The present situation and future trends in this 
market are outlined. 

268. Schmits-Le Esane, A..,  sad ¿dream, F.C. 
Questions that must be answered before investing capital in 
a wood-based panol operation. 
?0:    WPP/7O/4..I. ?a0 Committee on Wood-Based Panel Products, 
Third Session, Bone, 2-4 Sec.,  1970. 21 p. 

This paper includes two preliminary questionnaires that should be completed 
before going on to the next stag« of projecting- a new particle board plant, 
i.e.,  a full feasibility study. 



F ••*• 1 I 269. United taxions Industrial Dereìopment OrganisaTion. 
Production of panels froa agricultural residues. 
Eeport of the Expert Working Group Keeping, Vienna. I4-I8 
Dec, 1970. 
Hew York, United Nations, 1972.  37 p. 

The final report of the Expert Working Group Meeting outlines the 
economic and technical aspects of producing panels from agricultural 
wastes, and foraalatea tne measures the developing countries ausi 
take to make fuller use of their potential raw materials. The docu- 
ments submitted to the meeting have been abstracted separately and 
can be found in this bibliographe by the name of their author. 

270.    Verbectel,   J.B. 
Seme  experiences with and possibilities for the manufacture 
of particle boards from non-vood fibrous raw materials. 
VPP/ÓO/4..5.    FAO Committee on Vood-3ased Panel Products- 
Second Session,  Borne,   6-8 Uov.,   1968.     2J> p. (Pr. ) 

Large-scale  commercial production of particle board from aon-vood 
fibrous raw materials is limited tc bagasse,  flax and hemp resi- 
dues,  ¿ute  sticks,  and cotton stalks.     The board-making processes 
used are briefly described,  and the properties  of the boards ob- 
tained are  tabulated.     Other agricultural wastec  that have been 
tested, but are not used industrially,  include bamboo,  abaca,  ramie, 
sisal, kenaf,  coconut-tree,  palm leares and palm fruit stems,  and 
groundnut shells..    Density and strength properties of boards aado 
experimentally from these materials are reported.    Figures of cross 
sections ci bagasse,  ¿ute sticks,  cotton stalks,  and other agricul- 
tural residues are appended. 

271. Veiner,  J., and Byrne, J. 
Bardboaros.    L. Tiberboards.    II. Particle boards.     III.  In- 
organic end miscellaneous boards. 
Appleton, Vis., Institute of Paper Chemistry, Bibl.Ser. no. 
209-211,   1964.    228 + 120 • 157 p. 

This 5-part bibliography on kaxdboard covers the pertinent litera- 
ture up to ca. mid-1962.    Part I concerned with fiber boards  (hct- 
-pressed building,  insulating,  paneling,   decorative,  and other kinds 
of ooard) made from pulp or fiberized wood.    Part II deals with 
structural and other boards made from vood chips,   shavings, flakes, 
etc.    Part III covers inorganic and miscellaneous boards,  such as 
gypsum board,  plaster board,  asbestos board,  hazdboard-plyvood lami- 
na-es, and related products which do not fall into the other two 
classifications. 

272. Veiner,   J.,  and Pollock, V. 
Hardboards   (Supplement I).     I. Piberboardo.     II.  Particle 
boards.     III.  Inorganic and miscellaneous beards. 
Ippleton,   Vis.,  Institute  of Paper Chemistry,  Bìbl.  Sor.  no. 
209-211,  Supplement I,   1571.    150 + 250 + 85 p. 

S^o^*?"117 i8 ^P18*0** * t0 «»• I?C Bibliographic Series »0.  209-211   (see preceding abstract). 
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¿baca 

(see  abstract no.   2?o) 

1 
Aree a» nut husks  and  areca palm  sten 

273. Narayanamurti,   I.,  Gupta,   R.C.,   and Ratra,  Y.S. 
utilization of areca pala  stems. 
Ees.Ind.   7:   540-3  (1962). 

The production oí particle board,   fiberboard,  and plastic board 
from areca palai steas has been studied. 

274. Narayanacurti,   D.,  Ranfaña than,  V.,  and George,  J. 
Studies  on building boards.     I.  Utilization o¿ areca-nut husk 
waste. 
Indian Porest Leaflet no.   112  (1947).    9 ?. 

Data are given on the chemical composition of areca-nut husks.     The 
husks are a suitable source of furfural that is obtained in 19 % 
yield (based on dry material) on   distillation with acids.    Satis- 
factory building boards can be made by pulping tne husks by the 
Asplund process  or a hydrolytic treatment with dilute acid or alkali» 
and then pressing the pulp to boards in the usual way. 

275. Karayanamurti,  D., and Singh, E. 
Studies on building boards.    TU. Building boards from tanuin- 
-containing lignocellulosic materials. 
Composite Vood 1, no.  5*  121-4 (Sept.,  1954). 

Building boards were prepared experimentally from indigenous tannin- 
-containing waste,  in particular from areca-nut husk, spent tea 
leaves,  and sal bark.    Furfural or formaldehyde was added to the 
povdered material.     Tea leaves gave the poorest results? with areca- 
-nut husk, good strength was obtained only *ken high pressures were 
applieú,    sal bark alone gave board of good strength, which was 
further improved by the addition of sawdust. 

276. Karayananrurti,  D.,  and Singh,  £. 
Studies  on building boards.    TUI.    Production of building 
boards from various woods and barks by defibration. 
Composite Vood 2, no.   1:6-15  (Jan., 1955). 

Asplund pulps were prepared from indigenous Indian raw materials, 
including areca-nut husk,  bamboo shavings, tannin-extract«d sal bark, 
and different wood species,  and then wet pressed into insulating 
and hardboards.    The effect of operating conditions on Board proper- 
ties was studied in some detail.     The  outer portion of bamboo,   con- 
taining wasee  and resinous materials,   gave products with higher 
moisture resistance and better strengths than the inner portion. 
Moisture absorption and sweliins of boards made from areca-nut husk 
could be reduced by treating the pulp with alkali prier to forming 
into boards.    Data on the chemical composition of the pulps and the 
physical properties of the resulting boards are given in tabulated 
form. 



r Basasse 

(see also abrtract no. 255; 2??? 2¿4? 270) 

277. 3agas3e Products Ltd. 
Nev partici« board fren crushed sugar cane fiber. 
3oard Mir. 9, no. 10:172-3 (Oct., i960). 

278. Boriando,   L.a. 
Panels  of sugar cane bagasse and synthetic  resin. 
Plact.RtEir.as  C,  no.   291   4-7,   10-12   (1964). (Span.) 

Particle boards vere manufactured from sugar cane bagasse agglomer- 
ated with UT resin.    Experimental  results  or the study are reported. 

279»    Cherkasov,  K.,  and Lodos.  J. 
Use cf furfural-urea resin for production of particle board 
frou bagasse. 
Sobre Deriv.   Cana asucar  3»  no.   2:   13-17   (1965).       (Span.) 

Urea-furfural  resins wer« prepared,   combined with bagasse,  and cured 
in the presence  of various acid catalysts to yield particle beard 
with excellent rupture modulus,  and low water absorption and thici:- 
ness  swelling.     The physical properties  of the beards were  superior 
to those obtained by using a urea-formaldehyde resin binder. 

260.     Chris tensen,  P.J.,   and Chxistensen,  ILL. 
The production of hardboaxd fro» bagasse and a cresol resin. 
C.S.I.R.Ô.,   Division ci Portit Products.     1955. 18-p. 

The possibili 
process from 
investigated, 
content, mois 
properties of 
was varied ir 
pressing temp 
influenced wa 
produce a sat 
successful. 

ty of producing a high grade hardboard by the dry 
bagasse bonded vith a cresci fcraaldehyde resin was 

In examination vas made  of the effects of rosin 
ture  content,  pressing time,  and temperature on thts 
material pressed at  SCO :b/sq.in.     Turn resin conten* 

om 2 to 10 f», moisture content from 0 to 17 %, and 
arature from  1S8 tc 210°C.     The resin content greatly 
ter resistance and modulus  of rupture,    .attempts  to 
i sfactory board with a reein content of 2 5» vere un- 

281.     Colonial Sugar Eefining Co.  - Building Materials Biviolon. 
Bagasse as  a rav material fcr insulation board. 
PAO/ECA/^WABD CONS/Paper 4.13.     Fiberboard and Particle Board. 
Reperì  of an International Consultation on Insulation Board, 
Kardboarf.   and Particle 3oard,   Geneva,   1957. 

The utilizai 
is discussed 
substantial 
fiber to imp 
boards.    The 
includes 
pressure 
of list-, 
softening tr 
lyptus pulp, 

coo 
cf 
and 

ion of bagasse as  a raw material for insulation boards 
In general,  bagasse  is used in conjunction with a 

amount  of repulped waste paper[up to  30 ^and/or ether 
rove   stiffnes?,   wet  strength,   and appearance  of the 
procedure for pulp preparation described in this paper 

king of bagasse with water in rotary digesters at a 
3.2 kg/cm¿ for  15 nin with  the addition cf small ainounxs 
defloration in A double  disc refiner readily after  the 

eatjaent.    The pulp is mired with wacte paper and euca- 
fcrmed into a mat using an Oliver  vacuum drum-typ* 
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machine,  and  dried in an 6-deck drier.     In addition to  common in- 
sulation boards,   medium density hardboards  and coated  boards can 
be made   successfully. 

1 
2Ö2.     Guha,   S.R.L.,   Singa,  K.M.,  Mukherjea,  Y.N.t  and  S¿xena,  V.3. 

Fiberbcards  from bacasse. 
Indian Pulp  Paper 20,  no.   4:  255-6   (Oct.,   1965). 

Laboratory experiments on the production of insulation boards and 
hardboards from bagasse are described.    Bacasse soaked in water for 
15 hr was steamed at a pressure  of S kg/sq.ca.for 5 min  (to yield 
insulation board)   or 15 min (for hardboard),  then defibrated, 
íarmad into sheets,  and dried at  190°C for 30 ffiir. at  zero pressure 
(insulation beards)  or at  32 kg/sq.ca.   (hardboards).     The average 
yield of board,  based on bagasse,  vas  63 7¿.    The boards had satis- 
factory properties. 

2S3.    Hansen* E.tf. 
Utilization and mechanical separation of sugarcane bagasse. 
Dissertation, Louisiana State ïïniTersity, Pubi.  no.  12,522 
(1955).      207 p. 

204.     He seh,  R. 
Particle board from bigasse.    I. Bagasse as a rav material 
for particle board.    .II. Manufacture of bagasse particle 
board on the  Island cf Reunion. 
Holz-Zantralbi. 93,  S3:  1335 0967)* 93,  85« 1567 (1967). 
(Gtr.) 

Following a re-ri e v of the morphological and chemical  characteristics 
of bag&ase,   the manufacture of bagasse particle beard as practised 
at the  new board plant on the island of Reunion is described in 
some  detail.    The properties of the bagasse boards are  compared 
with those of boards made from other annual plants and wood,   shoving 
that bagasse is a most suitable rav material for particle board. 
Some applications of bagasse particle board are outlined. 

285.     Heach,  £. 
Particle board from sugar cane: a fully integrated production 
plant. 
Board Hfr.   10, no 4: 39-45 (April,   19c7). 

The process and  equipment used at the Bagapan plant on the Island 
of       Reunion for the manufacture of particle board from bagasse 
ars described,    at present,  the plant operates only during tna 
sugar cane season  (July-Dec),  but plans axe being made to store 
sufficient bagasse for year-round operation.    Bagasse  is depithed 
in special machines in tvo stages  (the pith content being 20-*5#), 
then* dried,  mixed with the bind*r,   and hot-pressed in the  same vey 
as boards made from wood particles.     The boards produced range in 
thickness from 6  to 35 ma,  and in density from 300 to  75C kg/eu.m. 
Streng-th properties are comparable to those of similar boards made 
from jute sticks,   hemp and fies shires,   and various  species of wood. 
The bc^arse-particle boards can be used for flooring,   vail partition- 
ing ,   ceiling and roofing, furniture,  etc. 
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28b.  Hesch, E. 
Piberboard froc bagasse for the consxruction and fumitur« 
industry:  A aev bagasse plant at Eeunion. 
2. Suckerind. 16, co. J>:   114-2C ('966;.   (G-er. ) 

The content of this article is similar to that of the preceding 
abstract. 

287.    Hesch,  fi. 
Annual plants as a raw material for the particle board 
industry. 
Holz Roh- u. Werkstoff  26,  no.  4:     129-40  (April,   1*68).   (&er., 

la the first part of this article,   the availability of annual  plants 
and their potential as a raw material for particle beard are dis- 
cussed.     The second part deals with the manufacture of particle 
board from Jute,   flax,  heap,   and bagasse,   including transportation, 
handling,   cleaning,  and pretreatment of the fibrous materials. 
Bagasse is an especially suitable raw material for particle board 
since particle size and particle form can be adapted to specific 
requirements as can be done with wood but net with Jute,   flax,  and 
heap.    In the lower density range,  e.g.,   30C kg/a5, bagasse particle 
board show streng-th properties suparioz to those of wood particle 
boards. 

288. Hesch,  B.,   and Frsrs,  H. 
World's biggest bagasse board industry in Paris tin. 
Board Miz.   11,  no.  12:   149-53  (Dsc..,   1968). 

289. Huang, E.-C. 
Quality improvement of bagasse particle board vith low resin 
content. 
Taiwan Sugar 13, Ko. $: 25-5, 29 (1966). 

A study was made of the effect of resin (ÏÏP) content and resin exten- 
der on the quality of bagasse particle board. The results can be 
summarized as follows: Eesin spraying conditions hare no effect on 
board quality, deducing the resin content to less than 6 $ results 
in an abrupt decrease in board strength.  Heather wheat flour nor 
sodium silicate are suitable resin extenders. Sulfur is as ertandcr, 
but the long hot-pzecsing time required makes ix  uneconomical to 
use. &ood results are obtained when using asphalt as an addi tire. 
Board containing 6 $ resin, 2 % asphalt, and. 1 # paraffin wax has a 
water absorption of 8,6 % and a thickness swelling of 11,8 % after 
24-hr-ianersion in water. Strength properties of the board are 
satisfactory*. 

290.. International Cooperation Administration« 
Plant requirements for manufacture of vallboard from bagasse. 
International Cooperation Administration, T'echzical Aids 
3raach, Washington, D.C. (May, 1959).  50 p. 

291. Jain, N.C., Supta, E.C., Bajaj, S.C., and Singh, D.D. 
Ilote on the utilization of sugar cane leave». 
Indian Pulp Paper 19, no. 5:  365-6 (HOT., 1964). 
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Preliminary trials  on the use  of sugar cane   isavss as a filler *nd an 
extender in plywood manufacture  and fcr manufacturing r-ardooam arc  reportée. 
When*used as a  filler or extender glue aahesion values wer«»   satisfactory 
up'tc  ^0 £ extension.   hardboards made  from  sugar  cane  leaves   had suitable 
characteristics  although board  strength* were   low.Cooicing sugar cane leaves 
in 3 £    NaOH produces a material   of sufficient   strength to  be utilized 
as a  low graie hardboard.  Trials  for use  m chipboards were   not encouraging. 
Up  to 20 i pjwdered leaves may be used as a filler and extender in phenol- 
formaldehyde resius. 

292.     Kehr,  E»,   and SchSizei,   S. 
Bagasse and other residues of annuii plants as a raw satinai for 
par+icle board. 
Eolztechnol.  3,  no.  3:225-32 (Dec,  1962).   (Gtr.) 

The  suitability cf bagasse and some other li£«o-eellulosic  residues,   such as 
Tax shives,  rape straw,  reed,   sunflower seed hastes,  and groundnut shelxs as a 
raw material for particle board has been studied.  The physical properties or 
the bcardt prepared from various residues on a lab scale are  tabulated,  rfftiit 
+ae utilisation of annuals other than bagasse *s only touched on,^the uianu.ao- 
ture o^ particle board from bagasse is described in soae detail, amgl*- 
layer at «11 as three-layer boards were prepared using 5-12* urea-formaldehyde 
rsmin as a binder.  Satisfactory products were obtained by pressing the 
«at«rial at 170° C and 15 kg/sq.  cm for 6-10 min. 

292. Zolejak,  M., and Bajkovic,  E. 
Particle board from bagasse and bamboo. 
Drevaraky Vyakum no. 2:  103-16 (I96i).   (Slovak.) 

Tarions tvpes of experimental particle boards  (single- and three-layer 
oonrtructlon boards,  boards seriated with ««^^"f^J* ¡£^•2 
imitation boards, and 5 «a thin board.) wer. manuf*f^/^*^hed 

baca»« and bamboo chips. The two materials were found to o« perfectly 
suitable fcr all types of board. The mechanical properties and water absorption 
of the boards obtained are tabulated. 

294. Lengel, U.E. 
Investigations to determine optimum met bods of producing 
bagasse-fibre boards in the softboard,  particle board,  and hardboard 

rW^întST'ioc. Sugar-Cane Technologists 11:  1156-74 (1962). 

The results of tae investigations conducted by the author provide evidence 
Sit Ration and structural boards can be manufactured econon:icaUy from 
bacasse. The baga.se-fiber boards have satisfactory physical and mechanical 
proies and ¿an compete well with wood-fiber boards in the insulation 
board, hardboard,  and particle board market. 

295. *• UM«n,  3.0., Villanueva,  L.J.,  and Bawagan, P. 
Properties of hardboard from sugar can« bagasse. 
Philippine Agriculturist 46, no.5:  717-28  (1962). 

Undepithed and depithed bagasse was pulped by the cold soda process, 
passed through an 8-inch attrition mill,  asd formed into circular 
pulp mat. approximately 8.$ inch in diameter.  The mats, without 
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sizinGi   were  pressed  to nardboard by using «ja initial sax.   prescure 
of ?10  lb/sq.in.   for EUJI at r ^"?0 The  ha r tic; :ds roai  uí'oitheá 

were   superior in load capacitj',   stiffaess,   and water re- bagasse 
sistance, and tLowed mgLcr values of rupture modulus and elastici 
Water absorp*i:n was lcwe~ --»<"r«- 
10- cr 12-min treatment. 

after 15 min pressing time taan after 

296.  Mahanta, D., Chalina, E.?., Lodi, 3.3., and Iyengar, M.S. 
2inderless process for obtaining waterproof boards from ba- 
gasse . 
Ippta 7. Conference No.: 50-62 (lïov., 1970). 

Experimental boards were prepared from bagasse that had been pow- 
dered to a specific sise and blended with a suitable dehydrating 
agent.  Board proper-tier were determined as a function of particle 
si2e, tenperatn:re of the hot-press, applied pressure, and tin« of 
pressing. The results are shown in a series of graphs. 

297. Killer, A.C., and Fishman, ». 
Bagasse concrete. 
U.S. pat. 2,d57,435 (June 3, 1956). 

A mixture of bagasse fiber, pertland cement, lime, calcium chloride, 
and a pozzolan feras a lightweight concrete of use in many struc- 
tural applications and in the formation cf paper-faced wallboard. 

29Q. Haffziger, T.£., Ho ire i ter, B.T., and Eist, CE. 
upgrading insulating board and molded pulp products by minor 
additions of dialdenyde starch. 
Tappi 45, no. 9*. 745-50 (Sept., 1962). 

Experimental  insulating boards and handsheets vere prepared from a 
range o-f furnishes containing sugarcane bagasse pulp and waste paper 
to which 2.5# cationic starch cr 2.55¿ of both cationic starch and 
dialdehyde starch  (DAS) had bees added,     detention of as little as 
0.5# PAS resulted in greatly improved dry- and wet-strength proper- 
ties.     With boards made from 75# bagasse-25% newsprint blends, 
increases of 64 and 1305Í in dry modulus of rupture and dry tensile 
strength were obtained by the use of DAS.    Vet-strength increases 
for the same  pulp blend were 400 and 900$ cf that of untreated ooards. 
DAS aleo provides improved pulp drainage and lower hoard densities. 

299-    Sational Bagasse Product» Corp. 
Bagasse panelbcard. 
lad. Voodwcrldng 15,  no.   2:  12-1?   (Feb.,   19*3). 

The manufacture and uses  of bagasse fiberboard,  as manufactured by 
the national 3agasse Products Corp.;  art  discussed.     Such boards 
(tradenamed Fibron)  are said to  offer good finishing and painting 
surfaces,  and high density properties for n^'"^^; and fastening 
for heavy industrial ay>lioations. 

30C. Nee, C.I., and Esieh, V.C. 
Peasibility study on furfural and structural board from ba- 
gasse. 
Proc.Ixit.Soc. 3ugar-Cane Technol. 13; 1961-90 (1°68). 
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.-. furfural plant witr. a daily capacity cf 3., 3 tens 
in conjunction with a fiberboard plant which cook? 
bagasse  daily is  described. 

c:*  oura pro due • 
20-IZ tons   of 

301. Ki,   Ch. ,   Tang,   Ch.-T.,   and Shen,   T.-K. 
JLsphalt-impregnated bagasse board. 
Taiwan Sugar £r?t.   Sta.,   Eeport  no.   23:   125-45   (1961 ). 

Asphalt-impregna ted bagasse  board was  developed as  ar. inexpensive 
structural material with water-proof and  termite-res ictanx proper- 
ties,  and Doderate  strengtn.     The best board Ter impregnating pur- 
poses was   the-  from pulp  of uncooked bagasse.    * base  board of   den- 
sity 0.5  g/cn*  was  suitable.     Roofing asphalt or waterproofing 
asphalt was used as impregnating agent.     Introduction of melted 
asphalt  into the board by gravity was  preferable  to  introduction 
by vacuum.    The  density of the resulting board was  always between 
O.9 and  1.0 g/ca?,  provided encugn impregnation time was allowed. 
The  impregnated board had a modulus  of rupture of  20C-25C leg/cm*, 
water absorptivity below lOÇi,   and showed under % swelling. 

302.    Hcian, V.J. 
Processing o" bagaase for paper and structural boar-.. 
Tappi 50,  no. 9:  127-36* (Sept.,   19^7). 

Thorough  depithing of bagas-se  seems  essential tc high-quality^ pulp 
production.    1 depithing procedure  developed at the  author's  labo- 
ratory is described (see abstract nc.   183).    To study the effect of 
depithing on yitld and strength properties of toaft pulps,  depithed 
and undepithed bagasse were cooked under different conditions.     The 
results  obtained are discussed in seme detail.    Depithed bagasse 
fiber can also be converted into wallboard of high strength and / 
water resistance  (modulus of rupture:  700 psi at a density of   16 lb/ 
cu.ft;   14OO psi at a density of 25 lb/cu.ft;    water absorption after 
24-hr submersion:   2% or less).    Hardboard made by wet felting and 
hot p-essing at 400-425°? has  a modulus  of rupture  of 8000 psi and 
a water absorption of 8-105S at a density of 70 lb/cu.ft.    The meth- 
ods used for preparing the boards are described. 

303.    P*ul, B.S. 
Prospects and economics of utilisation of bagasse as raw 
material for pulp and paper industries in India. 
Ippta 7,   Conference Ho.:  43-8   (HOT.,   1970). 

The economics  of bagasse pechase,   collection,  storage, preserva- 
tion,  and depithing, and the  cost of bagasse particle board manu- 
facture  are discussed.    The «Taluation of bagasse fuel ralue   (as 
compared with oil)  is also touched upon.     Strength properties   of 
bagasse  particle boards are  compared with tnosc of corresponding 
boards made from wood,  flax,   Jute,   and hemp. 

$04.    Rengel,  P.,   and 3artolucci,  L.Á. 
Boards from sugarcane bagasse  and quebrad»  tannin-formalde- 
hyde resins, 
lad.  Quim.   26, no.   3J   l78-e2   (1968).        (Span.) 

Sugar cane bagasse,  comminuted to ornali particles,   Ì3 used for board 
manufacture,   sugar being removed to  improve the mechanical resist- 
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ante cf the finished product. For fiber bending, -che material is 
mixed with a rssin obtained froa 50> sulfited quebracho tannin 
solution, formaldehyde, and hsxamethylenetetramine (I).  The best 
telling tiae is 270 sec at 10C0C and ?£ I-concentration (based on 
tannin extract).  After shwet formation, the material is pressed 
at 140-1 50WC, yielding boards with satisfactory streng-th and water 
resistance. 

305.     Shen,   Tu-K. 
Manufacture  of hardboard from sugar cane bagasse. 
Taiwan Sugar 2,  no.   5»:  25-JO  (Sept.,    ,955). 

A review is given of processes for the manufacture of hardboard, 
including fiber st^ck preparation,   sizing,   sheet formation,   drying 
and pressing,   and after-treatment.     Ho reference is made to the 
utilization of bagasse with the  exception cf tvo passages  dealing 
with fiber stock preparation. 

m 
* • » 30£. Shen, Tn-X., Chang, E.V., Tseng, U.c., lang, CT., Ou, C 

and Liang, C.T. 
The effect of pith removal on the quality of the resulting 
bagasse hirdboard. 
Espt. Taiwan Sugar Sxpt. Sta. 209-22 (1955). 

In the manufacture of bagasse hardboard by the conventional wet 
process, removal of pith results in 28£ increase in flexural strength 
and 37% increase in wet strength. It also improves the water re- 
sistance of hardboard made from crude pulp. At a freeness level 
of 00 Defibrator sec, however, the effect of pith removal on water 
resistance is negligible. 

307. Tantengco, P.T., Jr. 
She preparation and physical properties of plaster board fron 
sugar cane bagasse. 
Philippine Agriculturist 42, no. 3: 2C1-9 (1956). 

Successive one-day treatment with 1%  sulfuric acid and 1S# KaOH at 
room temperature was used tc prepare bagasse for molding. Higher 
concentrations and longer processing periods did not increase fiber 
recovery or improve the quality of the resulting board. Bagasse 
treated with 6o£ urea-formaldehyde resin for 30 min at 150°C and 
350 kg/sq.cm. gave the highest tensile strength and shearing stress. 
Unground bagasse gave products with higher strength than ground 
bagasse, but the latter showed much finer texture and higher sur- 
face gloss. 

508. Tao, E.C. 
Bagasse fibre board. 
Taiwan Sugar 13, no 2: 21-25 (March/April, 1966). 

The manufacture of insulating board and S-2-S hardboard from ba- 
casse at the Changva Board Factory, Taiwan, is described. To soften 
tnc depizhed bagasse before refining, it is cookad with water, 
usually at a pressure of 90 psi.  If other grades of board are to 
be produced, cooking conditions are varied.  In general, about 1% 
rosin size is added to the pulp.  After sheet formation, the wet 
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mats are dried in a multiple-deck drier. ?or the manufacture of 
hardboard, the soft dry sheets are hot-pressed without the use ox 
--e~ *t 25S°C and a pressure of 140C lb/sq.in.  The resulting ooa-o.* 

have satisfactory physical properties meeting standard recuireaents. 
The difficulties involved in the utilisation of bagasse are o—•*•»•/ 

discussed. 

309.  Tropical Products Institute. _ 
Examination of a sample of basasse from the best Inches .or 
particle board production.^ 
T7I Esport no. 14/63 0963).  7 P- 

Sample preparation, and manufacture and testing of bagasse partici, 
boards are* described, and the disadvantages of bagasse as a raw ma 
terial for particle board are discussed. Sctn s^ngl*- "VT-**?! 
boards were produced, although the boards had satisfactory densi 
ties they did not meet the specifications of British Mandare 2604. 

31°- Sf possibly of using bagasse and straw as raw material for 

particle beard manufacture. „..„-,. -»«.«i 
?A0/ECE/BO12D COITS/Paper 4-17. Fiberboard anc ?«?^cl« ^f4* 
¿epo-t of an International Consultation on Insulation Board, 
Eardboard and Particle Board, Geneva, 1957. 

Expexiaents indicated promising possibilities for the manuf«*«• 
Particle boaxd from bagasse. UT resin (8*) was added as a binder. 
.^. "re"ngîhproperties of the bagasse particle boards were compa- 
ra o 1. to So si of similar boards made from pin« shavings, or flax 

shives• 

511 * TSC ^'successfully mad. hard fibre board from sugar can. 

bagasse. .     ,ft.^ 
Taiwan Sugar 5. no. 6: 13-14 (June, 1958). 

The Taiwan Sugar Ccrp. (TSC) succeeded in »«P«^.^?^,?0" 

turing process are given. 

312. Vu, H.S. 
The manufacture of hardboard from bagasse. 
Proc. Intern. Soc. Sugar-Cane Technologists 11: 1205-11 (1962). 

*he process used for the manufacture of hardboard at a plant in 
íalwíS is described, after depithing, the bagasse is subjected to 
^ìaTdigemon at a pressure of 6.3 kg/sq.cm.. tb« ~h ea, re fine d, 
siîed Sth rosin, foraed into sheets, dried, and pressed at 100 leg/ 
sq?cm. ¿l.l.ctrieal heating of prepressed mats- was found to be 
most economical at 560 icV/1000 lb water removed. 

315* UoTo*f furfuryl alcohol in a binding resin for the manufacture 
of particle boards. I. /„«¿«x    /c   N 
SobreDeriv. Cana Azúcar 2, no. 1: 4S-54 0968).   (Span.) 
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Particle  board with  excellent water resistance  ano. modulus  ci 
rupture  was  prepared by impregnating cagasse  fibers with   12-145* 
furiuryl  alcohol  (l)   and 7.5-10$ maleic  acid or toluenesulioaic 
acid catalyst   (based 02.  I),   forcing "he material into  a mat,   and 
pressing it  a-  1oO-180°C  to polymerize I. 

Bamboo 

(see alsc abstract  no.   255;   264:   270;  27¿í  293) 

3*4.    Bose,   T.H. 
Use  of bamboo  as reinforcement in Portland cement  concrete. 
Ass.Lng.  Calcutta J.   26,   no.   2:  52-02  (1950). 

31$. Dhamaney, C.P. 
Development of bamboo boards based on cashew-nut shell liquid. 
Indian Pulp Paper 22, no. 4: 259-61 (Oct., 1967). 

Various types of satisfactory bs^ooo building boards were produced 
by substituting imported phenol ,nth cashew-nut shell liquid that 
yields a water-resistant adhesive when condensed with formalin in 
the presence of xylene and small amounts of aqueous KaOE. The 
physical properties of the boards obtained are tabulated. 

310. Jain, U.C., and Dhaaaney, C.P. 
Studies on hardboard preparation. (1) From ra* materials 
received from Nagaland. ' 
Indian Pulp Paper 21, no. 4: 259-^2 (Oct., 1966). 

1      2xperimental hardboards were prepared from twelve fibrous raw ma- 
terials , including bamboos, grasses, and hardwoods, indigenous tc 
the indicated Burma-Assam region. The materials were cooked with 
aqueous 5aOE at atmospheric pressure for 3 hr, washed, felted, and 
pressed at 1éO°C and 56 kg/sq.cm. for 20 min. Sising agents, such 
as wax emulsions, for improving water resistance were not incorpo- 
rated. The boards were tempered by heat treatment or with cashew 
nut oil at 170°C for 3 hr. The physical properties of the boards 
complied with the Indian standard specifications fcr hardboards 
with regard to specific gravity and modulus of rapture, but water 
absorption values were too high. 

317* Baífsiger, S.B., Clark, T.?., and Volif, I.l- 
St rue turai beard from domestic timber bamboo - Fhyllostachys 
b ambus o i des. 
Tappi 44, no. 2: 108-12 (Peo., 1961). 

Dry mature timber bamboo was investigated as a raw material for 
the preparation of insulation boards and hardboards by several 
pulping techniques. Results of preliminary studies indicated that 
pulping with lis« alone was adequate. To establish preferred 
manufacturing conditions, a scries of experiments vas conducted on 
- pilot-plant scale using 6, 9. and 12 %  lime at 142 C for pulping. 
Ti «Ids of pulp when cocked for 1, 5*5» &a<i »" hours ranged from 6' 
to 94£.  The resulting boards (both insulating and hardboards) had 
strength properties equal or even superior to 
commercial boards. 
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31c.  Narayananurt i, D. 
Building boards iron bamboc. 
Composite Wood 3> no. 1: I-13 (Jaix., 1956). 

1 
A. comprehensive  review is  given  of the manufacture,  properties, 
and uses  of building boards  from bamboo.     The  experiences  so far 
gained with  taese  products  in  the  building  industry are  quite 
satisfactory.     2xtensive manufacturing and performance data are 

315.    Harayanaaurti,  D.,  and Bist,  B.S. 
Building boards from bamboos. 
Indian ?orest Records.     Composite Wood  1,  no.  2:  9-54  (1963). 

A review is  given of recent literature concerning the manufacture 
of building boarùs from bamboos.     Some hitherto unpublished data 
are added. 

320. Sarayanamurti, 2., and Singh, E. 
Studies on building boards.    DC.    Utilization of wood waste, 
tree barks and ether lignocellulosic materials as a source 
cf plastics and building boards. 
Composite Wood 2, no.   3:   55-62  (May,   1955). 

Continuing previous investigations  (see Abstract no. 276),  agri- 
cultural and forest wastes,  bamboo sawdust,  and other lignocellu- 
losic materials were subjected to a mild acid or *iy»H->« hydroly- 
sis at 16O and 170°C    Molded products and boards were formed from 
the hydrolyxed powders.    The results are presented in tables and 
graphs. 

321. Sano,  T.,  Ishihara,  S.,  and Hagaeawa,  S. 
Studies on the production of fiberboards from bamboo. 
I. Manufacturing process at high temperature cooking and the 
atmospheric defibering from Mosochiku (Fnyllostachys pubescen«) 
Bull.  Govt. Torest Expt.  Sta. no.  113:   135-44 (1959).    (Jap.) 

Laboratory studies on the manufacture of hardboards from a Japanese 
bamboo  (Phyllo3tachys pubescens)  are described.    The bamboo chips 
were impregnated with water,  2* 11*2003 solution,  or dilute sulfuric 
acid  (C.5;   1.0;   2.0 #),  ti.on cooked at  173°C for 5 to 45 min. 
After refining,   the pulp was formed into sheets and pressed at 
180 C and a pressure oí 30 kg/cm¿ for 11 min.    Pre treatment with 
dilute sulfuric acid gives boards of good strength, but pulp yield 
is low.    Satisfactory boards and pulp yield are obtained with water- 
-impregnated chips.    Water resistance  of the boards can be improved 
considerably by subsequent heat treatment at  150-170 C for 4 hours. 

322. Sano,  T..   and Nagasawa,  S. 
Studies on the production cf fiberbccris from bamboo. 
II. On the manufacture of fiberboard from Mosochiku by high- 
-temperature cooking aad high-pressure  defibering and other 
experiments. 
Bull.   Govt.  Porest »xpt.  Sta.   (Japan)  no.   126:  51-61   (Nov., 
I960). (Jap.) 



r -        -'• ~i | norebcarns   were  prepared fron; various bamboos and  fron  bariDOO-wocd nurtures ' 
by the   hi.cn-**f-nT~)~\ir*    high pressure  Asplunc process.   P«.lr yields  of  60-7ÇJO 
were  obtainec   in  20-21  mm. cooking ;:ni€.   The beards  showed gooc strength 
properties,   out  water resistance of unsized boerds  was  inadeguate;   hence  the 
addition  of a  sizing  apent  5eeu>ed indicated.   Nercaga.ridake(Sasa senanensic  Reha 
or Pisa Kurjionsis  Makino) gave boards of poorer quality than did Phyllo- 
stacnys pubesccne.   Ph.  reticulata,   or Ph.   nigara ver.   henonis.  The last  --wo 
bamboo  epecies g*-ve  products ci much lower quality by  the Aeplund process than 
when fibenzec under atmespneric Dressure.  Blending with scftv;ood chips reduced 
the quality  of the  beards,  whereas the addition of hardwood chips was even 
favorable. 

3?3. Shepardson, R. M. 
Composition containing bamboo particles and thermosetting resin. 
U.S.  put.  ?t898,3114    (Aug. 4,  1959). 

Green bamboo is ground to 16-mesh,  dehydrated to l/3 its original weight,   mixed 
with 20$ urea-formaldehyde resin and l£ paraffin wax,  and pressed so that 4  in. 
of the original material is decreased to 7/8 in. thickness after 20 mir, at 
149° C and 105 kg/sq.cm. The product is useful for mounting electro-typing and 
engraving plates. 

324.    Sing-fa,   M.M. 
Pressed boards fron bamboo dust« 
Indian Pulp Paper 15, no. 3: 20it  203  (Sept.,  I960) 

Laboratory experiments carried out at the Indian Forest Research Institute on the 
manufacture of hardboard from bamboo dust by the wet process are described. 
Results are not encouraging. 

3?5.    Singh,  K.M.,  Jain, E.C.,  and Sekhar, A.C. 
Some investigations on pressed boards from bamboo. 
Indian Pulp Paper 23, ne.  12: 65i-6 (June,  1969)- 

Experiments on the production of pressed boards from bamboo by the Aspi und 
Defibrator process showed that relatively small changes is steaming temperatures 
resulted in considerable variations of power consumption and certain mechanical 
properties. Power consumption dropped markedly with increases in steaming 
temperature. The following physical properties of the boards were determined: 
tensile and bending strength,  compression parallel and perpendicular tc the plane, 
hardness,  water absorptivity, and swelling. Data are given in tabulated form. 

stems 

(see abstract no.  339) 

Cassava stalks 

326.    Flaws,   L.J.,   and Falser,  E.R. 
Production of particle board from cassava stalks. 
Tropical Products Institute,  Report no.  G. 34 (1968). 

Experiments were carried out in co-operation with the Uganda Development 
Corporation using 200 lbs. of cassava stalks about 3 feet long and 1 inch in 
diameter.  Splinters were produced under controlled conditions,  mixed with urea- 
formaldehyde resin in a rotary mixer,  cola pressed,  then hot pressed.  The 
standard panel was  compared with E.S.  no.  2604:1963 for bending   and tensile 
strengti-ijtesxats using 6,8 and 1C per cent resin are tabled.  It was concluded 
that good board,   slifhtly exceeding the 3.S.  can be made with 8 per cent resin, 
producing a AC lb/cu.ft.  density. 
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527- SSSS^fSiiiSüf^^"*-"««1^1" •' ^°" steDE 

SÄ'&dT».  !.   10-17   (O«.,   1953). 
.«i»   Nnn  tMioce.   (Manihot  utilissima)   stems 

farorably with siailar cosaercia^ procucts. 

328.     Sarayanamurti,  3.,  and Sinch,   J. t¿       f plasXics, 
Studies  on building boaras.    Tl.    .rep«.» -xon        P 
boards,   etc.,   from wood waste,   oaJc-,   etc.,  cy  -nex^ 
ment ¿ prence of water and by ether methods. 
Cocposite Wood 1,  no.  4:   89-93   (July,   1954). 

JL thermal nlasticization process on a laboratory scale f^£* 

.now that product« oí »**"•" »ory st-en» d      tte conditionr 
ta obtain.*   ^°" •°d «f^r.^.o =axr!.T=ut in which tapioca 

*¿d*a to the cook. 

Coconut h^gk and coir 

(a«e also abstract no. 270) 

529'    ÄÄ^Hf ofVoconut hua*.    I. Suildi« hoard, fro. 

^Äaper 15, no.8:  507-iO (».. 19*1 ). 

Ooeomt talk. *h=.dd.d by hand or 1. a ^^"^,^"410° 
board, at aboUt 15«« »d P»"•-^ £^1^* « Ï. Sbi«. 
„in.    On nanual «fcxeddin», no.x of the ^^"^       h (60¡40 w.ijat 

wh.r.a« *i* •"^»«42^îr4^S ínrííh.rS.r«aPti3í.ctory handln* 

hoards, high vatar-ab.orption ralua« too. 

370.    Seorg», J.,  end Joshi,  E.O. TT   n._.!l(llriI ir0m 
Complet, utilisation oí coconut husk.     j.1. Sar-ooarts irom 

S2T»ía%« 15,  no.  9=   575-5  (Harch. 1961). 

lardboard. with .ati.íactor, ï^f^^^SproA ÍS"t« 

""î-^aî'ÎSrîcS? S 'ío.r. wîrfSubjected to a softening treat- 
""i1!!-• Z fcrni°È in« a «at.    Board. Irò» mwtt.d fib« bad 
SS.Ï .ïrenetn pro-rtî . than those fro« coir .kusKC -as«.  Th« 
bet-or """f* »J.-  .        tlon =cuid b. rscuc.d to a »afficiantly 
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331. Georg«,  J. 
Compiete utilization of coconut husk.   III.  Particle boards 
from  by-products of the coir industry. 
Indian Pulp Paper 15, no.   10:   613,  616 (April,   1961). 

The preparation of particle board from coconut husk pitn waste and coir 
shearing waste  is  described. An aqueous extract of unretted coconut husk, 
a tannin formaldehyde resin I,derived fron tamarind Beed tests., 3ruguiere 
baric,   or tea waste),  or a pp resin was used as a binder.  The mixxure was 
formed into  a  sheet,  anrt then pressed at 145°C and 5C kg/'sq. cm for 15 min 
for a 6 ram board.  The boards had satisfactory strength and water resistance. 

332. George,  J.,  and Bist, J.S. 
Compiete utilization of coconut husk.   IV. Three-layer particle 
boards  with coconut hunk particle core. 
Indian Fulp Paper 16, no.  7:  437-8 (Jan.,  1962). 

Wood particles were used for faces,   and coconut husk particles for core in 
the preparation of throe-layer particle boards of medium density. The amount 
of PF resin "binder added was relatively minor. Strength and water resistance 
were within the usual range for medium density particle board. The boards were 
highly fire resistant, tough, and possessed smooth surfaces. 

333«      George J.,   and Shirsaikar,   K.M. 
Particle board fra cocnut husk. 
Bes.Ind.  6,  no. 5: 129 (1963). 

334.      Iyengar,  N.T. R., Anandaswamy,  B., and Baju,   P.V. ' 
Thermal inculatine materials from agricultural wastes: coconut 
(Cocoa nicifera !•**»•) bask and pith. 
J. Sei.  Ind. Research (India) 20D, no. 7:276-9 (July 1961). 

The possibility of utilising sun-dried coconut husk and pith obtained by 
wet retting for the production of thermal insulation boards has been studied. 
Insulation boards prepared from different fractions of husk and pith have been 
found to possess good thermal insulating properties. 

335«      Jayaratna,  S.M. 
A possible use for coir dust. 
Ceylon Coconut Quarterly U,   no. 3/4: 1-4 (l?60). 

Brief description of a process development in Ceylon at the Coconut Research 
Institute for the economical manufacture of moulded articles for many domestic 
and constructional purposes from coir dust. 

336«      Krismabamrung, K., and Takamura, N. 
Suitabilities cf some Thai hardwoods and coconut fiber for 
manufacturing: h&rdboards by wet and dry process. 
J. Jap.  Tappi 22, no. 3:  154-64  (iferch,  1968). 

Experimental   studies are reported of the manufacture of hardboard by wet 
and dry process from coconut (Cocos    niciferà fiber and 7 Thai hardwoods. 
The Asplund I>efibrator process was us»ed for defibration. Phenolic resin 
and paraffin were added to the fiber furnish in amounts of 0.% for the wot 
and 4 í fer the dry procaes. Kith the exception of xwc hardwoods,  all raw 
materials examined yielded hardboards meeting the specifications of Japanese 
industrial  standards. Boards from coconut fiber showed outstanding flexibility 
superior to that of wet-process hardwood beards. 

1 
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337.   Keravanamurtì,   D.,  Kar «vanan,   P.,  and Prasad,  T.R.!\  Boards fror 

waste. 
Board Mfr.  II,   no.  9:102-4   (Sep-.,   19*S). 

«i?!      ^     ar! QeSCri0eG  in which  b^i°in? boards vere nade  fror, coconut   coir 
vaste,     .he  coir waste was  spraved and/or r.ixed with  various  additives   (e.g. 
Ï! ÌL   •    VT"1 ^°realdehvde)>   cold-pressed   followed bv hot pressine   for 
5ÌLTUirî     ? e b0ardS obtained  had satisfactory phvSical pronerties 
modulus of   elastxcitv, modulus  of   rupture, tapact resistance,  swells,   etc.i 

in view of  the encouraging results,  large-scale  trials  arc warranted.   " 

33S.   liaravanamurti,   D., Ranghunatha Rao,  D.Î..  Karavana,  P.T.R., Zoolarud 
S.S..   and Rangaraju,  T.S. 

coirt:Lithater:LalS f0r  lignocftlluloslc w«tes:  utilization of coconut 

Indian Pulp Papar 24,  no.  1:   57-60   (July,   1969). 

aStìS;«ì«' Presented in «hid, board disks were made  from coconut coir pith on 
Ôf Zl^T %        -U'4ag * c^lindri"1 °°^-  B°«d properties  (densitv? modulus 
of rupture,  water aosorption,  swelling)  were determinad as a function of 
?IS*!^8 t,mPeratu" «d Pras.ure.     Temperatures  of 15O-160°C and Dressur., of 
140 kg/sq.cm were found to be optimum.    The influence of temperine'in 
cashewmit shellliquid was briefly  examined. 

339. Shiroalkar, M.M., Jain,  R.K.,   and George,  J. 
Fire-resistant building boards from coconut puh. 
Oils Oilseeds J.   (Bombay) 18,   no.  7:13-14  (19*6) . 

si• W^MIV
1
*
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1
^ ^í**8 ***** "itabl. for insulation and a. «pen- 

sion joint filler are produced from unrett.d coconut oith by felting with wood 
fibres or banana sten fibers.Th. pith ia «ixed with pulp and «.carlo ilwTL« 
»lurry,  the pH is adjusted to 4-5,. paraffin wax or r^kn-paraffîn wax ,<S-*7> 
emulsion is  stirred  in for 5 min.   ... .Hin, .faBtf  ^ t£ glITiTíracipitat. 
by adding an alum solution. precipitate 

340. üadinoto,  R.C. 

Coconut husk is a new raw material for board production in copr. 
producing countries. 
South Pacific Commission. Tech.  Inform. Circular No. 25:  1-10 (July,  1957). 

E£ÍTTÍU«dUrl,V95Í planVr« dr»• «P " start  producing hardbo.rd 
to meet  the  increasing demand for  sheet materials nece.aary for housing. 
Coconuw  husks were cho..n as the raw material.     In East-Java,  a pilot Slant 
with a production capacity of 3,500  tons  of board annually was erected 
.he German C.T.C, process has been chosen because  it appears to be 
economical for medium and even snail-sized units.     In addition it is  suited 
for producing  a great variety of boards. 

341. Tropical Products Institute. 

-ll^J  1° Ï"   "J' dUSt *  the Pre?*r«tion  of building  slabs on hardboard 
tropical  Products Institutes,   Report no. G.   35   (1968). 

Coir dust of  two distinct particle  size distributions were mixed with 
cement   in ratios fror. 1:1 to  6:1 cement/coir dust which onl« produced 
concrete of load-bearing qualities when extra water was  added" to the coir 
The cenant faction was then  increased to what was  considered uneconomic 

M   In     it^rVdrîi;t%TCrete ""  produced-    I'on-loadbearing panels of 
40, 60,   70 and   30 lbs/ft* were also   produced but with difficult.    Hardboard 
production required both excessive  pressures and  resins  and was'also con- 
sidered   unpromising. 
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Coffee husks 

342. Tropical Products   institute. 
'Manufacture  of  particie board fror,   coffee  busies. 
T?I Rerv.rt no.   16/63   (L963) .   4p. 

Particle boards ("¡.5  thick vere prepared   froc   coffee  husks,   fron a mixture  of  coffee 
husts  and  cotton  seeds,   and fron a r.ixture of   coffee  husks  and »roundnut  shells.     'CT 
resin  in varying  amounts  was used as a  binder.     The material was formed into a mat 
and   pressed at i40°C for  10 ran.at pressures   ranging   fröre  30  to 300 psi.   Increased 
resin  content and   increased density both  resulted in   improved board strength and 
water resistance.     Boards  containing 15«   resin and having  a  density of 1.1 'g/cu.   cr. 
exceeded the British standard ninimur strength.    Ilixtures of  coffee husks with other 
waste materials gave boards of lover strengths  than coffee h us Ics alone. 

Corncobs 

(see  also abstract no.  255) 

343. Demirel, T. 
Acid-treated corncob construction material and method  of producing seme. 
U.S.  patent  3,301,800 (Jan., 1967). 

A process of making wallboard or the like construction board comprises contacting 
a batch of  corncobs with  a phosphoric  acid solution of 20-30% concentration at 80- 
110°C, withdrawing the phosphoric solution from the digested corncob' product,  re- 
ducing the particle size of the corncob  product to a  fine texture, mixing the 
fine-textured product with a resin-forming liquid, shaping the mixture, and curing 
at elevated  temperature.    The resin-forming liquid include«  furfuryl alcohol 

• spent sulfite liquor, and phosphoric, acid. 

344. Fatten, A.,   and Rahman, S.ÎI.F. 
Studies cm the thermal and electrical insulation properties of boards made 
from waste materials indigenous  (to Pakistan). 
Sei.  Ind.   (Pakistan)   4, no.  1 :  31-40  (Jan., 1966). 

Studies of the thermal and electrical  properties of boards made from waste material 
(jute sticks, jute  cutting waste, corn husk and sawdust)  indigenous to Pakistan are 
reported.    The waste materials were mixed in various  combinations and proportions 
with a PF binder and pressed at  180OC and a pressure of 800 psi for 15-20 Bin.    Most 
boards obtained showed thermal and electrical  insulation properties comparable to 
those of commercial boards. 

345. Rao,  Raoachandra,   K. 
Utilization of corn-cobs for manufacture of plywood. 
Indian Forester 91,  no. 6:   405 (1965). 

Insulating-type building boards are made  froc  corn-cobs by  cutting the cobs into 
transverse  sections of required thickness and forcing  the sections into a  slab 
covered on both sides t.*ith a veneer.    The product obtained  is lighter and  cheaner 
than ordinary plywood. 

Cotton stalks and   cotton   seed hulls 

(see  also  abstract no.   255.  264:   270:   342) 
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346. Mandavi, E. 
Economic and technical  aspects  cf harvesting cctxon sxalks 
for  the production  of partici? board. 
m,/VC.8;/l !.    ÏÏÎÎIIC  Experx Working Group Meeting on the Pro- 
duction of Panels  from  Agricultural Sesidu.es,  Tienna,   14-19 
Dec.,   1970.     7 p. 

Cotton stallts are used for the  producxion of particle board at a 
plant  established on a  5,000  acre fans near Gorgan,   Iran.    A brief 
description is given not  only of methods for harvesting cotton 
scalks,  as  indicated by the  heading,  but also  of storage piocedures, 
and of the manufacturing process used at the plant.     Since boards 
made  from  cotton stalks  show a dark brown cclor and moderate strength, 
at least fifty percent of the   stalks are substituted for poplar 
chips  to improve appearance  and physical properties. 

Flax and hemp ehjves 

(see also abstract no.  255;  259î 264? 270;28?j292 ) 

347. Barths 1, R. 
utilization of by-product flax sai ves for fiber boards. 
Paserforsch, u. Textiltech.  12, no.   11:  534-4-7  (Nov., 1961). 

(Ger.) 

Flax snives constitute about  31% of the harvested yield of the flax 
plant.    Sxperiaents have  demonstrated that  fiberboards with satis- 
factory properties comparable  to  those of  rfood-particle and wood- 
-fibsr'boards can be made from this agricultural waste.    The manu- 
facturing process includes sorting and cleaning of the fiar chaff. 
pressure-steaming, defibration in a disk mill,   sheeting of the 
processed shires by a wet process,  and a Dì ding in a hot-press with 
cr without addition of P7 resin adhtaive into fiberboards ranging in 
density from less than C.25 to 1.0 g/v.a.cm. 

548. Bentsianova, I.I.,  Yeksler, CM., Markov,   L.£., Melaaad, S.S., 
and Petrienko, P.M. 
The manufacture of wood-particle board from hemp scutch. 
Lerevoobrabat.    Prom.   11, no.  41 9-10 (April,   1562).      (ftus3.) 

A doocripticn is given of a manufacturing process for wood-particle 
board from wood alone,  wood and hemp (and/or flax)  scutch, or from 
scutch alone.    In the case of mixed boards,  the  internal layer is 
mads  of wood particles,   the  outside layers  cf hemp scutch cleaned 
of fibers  and dust.    TJ7 or TT resins are used as binders, and the 
boards are  moulded at 135-140°C and a pressure of  14-20 kg/sq.cm. 
The process is to be introduced shortly at one of the large furni- 
ture plants of the Ukraine. 

549. Eisner, I.,  and Eolejak,  M. 
Building board from flax and hemp fibers. 
Brevo  13, no.  12»   356-60  (1958). (Pol.) 

Experimental boards were prepared iron flax and  $% U? resin binder. 
The mixture having a moisture  content Q? 6 % was  pressed at 16O C 
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r for  6 aia.     The  density of  the boards was  C.6O-C.65  g/cu. cm. 
3oards  of  lesser  density   (e.g.  0.16 g/cu. est)  can be produced as 
well.     Henp i"¿oers required  only 7.5'à binder.     As  compared vita 
wood-particle board,   boards  froa fia:: and hemp  are mere economical, 
but   show audi higher swelling in water. 

35c.     Prackoviai:,   A.,   and Lawniczak,  K. 
The  effect  of the  waterproofing impregnating agent GSE-10 on 
some properties  of Haz waste boards. 
Przenysl Drzewny  12,   no.   11:   6-9  (lîov.,   1961). (Pol.) 

1 new waterproofing agent  developed at the Institute  of Vood Tech- 
nology in Poznan was  found to reduce xhe hygroscopicity of flax 
w&stc boards by }0%,   their swelling by 40#,  and to increase their 
bending strength markedly. 

351»     Gradovich,  V.i.. 
Prospects for the expansion of the manufacture of construc- 
tional boards from flax waste. 
Proizv. Stroit.  Izdelii is Plastmaas, So.,   1963:  73-80. 

(Suss.) 

1 process for the manufacture of insulation boards from flax chaff 
is described. The chaff is beaten to a freeness of I4 SI, sized 
with a rosin-paraffin size, and mixed with 0.2?» of a fungicide 
(Ua2Si?6). The fibrous suspension (consistency of 1-1.25») is formed 
into sheets, and the sheets are pressed and dried. The finished 
products have a specific gravity of 0.18-0.22 g/cu. cm, a bending 
strength of 6-12 kg/sq.ca, a 2-hr maximum water absorption of 20%, 
and a heat conductivity of 0.147 kcal/a/hr/°C. 

352. Hadnagy,J. 
Zxa&isation of some problems in flaxboard production technol- 
ogy. 
Taipar   lutatasok,  Yol.  2: 77. Budapest 1964. (Hung.) 

353. naudits, V.f Ulbricht,  H.J.,  and Kratz, V. 
Production and properties of lightweight wood-shaving boards. 
Holz Hob-u.Werkstoff 16, no.  12: 459-66  (Sac,   1955).     (Gar.) 

Particle boards having densities of O.3-C.5 g/cu. cm were prepared 
fraa softwoods and hardwoods,  and from flax straw.    About 6.9% UT 
resin was added as a binder.     She boards showed strength properties 
that made then appear suitable for various commercial applications. 

354*    lolosvary,  G. 
Increasing the water resistance of wood-particle and hemp 
waste boards by preliminary thermal treatment cf the particles. 
Tairpar 15. no.   2:    46-9 (1965). (Hung.) 

Heap waste and poplarwood particles were heated to  16O,   200,  210, 
and  235°C by means of a stream of hot gas.    Particle boards made 
from the pretreated materials showed lower water absorption and lower 
thickness swelling after soaking in water or after exposure to super- 
saturated water vapor for 10 days than boards obtained from untreated 



^Ateríais.   Strengen pro-oertiss,   however,   '-»ere   the  sam2  with both  type; o. 
board. 

255.     Lawniczax,   M.,   and Raczkowski,   J. 
Tne  physical ana mec.ia.Mcal  properties  of boards  fron  flajc waste. 
Derevooorabat.   Prom.   11,   no.   10:   21—8   ^Oct.,   1962 ; ,Russ.) 

Building boards   fror,  flaz shives are  produced  ir, Poland  m twe density ranges, 
= CG-70C and   300-4CG kg/'eu.ai.,   the   latter being used as   msu.atior.  panels. 
After thorougn  cleaning the shives  are   fonsed  into  oo&ras using a  thermosetting 
UF resin as  a  binder.  The water absorption  of  flaxboard  is  lower than of wood- 
particle boar    and can be farther reduced by  the  addition of a recently developed 
water-proofs-  • agent.  The elasticity modulus  and bending strength  are ccapar'ble 
to those  of  -«¿od-p artici e board of tne  same  density.   The special  advantages of 
flaxboards are  their high thermal and sound-insulating propertiec- 

356. Lawniczak,   M.  and Raczkowski,   J. 
Particle  ooirds made from flax and  heirp  shives. 
Drvna  Industria U,  no. 9/10:   139-46  (1963) (Croat.) 

The process used at the Vitasicama Bill  in Poland for the production of particle 
board from fisa and heap waste is described in seme detail. Dust and fibres 
amounting to about 25 % of the raw material are removed pneumatically before mixing 
the shives with urea-formaldehyde resin and a waterproofing agent.  The mixture 
having a moisture content of 12 Ì» is then formed into a mat and pressed at 
14.0-150°C.  The pressing time depends on tb* thickness and density of the board 
(e.g.,  14 min for a 20-em board of 500 Itg/a-ì).  Por use in structural applications 
and furniture,  boards with a density c-f TOO,   600,  and 50C kg/m3 are produced. 
!ü.nor quantities of lighter boards  (300 and 400 kg/ro3)  are also produced yielding 
i suitable  isolation material  . The physical and mechanical properties {water 

-absorption,   thickness welling, modulus cf elasticity,  hardness,  thermal 
conductivity,   and sound-absorbing properties)  of the hemp boards conpare well 
with those of boards Bade from wood. 

357. Mestdagh,   M.,  and Demeul emees ter,   M. 
The manufacture of phenolic-resin-bonded flax-particle board 
for the construction industry. 
Holz Roh- u.  Werkstoff 2E,  no 6:   209-14  (June,   1970).      (Cer.) 

The structure,   chemical composition,   and aechamcal strength of flax shives and 
fiar boards were compared with corresponding properties of wood-particie boards. 
Ko significant differences preventing the production of phenolic-resin-bonded 
flaxboard were  observed. Two types of board,  either with or without the 
addition of supplementary caustic soda,   were produced both meeting ths specificati« 
of German Standard DEï 6S 761. 

358. îîareyanamurti, Í., and Singh,  J. 
Note  on hardboards from linseed fibre. 
Indian Pulp Paper 17,  no.  5:   302   (Nov.,   1962). 

Linseed fiber« were pulped with varying concentrations of HaCci,  dafibered in 
a Condux mill,  and pressed into board.   Difficulties encountered in the defloration 
cf the long-fibered material were eliminated by cutting the linseed fibers to 
shorter lengths.  The properties of the tempered boards proved to be satisfactory. 

359. Nico,   R.,  and Cremacchi,  J. 
Quebracho tannin-formaldehyde adhesive for particle board. 
Rev.   Soc.  Quin. Max. 5,  no.  3'-   98-103  (May 1961). (Span.) 

The manufacture of particle board from poplarwood and flax fibers using quebracho 
tannin-formaldehyde adhesive as a binder resulted m a board with properties 
approximating or superior to those of similar boards using UF rutin adhäsives. The 
cost of tne  tannin- fcrnal deny de adhesive   is  leas than half of that  of UT resin 
adnesives. 
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5oC.     Pietrzykovski,   J.,   and Lavalezajc, k.                                   ^ 
Utilisation of  flax waste  for the production of  insula—ng 
boards. 
Przemysl Wlokienmczy,  1962,  No.  6 .(Pol..) 

361. Sin«*:,   J. 
iinex boards  from  flax waste. 
Tech.   Nov.   $,   no.   48:   $   (1961). (Czech.) 

A plant for the manufacture cf building boards  froa flax waste  is 
und«r construction in Vesela,   Czechoslovakia.     The manufacturing 
process  is described,   and  the applications  of  the  Lines Doards  in 
constructions  are  discussed and illustrated. 

362. Skory,   H. 
Method cf imxroviag some physical properties  of *laxDoa~a. 
Przemysl drzevny 20,  no.   is  12-13  (Jan.,   1969). (Pol.; 

Xht possibility of  improving the water resistance  of flaxboard by 
incorporating a special paraffin emulsion into the fibrous material 
was investigated.     It was found that both water absorption and 
»welling in water decreased considerably with increasing parai-in 
content of the boards.     Optimum values «re  obtained with ooards 
containing 0.7* of  the water-procfing agent.    Further increasing 
the paraffin content resulted in products of lover strength. 

363. Skrigan,  I.I.,  Shiahko, A.M.,  and ELeskin,   G.7. 
Utilization of pinewood stumps and flax fib«» for the manu- 
facture of thermal insulation panels. 
Vests! Akad.  Kavuk Belarus.    S.S.E.,  Ser. ?iz.-Tekh. I^avuk 
no.  1:  39-93  (195Û). (Suas.) 

The addition of 25> fl« fibers to stump wood improves the  strength 
properties and increases the hardness  of insulation beard.     Joint 
baating of wood and flax fibers is recommended.     The properties 
of the board comply with standard requirements. 

364. S widerski,  J. 
Technology of flarboard manufacture. 
Hola Boh- u.Vtrkstoff 16,  no.   7:  242-50  (July,   19*0;.       (G«r.) 

"Sii» is a well-illustrated description of the technology of flax- 
board manufacture,   in particular of the facilities and operation« 
of a Tecently constructed mill in Poland.    Compared with the manu- 
facture of wood-x>article board», the processing of flaz «hive* 
requires no chipping?    such le«s drying power; no 7T9t* form»;  and 
no aatallic pallet», but on the othar hand better cleaning; more 
careful moisture  control; twice as much preforming pre««ur»;  and 
a »or« rugged hct-pres« design. 

363.     Tomasek,  L. 
?lax »hive particle board». 
Drev. Yyber 15, no.  6: 49-54 (1962). (Czech.) 



r      • - - n I 566.    Verbestel,  J.,   and Kombluis,  G. » 
Particle  boards  from  flax.     Part  I.     Utilization cf agricul- 
tural by-products.   -  Part   II.  Industrial  experience  in  tne 
use  of flax straw for  the manufacture  of particle  boards. 
FaO/5CS/3012D COliS/Paper ¿.16.    Piberboard and Particle  3oard. 
Report cf an International  Consultation on Insulation ¡ioard, 
Eardboard,  and Particle  3oard,  Geneva,   1957. 

The first part  of this  conference paper deals  with the  availability 
and utilization of agricultural  by-products,   especially of flax 
«traw.     In tao  second part,   the  industrial  experience in tat manu- 
facture  of flaxboards  gained in the course  of more than 20 years 
is  reviewed. 

36?.    Vielexco Ltd. 
riaxboard production in Belgium - The new Vxelexco mili. 
Board 4,  no.  12:  286-9  (1?61). 

Grasses. 

(see also abstract no.  255;   316) 

368. Barayanaaurti,  D.,   and Singhf I. 
Sote on hardboards from Kans grass  (Saccharum spontaneumj. 
In«"** Pulp Paper 17,  no.   5:  301   (HOT.,   1962;. 

Hardboards of satisfactory properties were made experimentally from 
y.n. grass (Bora) by pulping the grass with caustic soda (O.05 and 
0.50),  liae  (0.1 and 0.3^)»  or plain water,  all mixed with the grass 
in a 1:20 ratio and boiled for 2 hours.    The 0.35* liae treatment 
produced the best board with a modulus of rupture of 543 kg/sq.cm., 
but gave the lowest pulp yield (450). 

369. Narayanamurti,  D.,   and Singh, J. 
Boards from Phragnites karlca. 
Indian Pulp Paper 17,  no. 7: 437  (Jan.,   19&3). 

The manufacture of thennodyne disks,  chip boards,  and fiber boards 
*rom Phragmites karlca material and the properties of the products 
are described.    The chip beards   (1C0 U? resin) had a density of 
0.565-741 g/cu.cm.  and a tensile strength of 73-100 kg/sq.csu Eigh- 
-streng-ch fiber boards were produced from Ca(0E)2-cooked pulps, 
while boards with good moisture    resistance were produced with NaOE 
cooking.    Oil  (linseed)  tempering improved both properties consid- 
erably,  more so than simple  oven tempering. 

370. Singh,  M.M.,  Sana,   E.S.,   and Sekhar,  A.C. 
Pressed boards  from Ulla grass   (Theaida aruadinacia 
Indian Pulp Paper  19.  no.  7: 443»  445-7  (Jan.,  1965 

"Dlla grass was processed   (chopped,  screened,   soaked,  steamed), 
defibered in an asplund defibrator,  washed,   and the wet fibers 
pressed into fiberboard at  35 kg/sq.cm.  for 5 min.    The board was 
subsequently dried at  130°C and a pressure of 31 »7 kg/sq.cn.   for 
two hr.     Strength properties  of the boards  obtained compare  favor- 



r 
ably   «itn those of commercial  fiberboards.  The effect  of  stealing and 
defibermg tine on  the board properties are discussed. 

Groundnut   shells 

(see  «Jso abstract no.   264,-292,  342) 

371. Chittenden,   A.E.,   and Palmer,   E.H. 
The production of particle board from groundnut  shells. 
Board 5,   no.   6:   102-105  (1962). 

Single layer particle boards were produced experimentally using groundnut  shells 
and uroa-formaidehj'de resin.  The range of strength characteristics from the 
several densities and resin content -levels were quite wide. Very fine particles 
(parsing a 3S 22 mesh sieve,   0.0275 inch aperture)  «*ere excluded as they used 
excessive resin.   A board of about 40 lbs.  per cu.  ft.  was chosen as a typical 
sample.  Pressures used to produce boards of densities from 35 to 50 lbs. per cu.2 
ranged from 160 to 580 lbs. per sq.m.  The boards were found to be difficult to 
cand out this was said to be soluble by making a 3-layer board.  Otherwise it 
was workable with normal tools.  A cost summary is included based on West African 
prices.  Samples were compared with B52604:1966. Data are tabulated by res-in 
content and density for various characteristics. 

372. Chittenden,  A.E.,  and Palmer,   E.H. 
The production of particle board from groundnut shells. 
Board 7,  no.  8:  183-7 (Aug.,  1964). 

Particle boards were made experimentally fron groundnut  shells.  The fraction 
of shells retained on a 3/l6-inch sieve was used as the core and an equal 
weight of the fraction which passed through the sieve was used as the surface 
layers. The effects of different resin formulations, modifications of the 
manufacturing technique,  addition of fungicides and wax,   and other parameters 
were investigated.  The tests were conducted on boards having a density of 
0.64 g/cu.cs and containing 8£ UP resin.  Variations of manriacturing techniques 
and cnanges in resin formulations had little effect or. borrd strength. However, 
pressing without a frame resulted in boards of better strength properties 
than when using a frame.  The most effective fungicide tested was Na-pentechloro- 
phesate. The addition of wax improved the dimensional stability of the boards 
when stored at high humidities,  but had only little effect on water absorption 
when the board vas immersed in water. 

373. Chittenden,  A.E.,  and Palmer,  E.E. 
Particle board frca groundnut  shells. 
Boara 8, no.  3: 75-82 (March,   1965). 

Investigation of the full-scale plant production of particle board from 
groundnut shells showed that a conventional plant designed for use with 
wood particles required modification,   particularly in the methods used for 
removing extraneous materials and dust,  and in eliminating processing steps 
where groundnut shells could be reduced to powder.  Details of a plant  taking 
these factors into account are presented. Boards produced were tested for 
strength,  water absorption,  aging effects,   etc, and the results are tablulated. 
Tungsten carbide-tipped saws were required to tria the boards.  The economics 
of utilizing groundnut shells for particle board manufacture aro discussed, 

374. Digard, R. 
Partici« boards from groundnut shells. 
Oléagineux 22, no.  6: 405-7 (June,   1967) (FT.) 

Attempts have frequently be made to utilize the groundnut shells, which 
constitute up tc 25 % of the weight of the total nuts.  This artici* describee 
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the quite successful  manufacture  of particle board..  After shredding, 
removing of dust  and cleaning,  the  particles are ¡nixed with a themosetiins 
resin,  and then pre-formed.  Hot pressing is done continuously. The beards 
obtained show satisfactory strength properties and are  highly resistant   to 
termites and moulds.   A board factor;.' needs an annual   supply  of at  least 
2,5OC tons of shells. 

375. Jain,  U.C.   Gupta,  U.C., Bajaj,  S.C.,  and  Singh,   D.D. 
Utilization of groundnut shells. 
Indian Pulp Paper 16, no.  8:  477-60 (Fob.,  1964). 

Results of investigations on the utilisation of groundnut  shells for hardboards, 
particle boards,  and building boards,  and as a filler extender in synthetic 
resins are presented. 

376. Jain,  N.C.,   Gupta,  R.C.,  and Jain,  D.K. 
Particle boards from groundnut shells. 
Indian Pulp Paper ?2,  no.  6:  345-6, 359  (Dec.   1957) 

Laboratory experiments on the manufacture of particle boards from groundnut 
shells are reported.  The shells were freed from dust,   sprayed with suitable 
resins,  formed into a mat,  cold-pressed,  and then hot-pressed. No sizing 
agents (e.g. paraffin wax) were added. The tine and temperature of pressing 
depended on the  type  of binder used and the thickness of the board. The 
physical properties  (modulus of rupture,  tensile strength,   water absorption,   etc.) 
of the boards were satisfactory,   except water absorption which was rather high. 
Data are tabulated. 

377. Tropical Products Institute. 
Notes on the design factors in the production of a particle board plant 
to utilise groundnut shells. 
Tropical Products Institute, Report no. 29 (1962). 

Jute sticks 

(see also abstract no, 259,  264,  270,  267, 344) 

378. Banerjee,  S.P., and Saba,  P.K. 
Particle board from jute stick. 
Contribution to the Aanuai Report of the Technological Research 
Laboratories for 1962-63.  Calcutta, Indian Central Jute Committee, 1964. à p. 

The manufacture and properties of particle boards from jute stiel» are 
described. 

379. Par Eastern Economic Review. 
Hardboard from jute sticks. 
Par Eastern Economic Review 36,  no. 8: 434 (May 1962). 

India has begun producing hard paperboard from jute sticks at two 
Calcutta paper mills. The board is claimed to be a superior quality product  of 
high bursting and folding endurance,   suitable for making box-boards. The 
manufacture of building board fron jute sticks has not yet been considered. 

380. Narayanareurti,  D., and.Kohli,  R.C. 
Boards from  jute sticks. 
Board Manufacture 4: 122-3  (May 1961). 

381. Narayanaaurti, D., and Singh, J. 
Plastic boards from jute stioks. 
Board ífenufacture 5:  199 (Nov.,  1962). 

1 
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382.      Seht,   P.L.,  and Basale,   K.K. 

Asr.halted roofing material  froœ jute  stick. 
Jute Bull.  2?,   no.  i:  8-9  (April,   1964). 

A board made  fron! about 52 £ jute stick pulp,44 % waste paper,   and à °k hosiery 
cuttinps was  recently developed by the Technical Research Laboratories of the 
Indian Central  Jute  Committee at  Calcutta.   The cruality of the board,  either 
untreated or after dipping in hot asphalt»   compared favourably with similar 
imported boards.  Like these,   it aay be used after proper surfacing as a 
roofing material. 

Kenaf 

(see abstract nc.  270) 

Hi stard stalks 

363*      Narayana mirti,  D.,  and Kohli,  B.C. 
Hardbcards from mustard stalks. 
Indian Pulp Paper 16,  no.  6: 379  (Dec., 1961). 

Hardboards were made from mustard stalks using lime or caustic soda as the 
oooking medium.  The strength properties of the boards were inferior to those 
of boards made from jute sticks,  and their moisture absorption was rather high. 
Some of the boards,  however,  were satisfactory. On the whole,  best results ware 
obtained with the lime-cooked material. 

Palm leaves and palm fruit stems 

(see abstract no. 255;  264;  270) 

Papyrus 

(see also abstract no.  255) 

364.      Lewin K.,  and Ungyel,  A. 
Papyrus as a raw material for the production of insulation 
board and hardboard. 
FAO/ECE/BOAK) CCIiS/Paper 4.14. Fiberboard and Particle Board. 
Report of an International Consultation on Insulation Board, 
Hardboard and Particle Board,  Geneva,  1957. 

Insulating board and hardboard have been aade from papyrus both  on a laboratory 
scale and in a pilot plant run in Israel.  Physical properties of the boards were 
satisfactory. 

385.      Lewin,   M.,  and Lengyel,  A. 
Papyrus as a raw material for the production of insulation and hardboard. 
Bull.  Research Council  Israel 6C,   no.  3:  181-96 (Aug.,   i95B). 

Insulation and hardboard were made from Israeli papyrus having 37.5 % rind,   and 
29.5# Pith.  Suitable pulps were obtained by cooking with water at  150°C and a 
fiber:  liquor ratio of 1:1,  and subsequent refining in disk-refiners. The 
refined and screened pulp was sheeted on ar  Oliver forming cylinder at 10 f.p.m. 
and dried at 165-17C°C in a Coe drier to give insulation board.  For the manufactu: 
of hardboard,  the wet mat was hot-pressed at 200°C and 100 kg/sq.ca for 
5 san. The boards met British Standard specifications. 
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Peat 

386. Lishtvan,   I.I.,  and Ueshalkin,  G.V. 
The mechanism oí quality improvement  of peat heat-insulaticn 
boards by themai  treatment. 
IST,  VyEsh-üch Uchec.   Zavedenii,   Etroit,   Arkhitekt.   9>   ao«   9: 
61-66  (1966). (Buss.) 

The possibility of improving; the  quality  of insulation boards mede 
from peat of low degree cf decomposition was  studied.    Boards pre- 
pared by the  standard wet process were subjected to  thermal treat- 
ment  by heating  them under atmospheric pressure  or reduced pressure 
for up  to 2 hr at   100-200°C.     The  24-hr water absorption decreased 
with increasing temperature and time  of treatment.     After 2 hr. 
treatment at  16O-I8OOC,  water absorption was rsducod from the initial 
337% to 70-7 5?*>»     As shown by chemical analysis,   the  improvement  was 
due  to decomposition of hydrophiiic peat  components   (pectins,  hemi- 
ceilulcses,  fulvic acids,  etc.)  and,  evidently,   to the fornation of 
new chemical bonds as a result of decomposition.    The re corns ended 
temperature and time for heat treatment are 17O-190 c and 1.5-  2 hr. 

387. tfilukas,  A. 
Use of vibration fcr manufacture of insulating board from 
peat. 
Mokslas ir Tech. no.  1:  25-6  (1966). (Lithuanian) 

Board prepared from peat by pressure is not homogeneous and has poor 
mechanical properties.    The use of vibration in forming of peat 
board improved its mechanical properties,   decreased its water 
absorption,  and slightly increased its density. 

580.     Skrigan,  A.I.,  SMtnanskii,  7.3.,   Zhuk,  S.A.,  and Shadurskii, 
P.A. 
Utilization of peat cf low degree of decomposition for the 
manufacture  of building boards. 
Ehim.  i Genesis Torf a i Sap rope le i,   Akad.  Nauk Beloruss.   5S£, 
Inst. Torf a,   1962: 249-52. (fiuss.) 

Peat,  with a 20-255» degree of decomposition,  was pulped by the  ÏT33C 
process for 5 hours at 120°C,  and the pulp obtained was used for 
the manufacture  oí  heat insulation boards.    3e cause  of de wet ering 
difficulties, high ancunts  (65 and 95£)  of fiberised vocd had to be 
added to the peat pulp.    Se suits of strength tests indicated that 
the density and mechanical strength of the boards increased with 
increasing amount of peat pulp.    Boards containing 5% ps*t pulp had 
a bending strength of 169 kg/sq.cm,  those  containing 355» had a hen- 
dine strength cf  2JO kg/sq.cm. 

339.    Volkov, B.P.,  and Mair«nberg,  H.H. 
The utilization of peat in the pann facture oí wood-particle 
board. 
Torf. Prom.  40, no. 61  28-9  (1963). (lass.) 

Investigations at the Kalinin Institute  of Peat demonstrated thr.t 
peat,   containing » large fraction of huaic substances, whsn peptized 
with BaOE solution,  has good properties  as  t binder,   especially when 
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preparation of the  hinder is described.    The liquid binder,   con- 
taining 23/i soiids,   is added in an amount of 215 kg/cu.c.   wood- 
-particae board.     The strength properties  of the boaras  and thei- 
water resistance  comply with standard requirements. 

390.     Wochenblatt  für ?cpierfabri^ation. 
Peat,  a noteworthy raw material for the board industry and 
har ¿board manufacture. 
Vochbl. Papierfabr. 92,  no.   1: 4-5  (Jan.,  1963). (Ger.) 

The  costs irrolved  in obtaining and processing peat so that it can 
be used as a raw material in board manufacture are outlined. 

Ramie 

(»«e abstract no.   270) 

Bape stray 

(see also abstract no. 292) 

391. Kilanovski,  V. 
economic and  technical aspects of the processine of rape straw 
iato particle hoards. i 
IL/W0.B3/13.     TODO Erpeart Working Qrtmp Meeting on the ' 
Production of Panels from Agricultural Assidues, Vienna, 
14-18 Lee.,   1970.      16 p. 

(see abstract no.269) 

392. Eontek, V.,  and Lavaiezak,   I. 
Zhe utilization of rape straw in the manufacture of insulation 
board. 
Przeaysl drzevny no. 10»  16-18 (1959). (Pol.) 

Preliminary experiments showed that the quality of insulation board 
^-;^,BJ¡*VdU*^   »J**««»' «* «••* ü improved by the addition 
o. rape straw.    Board containing rape fibers has a lower water ab- 
sorption and reduced swelling. 

393. Lampert, E. 
Modification of the properties of hard fibsrboardt through 
unidimensional  shaping. ^^ 
Zellstoff u.   Papier e,  no.   10:  378-80  (Oct.,  1959).        (a,,.) 

5he strength properties of low-quality hardboarda made from rape- 
HS^JO!? °* iBprtrr*f by copriate eftertreatment with water, 
ÏÎ Uo^í P»*«««-     Äap»-ttraw fiberboards vere stored in water 
of 17°C for 1 to 230 mix, the treatment increasing the rc^toî 

2LI ÎS* A0.k«/,<l-f*-_f« 12 «la.    Bending strength increased by 
about 25%, wnereas board thickness decreased from%.5 to U • 
Best resulte wsre obtained at 15* moisture content. 
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394.    Lanpert, S. 

8C°C, 

¿tamper*,   a. , 
Manufacture   of fiberboards  fiom rape straw. 
Holztechncl.   1,  no.  U   15-22   (July,   1*60). (»«.) 

1 detailed description is Civen of the manufacture of fiberboavd 
'rom rape straw,   including handling,  cleaning,   ana chopping of the 

raTmíSrial,  pulping by the l-Pl^-^i^-^Sa a^lnlï 
-fining to  11-1¿°SR.   «ad hot-presExng a.  180-.9, * *** * ;^*í_ 
;t¡¡^ure of 40 kg/cm^ for 18 min.     Tbe effects   of some operating 
variables on thifkness swelling and bending strength were  «•£- 
¡aíed      L addition,   the morphological and o»^^.«^?«*"1" 
S rîpe straw,  and the changes  of chemical composition during 
storage are reported. 

p95'    Swpirtits  of rapt straw board produced  in Poland. 
SSÎÎctaol.   6,  no.  1:  64-7  (M>..  1965). (&«•) 

Bn» straw was  substituted for flax on an experimental basis in a 

vi+h a density below 0.6 kg/cu.cm showed high  taickness sve-iins «» 
w^.r absorption,   and were found to be unsuitable for •*****- 
tel      Boards with a density above 0.6 kg/cu.cm had a bending 
ÎSen^h ^m.wSt lower than corresponding fiar «Mv. ^«5d^1°

th*r 

properties of the boards,  such as thermal conductivity,  fWJ¿ 
rîsiïSn",  screw holding power,  and workability were «***•*"*«*• 
mildvantaies of using rape straw include high binder consumption, 
ÏÎS oTabÌndanL^rrarLterial, and difficulties of storing rap.     . 
ttraw without decay. 

Reeds 

(see also abstract no. 255î  264;292 |  392) 

396.    Badanoiu,   G.,  and Oradeamu, T.  *«-«-,-« 
Utilisation of reed residues for particle-board manufacture 
with synthetic binders. . ,_,       x 
SluloS hirtie 7, nr.  5«  103-7 (March,1958).        (Rom.) 

Comminuted reed waat.s, remaining ^•^^V^^i^ l^Tt tioxTof furfural,   are neutralised,  dried to 6-10* moisture con.ent, 
and mlied^iîn ¿10% UT resin binder and of, paraffin.    The »tixial 
îf ¿îî passed into board, at  140-150°C and-l0-l5 kg/.q.o» for 10- 
-20 mîn.'^he resulting particle board. having a density of 0.674 
g/cuTcm are claimed to be comparable in properties to boards ***« 
from wood.    Some data on the consumption of water,  heat,  ana electric 
energy are given. 

397. ?ederewics,  G. 

í££r£¿£¿£''u. »• •• 1J5-É <**"•1J5S)- c?01° 
398. Euainsfci,  r.,  and Verba,  X. 

Light panels and their manufacture. 
PolT pat.   39,112 Upril 10,  1956). (Po*.) 
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Light panels  or  tiles for use  in  constructions  as  a heat- and 
Bound-insula ting material are  made  from stems  and leaves of reed. 
The manufacturing method consists   of packing  straightened stems 
and  leaves into  alternating crosswise and lengthwise layers,   im- 
pregnating ths material with a binder,  and hot  pressing into nulti- 
-piy  sheets  of various hardness   and thickness. 

399. Eolesnikov,   E.A. 
Properties   and utilization  of powdered reed wastes. 
Ehi*.  Pererabotka Drevesiny,   Sb.  30:   5-6   (1J>65).       (Buss.) 

Morphological «aid  chemical analyses were made   of powdered reed waste 
obtained from a reed-processing  board mill.     The waste consisted of 
7.45» fibers,   46.2* fine particles   (0.1-2.5 mm),   and 46.4£ dust. 
The material was  used for the manufacture of insulation boards 
containing no binder.    The experimental boards were of standard 
quality. 

400. Mndrik, 7.1. 
Seed processing plants. 
Buaazh. ?rom.  35, so.  6:  6-10 (lug.,   i960). (Buss.) 

7arious reed-prooessing plants axe under construction in regions 
of the ÏÏSSB where reed is abundant.    The plant at Astrakhan will 
produce large amounts of semichemical pulp,   board and corrugating 
medium, and 5 million sq.m.  of building board.    A description is 
giren of mechanised harvesting and transportation of reed, pulping 
processes, and board manufacture. 

401. Harayanasrurti, D., and Singh, X. 
Utilisation of dust from reeds of Ochl andrà trarancorica. 
Indian Pulp Paper 17, no.   8:    4S7, 4e«   (Peb.,  1963). 

Beed rejects from 20-eesh screen vere used for the experimental 
manufacture of particle board,  fiber board»  sawdust board, aad 
thermodyne disks.     She particle boards were bonded with F7 resin 
at  150°C and a pressure of 26 kg/s q. cm for 12 min.    Por the produc- 
tion of fiberboards,  the raw material was cooked with lime or 
HaOS,  fib tri ted,   and pressed at  52 kg/s q. co and i60°C for 25 min. 
She sawdust boards were prepared from -a mixture of reed dust and 
"actiratore",  e.f.,  shellac.    Host of these boards had satisfactory 
strength properties. 

Rice husks and rice strav 

(see also abstract nc. 264;  412) 

402. Chittenden,   I.E., and flaws,   L.J. 
The use of  rice hulls as  aggregate in lightweight concrete. 
Tropical Science 6, no.   4x   187-1°9 (1964). 

Bice husks can be  used successfully as an aggregate in the prepa- 
ration of lightweight concrete.     Por non-load bearing internal 
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partitions,   it  is  sufficient   to pres3 the miz by Lana,   but  when 
the coserete  is   to be used  for load bearing outdoor structurée, 
then the mix must be compressed during setting and the  concrete 
rendered.     The  ceaent/husks   ratio vas varied from 2:1   to   10:1 
corretponding  to a density range of the  concrete oí  25-115   Ib/cu. 
ft.    It appeared  that with  a   density approaching 100 lb/cu. ft tne 
concrete had adequate strength for BUST  structural purposus. 

403.    Ouha,   S.E.I.,  Mathur,   G.K.,   Gupta,   T.K.,   and Sekhar,   A.C. 
Insulating board from  rice straw. 
Indian Pulp Paper 19,   no.   10:  633.   635   (April,   1965). 

Insulating boards were produced on a lab  scale  from rice  straw by 
the Aoplund process.    Test  results  indicate  that board» with satis- 
factory properties can be manufactured froa this raw material. 

404..    Industrial and Engineering Cheaistry. 
Tecpan - a new "home-grown" building material will  solve 
South Korea's housing problems. 
Ind.  Eng.  Chea.  52,  no.  4»  28-94 (April,   i960). 

Studies are described cf the manufacture  of building boards from 
rice straw using sodium silicate as a binder.    Panels of varying 
thickness and sises can be produced.    The material is light but 
structural strength is high.     It is resistant to vermin and moisture, 
and has insulating and sound-proofing qualities. 

405. Insti tote of Wood Technology. 
Investigations on the manufacture of hardboards from rice 
straw. 
Tinal Report no. AE  I-41/O..   Institute  of Wood Technology, 
Dresden,   October,   1961.      3*0 p. (Ger.) 

In the manufacture of hardboard from rioe  straw, thorough cleaning 
of the raw material and careful defibraticn i3 essential  to the 
development of optimum physical properties of the end product. 
Experimental boards were produced on a laboratory scale by the wet 
process usin* 3% by weight  of a synthetic resin as an additional 
binder.     After heat-treatment at 160°C for 2 hours,  the boards 
exhibited satisfactory physical properties complying with standard 
specifications.    Trials on a full commercial ocale gave less satis- 
factory results, however. 

406. Jain,   U.C.,  Gupta,  R.C.,  and Baje,j»S.C. 
Building board from paddy husk. 
Board Manufacture 7,  no.  3:  72 (1964). 

407. Jain,   U.C.,  Gupta,  R.C.,  and 3a ja J,   S.C. 
Plastic boards froa paddy husk. 
Res.Ind.   (Hew Delhi)  9,  no.  3:  67-9   0964). 

Paddy husk was  cooked in the  presence of various chemicals  under 
different  cooking conditions,   and the material obtained was used 
for the production of boards.     Cooking with cresol gave  b  ards of 
superior strength while aniline gave boards  of lowest water aosorp- 
tion.    The  best results were   obtained with a  cooking tine  of 30 min. 
at 1?5°C  and addition of furfural deny;? e before pressing.     Replacing 
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20-3O£ of the paddy husk by Jute  sticks and addin- 10# phenol and/ 
or sodium hypo thiosulí ate  (based  on the weight of paddy husks and 
jut«  sticks} resulted in boards  oí higher strength. 

408. Harayanamurti,   D. t  and Kohli,   B.C. 
L nev extender for adhesivee  iroa rice husks« 
Kunststoffe  49,   no.  6:   269-70  (June,   1959). (Ger.) 

Eioe-hn.sk seal and the  gel obtained fron the alkaline extract of 
rice husks by acidification vere  found to make excellent extenders 
fox phenolic wood-laminating resine.    The residue  from the alkaline 
extraction can be used,  after addition of  12-155» phenolic resin, 
as a hinder is the manufacture  cf hardboard from rice huska and 
related agricultural vastet. 

409. Vasishth, A.C. 
Water resistant composite board from rice husks. 
n>/WG. 89/23.     Joint ÏÏÎTID0,  PAO,  ECaFE Interregional Seminar 
on the Industrial Processing of Bice.    Madras,  India,  11-16 
October, 1971.    9 p. 

In general,  rice husks are considered to be unsuitable for the 
production of particle board due to- their high silica content,   short 
fiber length, and lov resistance to alkali.    Studies carried out 
recently hare demonstrated, hovrrcr,  that satisfactory boards can 
be produced from the husks if «*. specially prepared phenol-formalde- 
hyde resin is used as a binder,     -¿'he rice husks vere sprayed with 
8¿ by weight of the nev resin,  then formed into a mat, and pre es ed 
at 154-210°C for 8-20 min.    Por boards of 1.59 cm thickness, press- 
ing times of 7 min at 210°C, or 12 nin at 177°C vers found to be 
adequate.    Some physical properties of the boards are reported. 

(soe also abstract no.  270) 

410. Saxayanamurti, 3., and Singh,  J* 
Hardboard from sisal fibre. 
Board Manufacture 5: 133  (Aug./Sept.,   1962"). 

Stray 

(see also abstract no.   264; 310) 

411.    British Stramit. 
The stcry of British Stramit. 
Board 5« 8-11   (Jan.,  1962). 

412.     Bulakul,  S. 
Economic and technical aspects of the utilisation of cereal 
stalks for the production of panels. 
H>/VG.63/10.     TOIDO Srpert Working Group Meeting on the Sro- 
auction of Panels fro» agricultural Residues,  Vienna, 
14-18 Dec,   1970. 39 p. 
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Economic and technical aspects of  the production of straw slabs by 
the  "Straait" process are discussed,   including transportation and 
storage  of rav materials,  requirements  cone, ruing straw quality, 
manufacturing process,  layout of a  "Stramit" plant,   cost factors, 
properties and applications  of the  finished product,  and naricexing 
problems.     The plant established in Thailand uses rice  straw  ex- 

ceeding a certain  length as a rav material.     The  manufacturing 
proceas  is  simple and includes pressing of  the  straw into a contin- 
uous  slab  without  the addition of a binder,   covering the  faces   of 
the heated slab with paper liners,   and cutting  to size.     The panels 
having a thickness of ca.   50 mm show satisfactory strength proper- 
ties,   good heat and sound insulation values,  and high fire  resist- 
ance. 

415* Kalnin, I. 
1  new method of manufacturing thermal insulation materials. 
Eholodiln. Tekha. no. 6: 57-8 (1958).    (Suss.) 

1 process for the manufacture of thermal insulation panels and 
mo»;]3*-! articles from porous materials, such as wood hark, chopped 
straw, and reed is briefly described. 17? resin is used as the 
bonding adhesive. 

414- Xhomenko, Z.S., Otlivanchik, a.lT., Korchagina, I.A., and 
Makarova, K.M. 
Hardboards from straw. 
Stroit. Material? no.7: 14-15 (t96l).     (Boss.) 

Straw is cooked at 100°C with a 0.2-l£ sodium hydroxide solution 
(liquor-to-straw ratio of 6-10:1), then is chopped, and beaten to 
15-16 °S2 in a hammer till. The processed straw is added in amounts 
of 30-509» to hardboard fibrous stock or in amounts of 10-305» to 
insulation board stock. The boards are formed in the usual way. 

415. Macirer, W.J. 
Insulating board from waste straw. 
Pulp Paper Mag. Cian. 53, no. 7: 101-5 (June, 1952). 

She Canadian Bo di te process for manufacturing insulating board from 
soaked, shredded, and chemically treated straw is- described. The 
process is continuous, excepting the pressing 3tage; it requires 
mechanical equipment of new design. Bodite board is only one-third 
as heavy as wood pulp board, but shows good fire resistance. Nail- 
-holding and screv-holding values are satisfactory, whereas tensile 
strength is somewhat lower than that of wood pulp boards. 

41e.  Sinclair, G.D., and Sallans, H.a. 
Hew Saskatoon plant produces insulating board from straw and 
hardboard from wood. 
Paper Trade J. 142, no. 50: 48-53 (Dec, 1956); Pulp Paper 
Mag. Can. 59, no. 12: 106-10 (Dec, 1958): Paper Mill Hews Si, 
no. 50: 10, 12, 24-5 (Dec, 1958) î Can.Pulp Paper Ind. 12, 
no. 2:28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 (Feb., 1959). 

The first mill in Canada to produce insulating board fres straw 
pulp is described. Because of the possibility of a straw shortage 

1 
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during drought years,   wood can be used as an alternative  raw ma- 
terial. 

417.    Wisriak,   J.,   Lauterbach,   a.,   and 7ergara,  ?. 
The possible use of wheat   straw and red mace for the manu- 
facture  of acoustical tile. 
Tappi 45,   no.   9:   226->0¿  (Sept..   1962). 

The possibility of manufacturing  insulating board,   especially acous- 
tical  tile,   from wheat straw and  red mac»  (Typha angustifclia Linn.) 
by me chano chemical pulping bas been studied.     Huns were made with 
cooking times  of  10  to 60 min.,   alkali  concentrations of 0 to  5% 
CaO and 0 tc  "% îîaCE.     Some of  the  cooking variables,   the  degree 
of refining of the pulp,   and the   finishing ^f the  surface  were in- 
vestigated with respect to tneir  influence  on the acoustical pro- 
perties  of the boards.    The results provide  evidence that  sound- 
-absorbing properties of the boards are better than those  of tiles 
made from bagasse or pine pulp. 

Sorghum 

41C.    Zscourrou, £.. 
Sorghum as a raw material for the manufacture of paps .Tasking 
and other pulps. 
Papeterie 87,  no.  lis  1479-82  (Hov.,   1965). (?r. ) ' 

The author gives the full text of a patent dealing with the pulping 
of sorghum (of the  "paper sorghum" variety).    Sorghum stems are 
cooked in a rotary digester, first with 0.2-O.6J» HaOH for 0.3-1 to, 
then with 1.2-2Jt KaOH at  120°C for 2-5 te.     The resulting pulp, 
either bleached or unbleached,  is preferably blended with wood pulp 
to give particle boards ardvarious paper grades.    According to recent 
data,  the quality of insulating boards is improved by the replace- 
ment of spruce fibers by sorghum fibers. 

419»    Nemxhal,  J.,  and Luniak,  L. 
. Sweet sorghum as a raw material for the manufacture of fiber- 
boards . 
Brevo 16,  no.   1: 16-17 (Jan.,   1961). (Slovak.) 

The utilization of sorghum (Sorghum saccharatum)  waste for the 
manufacture of hardboards was investigateci in laboratory experiments. 
The material was treated with i£ KaOH at room temperature  for 4 
hours,   fiberized in a Bauer refiner to 10 °S!,  mired with a sizing 
and waterproofing agent,  and pressed into boards.    An additional 
heat treatment at  140°C for 4 hours followed.     The physical and 
mechanical properties of the sorghum hardbcards were equal or even 
superior to those of standard hardboards made from sprucewood.    The 
best results were obtained with boards containing a theraosAt" ?ng 
resin. 

Sunflower husks 

(see also abstract no.292 ) 
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420.    KikirtycheT,  7.1.,   and Cher-ryakov,   I.l. 
Building boards  from sunflower busies. ^ 
Hauen.-Tekh.  Infora.  ac.   1/2:   10-12   ^9*0;. (Buss.) 

Building board« vere produced on a laboratory scale frota sunflower 
husks using P? or ÏÏ7 resins as binders  in amounts of  10-122 of the 
wast« material.     The manufacturing process  and the physical pro- 
perties of the resulting boards are briefly described. 

E.     TSSTIïG,   QÏÏ1UTT C0ÄTE0L,  STIEDIHBS 1HD M1HZÏDÎG. 

&tSS£al 

121*    de Longe aux, H. 
Problems of marketing and promotion related to the iatro- 
duction of panel« from agricultural wastes into the market« 
of the drreloped countries. 
ID/WG.83/3. ïïaTDO Sxpert Working Group Meeting on the Pro- 
duction of Panels from Igriculturai le«idue«, Vienna, 14-ie 
D^c,  1970. 29 p. (?r.) 

She problem of introducing panels from agricultural residues into 
the market it to orercom« the resistance of the coMumer .0 the 
new product«.    In general, boards made from wood are eoaaidered to 
be «uperior to tho.e me.de from annual plant«.    Therefore, the pro- 
duction or panels of poor quality and misapplication« of the pro- 
duct« «hould be excluded frcm the Tery beginning.    The paper em- 
vhasizes the importance of a co*pr«h«n«iT« market study, and enu- 
merates the ni'1" measures to be taken in derelcping countries to 
promote the utilisation of the locally produced P*a«l»t  «jj " 
training of the technical salesmen, broadening of local building 
code« and goremment «pecification«,  e«tabli«hing of demonstration 
centres,  etc. 

422.    Melensi«,  T.l.   
Marketing particle board and the feasibility of a propoeed 
mill in QrangeTill«,  Idaho:    1 tvo-pha«e study covering 
markets and manufacturing. 
V S.  Dept.  Commerce,  area Sederelopment Iduin.,   lug.,   19©5- 
62 p.     (iTailable from CTSSI,  Springfield, Ta.   221511 H 
177 692). 

123.    ïeuaeer,  H. 
Standard« and quality control for panels mad« from agricul- 
tural wastes. ^^ 
ID/VG.33/7.    OTIDO Sacpert Working Group Meeting on the Pro- 
duction of Panels from Igricul turai Residues,  Yienna,   14-16 
Dec,   1970.         26 p. 

The author emphasizes   the importance of  an effective  production 
control in the manufacture of panels from wood and agricultural 
residues.     The main properties to be  controlled are  specified ,whi*e 
considering different  type«  of ptnel  (incl.  glued mat« and board» 
from stAlkB*  wood-wool boards and sinilar light building materialsj 
oement-bonded building materials made  from particles}   fiberboard«; 
and particle boards),   and referring to  ISO and variou* national 
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::•—^^-L^il^trä; ^œJSITïï ^ is expensive 

¿2A.     Sandermann,  V.,   and lohler,  E. —,.,<,*   -.«t to 
42A-     Swdi.. =n aln.ral-xoai.d .ood prodaex..    H. * ;£ í¿£»¿ 

d.-«rmine v.th.T »a industri»! wood is «u-t»ii« "- »•-* 

££*.££?'».   no.   1/2=   55-9   Upril,   19*4). (=«•) 

A    *.•„ -««a   «-rt-a.--T«8.  such as tannin»,   coloring materials, and 

ïa. naat Of hydration of mixtures of vood meal,   c««-'^d^"'   , xne n»a* «  uj -uit«d for admixture  with cemeut gav« no« Those  wood* viae h are well suited ¿or »wi^ t 
to maximum hydration temperatures of 60 C.    useless « « P 
p.ratures below 50°C    She maaauring device usee i» «icioea i- 
detail. 

m*    ^Soutien* probi«« in the vallboard industry,  technical- 
-economical considerations. ,0..N       f.w6j  \ 
Srensk Papperstid. 57, no.  23*  S85-98 (»oc., 1954).     (Svod.) 

1 oommitf • appointed by the Soanboard organisation has £»££* 

C!!. Iî"î!iî« were tested.    Standardised crate types offer many 
^vantaíe^^rrov::; total freight cost, are -¡¡^JSSS- 
vhen the board, art shippsd in loose bulk form. Many illustrations 
are included. 

frTffc«mt husk» 

426.    Baraysaiamurti, L. 
Fibre boards from Indian timbsrs. 
Indian ?or.ster 86, no.  1: 5-15 (J**-.  19*°)- 

Both hardboards and insulation boards with satisfactory J**«**" 
can belroduced from indigenous Indian raw matarials,  ine 1.   .*pioca 
can  am ?-WÄ"v v.*.-««    bamboo,  and the wood and bark of 
£To¿.To£«; £"¿££2: S^««.. - «- >«*" 
IîîÎ£d .ith.r =7 th. iqlol «•••• or by» »Od »¡»«le»! cook 
(0.5-1.0* .odian fcjdxoxtt. at 100°C) »r. t«bul»t.A. 

¿?7      luiTuumrti, I. • Suit», Î.C., »ad Sloth, J. 
427 •     S^ur^s  of swelling pr..sur.  ^f^^^ic-.) 

Holx Boh- u. Werkstoff 20,  no.  5:   89-90  (March,   19&¿).    l&c-.; 

Th.rmodyn. boards and thermally plastifi.d partici, board» "*  **» 
tropical woods,   arecanut huak,  and *«>"   (»»^/aî^S*} 

v.r.  exLin.d with a Cope tonsiorboomotor.    The result. ob.ain.d 
indicated that  th. measurement of th. .veiling pressur. by *al» 
«.ínod giT.s\ good crit.rion for evaluating th. swelling r..i.tanc. 
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Bagasse 

(see also abstract no. 4.26 )• 

428. Maku, T., Sasaki, H., Ishlhara, S., Kiaoto, £., and Kano, E. 
On some properties of composite pantie. 
Wood Ees. (Kyoto) no. Mi 21-52 (July, 1968).    (J*?.) 

Composite building panels were evaluated for thermal conductivity, 
warping as a function of moisture content, bending strength, 
modulus of elasticity, flame resistance. Materials used as laminate 
plies included decorative veneer, plywood, wood fiber insulation 
board, wood particle board, bagasse particle board, paper honey- 
comb, and various mineral boards. Results are shown in tables and 
graphs. 

429. Sun, I.-T., and Wei, T.-Ch. 
Preliminary studies of perforated "sugar-c^ne fiberboard" 
sound absorbers. 
acta Phys. Sin. 19, no. 3: 151-9 (March, 19¿3;.  (Chin.) 

The sound-absorbing and vibration-dampening properties of insulation 
board made from sugar-cane bagasse were investigated. Solid boards 
exhibited mechanical vibration determined by boundary conditions, 
as well as resonance absorption in thin panels backed by an air 
•yace. When the board was perforated, resonance peaks became less 
prominent. The overall sound absorption was higher than for other 
perforated insulating panels. 

430. Technical association of the Pulp and Paper Industry 
Determination of useful fiber in bagasse. 
Tappi ïïseful Method no. 3 (formerly Soutine Control Method 
EC 334). 

This method describee a procedure for estimating the percentage cf 
fiber, pith, and soluble matter in bagasse. The apparatus needed 
includes a standard disintegrator, sieves, rubber tubing, a drying 
oven, and balance. 

ì£0 

(see also abstract no.426 ; 427) 

431. lung, T., and Eoa, M.M. 
Thermal properties of insulating boards made from Burmese 
bamboo. 
•Onion of Burma J.  Science Techncl.   2,  no.  1:  215-19  (aprii, 
1969). 

432. Narayanamurti, £., Prasad. B.N., and George, J. 
Protection of chipboards from fungi and termites. 
Norsk Skogind. *5, no. 9: 375-© (Sept., 1961). 
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Particle boards maàe Troc bamboo (Dendrocalaaus strictus) were 
treated with pentaciilorophenol or Xylamon and erposeá to attack 
by fungi and by termites, as well as to soil burial.  Tne results 
obtained in laboratory and graveyard tests are reported.  In labo- 
ratory culture tests, %  penta gave the best protection, whereas 
2# Xylamon wa.s ineffective.  In graveyard tssts, all treated boards 
remained sound icr 170-529 days, and tb',se treated with 2 or 5% 
Xylamon for 4B2-630 days. Boards containing 1-2 or 5% penta resisted 
termite attach in South Africa for 2 years. 

Cassava 

(see abstract no. 426) 

Corncobs 

433. Sámele, J. 
Review of the most important properties of new wood products. 
Drevo 15, no. 5: 145-5 (»»7, 1960).    (Czech.) 

The mechanical and physical properties of wood products newly 
introduced on the Czechoslovak! an narice t are tabulated. In some 
of the products, agricultural residues (straw, corncobs) are used: 
Likus ig a board made of a mixture of wood waste and agricultural 
residues; Sclo&it is a reinforced board Xroa rape straw. 

Plax and hemp 

434-. Tlemming, E. 
Srtreme material combinations exemplified by glass-fiber- 
-reinforced flax shire boards. 
Holstechnol. 7, no. 3: 185-9 (¿Äg., 19&6).     (&«r.) 

following a review of material combinations, particularly gla3s- 
-fiber combinations, used as construction materials, data are pre- 
sented on the properties of a glass fiber/flax shive board laminate. 
The laminate is of particular use in the construction of house 
trailers, freight trailers, etc. 

435. Frackoviak, 1., and Zoslovski, £. 
Properties of ¿larboard. 
Institute of Bast Fiber Industry (Lodz), Bei>ort no. 11 
(1963). '   (Pol.) 

436. Institute of Wood Technology. 
Possible usee of flaxboards in the furniture industry. 
Pinal Beport no. 04 30 01 h/lE 3-101/PZ, Institute of Wood 
Technology, Dresden, February, 1964.   80 p.    (&er.) 

This is an extensive study of the physical properties of flaxboards, 
their workability, and utilization in the furnirure industry.  In 
particular, the following items have been investigated: hycros- 
copicity of the boards at different humidities, water absorption 
and thickness swelling after submersion in water, surface quality 
and coating, glued Joints and loose joints, and stability of the 
panels. H«conaendaticns are ¿jiven concerning the optimum utilisa- 
tion of flaxboard. 
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437. Lavniczak,  M.,  and Novak, £. 
The  influence of hydrophocing impregnating agrents  on moieture- 
-caused dimensional  changes in wood-particle and flax-chaff 
boards. 
Holz Eon- u.Werkstoff 20,  -io.   2;   68-72  (Feb.,   1962).       (Ger.) 

Wood-particls and flax-chaff boards were  treated with two paraffin- 
baaed commercial waterproofing agents in amountB of 0.5JÍ.    3y this 
means,   the 24-hour thickness  swelling in water could be reduced 
by ca.   56% in particle board and Z% in chaff board.     After 14O days 
of storage in moist air,  waterproofed flax-chaff boards had swollen 
60# less  than untreated boards. 

438. Lawniczak, M.,  Novak,  K., and Baczkovski,  J. 
Properties and uses  of flax and hemp waste boards. 
Drevo  17,  no.  1:   5-8  (Jan.,   1962). (Czech) 

********or VAS*« íarom the processing of flax and hemp constitutes up 
to 50% of the weight of these materials.    In Poland,  a large fraction 
of the chaff is utilized for the manufacture of particle boards by 
the Linex-Ve-kor process.    Besults of tests carried out to determine 
the physical and mechanical properties of commercial products cf 
Tarions densities are reported.    The svelling and vater vapor sorptioz 
of chaff boards vere lover than those of three-layer vood-particle 
boards.     The mechanical properties  (bending and tensile strengths, 
hardness,  and nail resistance) ver& comparable to those of wood- 
-particle boards of the same density. 

439. Lavniczak, M., Novak, K., and Zielinski, S. 
Mechanical and technological properties of flax board. 
Holz loh- u. Werkstoff 19, no.  7:  232-9 (June,   1961).    (Ger.) 

On the whole, flaxboarda hare mechanical and technological proper- 
ties equal to those of vood-particle boards of the same density. 
However,   since no water-repellent agents are used in the manufacture 
of flaxboard at present,  the water absorption and linear thickness 
swelling cf boards having a density of 0.60 and O.65 g/cu.cm are 
somewhat higher than those of wood-particle board.    The most im- 
portant use of flaxboard is in the manufacture of furniture. 
Because of particularly high heat insulation capacities and sound 
absorptivity,  flaxboards are increasingly used in the construction 
industry. 

440. Lavniczak, M., and Baczkowski,  J. 
The effect of gamma radiation on lignocellulose particle/ 
urea-formaldehyde binder compositions. 
Holztechnol.  5,  Special Issue-:   39-42 (1964). (Ger.) 

Studies involving the subjection of flax-particle board to Co60 

y-radiation shoved that board static bending strength,  impact 
bending strength,  and hardness decreased with increasing radiation 
dose.    Board hygroscopicity and thickness swelling were not affected 
significantly by the radiation.    The effects of y-radiation on 
flax-particle board were similar vo those of y-radiation on wood- 
particle board and wood. 
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/M1.      Nowak, K.,  and Paorzycki, 0. 
Testine of élue lines in bondine flarboard with wood and other wood- 
bised matarials. f 
Przeniysl  Drsewny   no.  8  (l96l). \Po\. ) 

In Poland,  flarboard is conroonly used in forniture manufacturing, and 
as flcorine underlavment and roof-sheathinp material.    For eva.lua.tinp 
the adhesive bondinr characteristics ci flarboard,   shearine streneth 
and water- resistarce cf clued joints includine the following combination 
were determined:  fltxboard/f larboard;  flarboard/pinevood;  flarboard/hard 
fiberboard.    Protein plues, urea-foraaldehyde resin, or phenol-foraaidhy 
resin were used as binder.    The samples were tested untreated,  after 
exposure to high air humidity for 30 days,  and/or after submersior. in 
water for 24 fcsurs.    Br far the lowest strength was obtained with tnc 
flaxboard/hardboard combination while the other  samples did not show aroc 
difference.    Phenol-formaldehyde resin gave bounds of particularly hiph 
water resistance followed by urea-formaldehyde resin, and casein glue, 

442.     Howak, K., Paprzycki,  0. and Czechowski, W. 
Effect of density on some physical and mecanical properties of flarboard 
Praemysl Wlolcienniczy 1962, No*  5» (Pol.) 

44 "i.     Hozynslci, VI. 
Tertinp of flarboard roofinp. 
Instituto of Building Techniques (Poland) no. 10 (1962). 

I 

Rape straw 

(see also abstract no. 433) • 

444*     Bttttner, M. ^_  
Dan*er of decay of materials of wood and annual plants by fungi. 
Holrtechnol. 6, no. 2:  123-7 (M»y, 1965). Oer. 

Studies of the decay of rape straw and the European hardwood fiber'boards, end 
of various pinewood-particle boards by fungi showed that, in general,  all 
of the materials were more or less susceptible to fungi attack.    Eie importance 
of the development of effective preservative treatments for particle boards and 
fiberboards is emphasized. 
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Appendix 

LIST OP STANDARDS RELATED  TO FIBZRBOABD A2TD PARTICLE BOARD 

Standard Title 

CARADA 

CG SB 11-GP-O 

CGSB 11-GP-1 

CGSB '.1-GP-2 

CGSB 11-GP-3 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA   ' 

CSS 49 0133 

CSK 49 0141 

CSK 49 0142 

CSX 49 0143 

CSK 49 0144 

CSK 49 0145 

CSH 49 0150 

CSK 49 0151 

CSF 49 0152 

CSK 49 0154 

CSK 49 0155 

CSK 49 0156 

CSV 49 2601 

CSK 49 2612 

CSK 49 2614 

CSK 49 2615 

CSK 49 2616 

CSK 49 2620 

CSK 49 2801 

FEAKCE 

FK 2 51-100 

PK3 51-101 

Methods  of  sampling and testing fibreboard 

Board:    particle, building construction 

Fibreboard:     insulating 

Fibreboard:    hard-pressed 

Board of agglomerated wood and similar materials 

Testing of board of agglomerated wood and simi- 
lar materials 
Thickness,  volume and square weight 

Humidity 

Water absorption and swelling 

Linear expansibility 
Tensile strength parallel to the board level 

Tensile strength perpendicular to the board level 

Bending strength 

Impact strength (impact test) 

Wood screw-holding test 

Nail-holding test 
Board of agglomerated wood and similar materials! 
basic and general specifications 

Fiberboard 

Wood particle board 
Board of agglomerated wood - sawdust board 

Board of agglomerated wood - "Lignât" board 

Tiber wallboard "Litaxs" 
Wood particles and similar materials for indus- 
trial purposes i basic and general specifications 

Fibreboard:    definitions,  classification 

Test:    samples and test specimens 
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PK B 51-102 

PN B 51-103 

PN B 51-104 

PIT 3 51-IO5 

PH 5 51-106 

PN B 51-107 
PH B 51-108 

PH 3 51-IO9 

PN B 51-110 

PI! B 51-2OO 

PN B 51-201 

PH 3 51-202 

PH B 51-203 

PH B 51-204 

PH B 51-205 

PH B 

PH B 

PH B 

PH B 

PH B 

PH B 

51-206 

51-207' 

51-208 

51-209 
51-210 

51-211 

CXBMXT DEM.  BSP. 

TGL     .3139 

TGL 

TCL 

TGL 

TGL 

TCL 

TCL 

5772 

6487 

7796 
6767 

11367 

11368 

TGL      11369 

TCL      11371 

-   95   - 

Test:    moisture content 

Test:  density 

Test:    water absorption and  changes of dimensions 
on immersion 

Test:     tensile  strength parallel  to surface 

•sensile  strength perpendicular to surface 

bending strength 

conpression strength 

"Monnin" hardness 

"Brinell" hardness 

1 

Test: 

Test: 

Test: 

Test: 

Test: 

Particle  board:    definitions,  classification 

Test:    samples and t«?st specimens - reporting 
of results 

Test:    3:0 is ture content 

Test:    density 

Test:    water absorption and changes in dimensions 
on inmersión 

Test:    cnanges in weight and dimensions with 
variations in relative humidity 

Test: tensile strength parallel to surface 

Test: tensile strength perpendicular to surface 

Test: banding strength 

Test: "MonninM hardness 

Test: deformation under concentrated load 

Test: screw withdrawal resistance 

Testing of fibreboard and particle board: 
determination of thermal conductivity 

Testing of fibreboard and particle board: 
determination of behavior in fire 

Vood fibre and wood particle board products: 
timber residue suitable for conversion 

Particle  board:    dimensions 

Testing of fibreboard and particle board: 
determination of internal bond strength 

Testing of fibreboard and particle board 

Testing of fibreboard and particle board: 
determination of moisture  content 

Testing of particle board:     determination of 
thickness,  squareness, weight per unit area 
and density 

Testing of particle board:     bending strength 
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TGL      11572 Testing oí íibreboard:     àetermination oí thickness, 

squareness,  weight per unit area and density 

TGL      11373 Testing oí íibreboard:     determination  oí swelling 

TGI      11374 Testing oí íibreboard:     bending strength 

TGL      11602 Fibreboard:    dimensions 
TGL      11603 Compressed wood íibreboard:    technical  specifi- 

cations 

GEBMJÜTY,  FED. SEP.  OP 
DIX      52350 Testing oí fibreboard:     sampling, thickness 

measurement, determination oí weight per unit 
area and density 

SU'      52351 Testing of fibreboard:     détermination of moisture 
content, water absorption and swelling 

Testing of fibreboard:    bending test 

T»iting of particle board»    general;  sampling; 
•valuation 
Testing of particle board:    determination of 
vise,  density and moisture content 

Testing of particle board:    determination of 
banding strength 
Testing of particle board:    determination of 
thickness swelling 
Testing of particle board:    determination of 
tensile strength perpendicular to the board 

Fibreboard:    noncewpreseed and compressed board; 
quality requirements 
Fibreboard with decorative plastic overlays: 
quality requirements,  testing 
Fibreboard:    bituminous,  quality requirements 

Particle beard, density 450 to 750 kg/» * 
terminology, quality requirements and tests 

Particle board, density below 450 kg/m    (lov- 
density particle board):    quality requirements 
and testing 

Fiber hardboard 
Methods of test for weed particle toard and 
board from other lignocellulosic materials 

Compressed fibreboard (hardboard):    thickness 
and tolerances 
Konoompressed íibreboard (insulation board): 
thickness and tolerances 

SIS 52352 
Dur 52 360 

sur 52361 

SIS 52362 

SIS 52364 

sur 52365 

sur 68750 

SIS 68751 

SIS 68752 

su    68761 
Part   1 

sur    6876-1 
Part  2 

XSSIA 

IS 1658 

IS 2380 

HALT 
USI 2088 

"USI 2089 
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TOH 5741 

ÏÏKI 3742 

UHI 3743 

TOI 3744 

TISI 3745 

TOI 3746 

TOI 3747 

raí 7748 

raí 3749 

TOI 4369 

raí 4370 

TOI 4371 

TOI 4866/67 

raí 

raí 

raí 

raí 

4668 

4869 * 
4870 

4871/72 

TOI     5062P 

TOI     5063? 

raí     5064? 

raí 

raí 

raí 
raí 

506 5P 

5066P 

5067? 
5068? 

J1P1ÍT 

JIS A 5905 
JIS 1 5906 

JTS 4 5907 

JIS l 5908 

- 97 - 

Testing of fibreboard: typas of board 

Testing oí fibreboard: general, conditioning, 
dttarai nation of thickness 

Testing of fibreboard: 
content 

determination of water 

Testing of fibreboard: determination of weight, 
density 

Testing of fibreboard: bending strength (statical 
test) 

Testing of fibreboard: determination of the 
modulus of elasticity in bending 

Tecting of fibreboard: 

Testing of fibreboard: 

Testing of fibreboard: 
immersion 

tensile strength 

conpressivt strength 

behavior in water on 

Testing of fibreboard: determination of water 
absorption and swelling due to humid air Influence 

Testing of fibreboard: determination of electric 
resistance 

Testinf of fibreboard; 
resistance (arcing) 

determination of dielectric 

Particle board: 
fioation 

dimensions, tolerances, classi- 

Particle board: 

Particle board: 

Particle board: 

sampling and conditioning 

determination of thickness 

apparent specific grarity 

Particle board: détermination of moisture content 
(water absorption and swelling) 

Pibreboard: types and tolérances 

Testing of wood fibreboard i sampling and con- 
ditioning 

Testing of fibreboard: determination of dimen- 
sions of samples 

Testing of fibreboard: de termi nation of specific 
weight 

Testing of wood fibreboard: de termi-nation of 
moisture content 

Testing of fibreboard: bending strength 

Testing of wood fibreboard: water absorption 
and swelling 

Insulation board 

S emi-hardboard 

Hardboard 

Particle board 
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P0LÁ2D 

F1-61/D-02OC1 

PÄ-60/B-2212O 

11-63/3-22121 
PB-63/D-22122 

M-62/7115-01 

II-64/7115-05 

Bl-6l/Kli?D- O4031 

BB-6O/HPL-3245 

BOMABIA 

STAS    5055 

STJLS    5«84 

STAS    6159 

STAS    6292 

STIS    6458 

SPAH 

irai    41 125 

TOT     41 127 

41 128 

41  129 \ns 

tm 41 150 

m 41 151 

u»    41 132 

SVEŒF 

5ZS 

SIS 

SIS 

SIS 

235101 
235102 

235103 

235104 

sis 255105 

sis 235106 

sis    531610 

1 
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Partiel« board (including fi« board):    claasi- 
fication 

Wood fibreboard 
Honcompressad perforated fibreboard 

Compraaaed perforated fibreboard 

Comprasseá fibreboard, plainfiaished 
Honcompressad fibreboard covered with groundwood 

Three-layer particle board 

Piaxboard 

Particle board:    static bending teat 
Particle board:    determination of va tar absorption, 
hygroscopic!ty,  availing 
Particle board of vood and other lignocellulosic 
materials:    screw and nails withdrawal test 

Particle board:    determination of tensile strength 
perpendicular to the board 

Three-layer particle board 

pibraboard:    definitions and claaaificaticn 

Pibraboard:    sampling,  sample preparation, 
determination of thickness 
Pibraboard 1    detarmination of moisture contant 

Pibraboardt    detarmination of water abaorption 
and linear expansion 
Pibraboardt    detarmination of density 

Pibraboard«    detarmination of hardnaas 

Pibraboard:    compression test 

Tiber building board: 

Pibar building board: 

Tiber building board: 

Pibar building board: 
ratio 
Pibar building board: 
abaorption 

Pibar building board: 
strength 
Insulation board:    dimensions 

definitions and typaa 
determination of dimensions 

determination of density 

determination of moisture 

determination of water 

determination of banding 
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JUS S.U. 103 

JUS s.u. 104 

JUS S.U. 105 

JUS B.C5.022 
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Vali board:    dimensione 

Piber building board 
Methods oí test for vood chipboard and ether 
partici« board» 
Beaia-bonded wood clipboard 

Methods of teat for wood-baaed fiber and partici« 
panel mattrial0 
Structural fiber insulating board 
EoBogeneeui fiber vallboari 
Prefinished hardboard wall panels 
Mat-foaaed wood particle board (interior use) 
Sardboard 

Piberboard 

Compressed fiberboard (hardboard) with proteotirt 
painting 

Coaposite fiberboard on Portland oaaent basis 

Testine of fibreboard» saaplihf 

Tastine of fibreboard t aeesurine of defects 

Tastine of fibreboard: thiokaees aeasuring 

Tastine of fibreboardt noi»tore content 

Tastine of fibreboard i determination of water 
Absorption and thidenese svelline 

Tastine of fibreboard i weieht ^x unit area and 
specific density 

Tastine of fibreboard! ultimate tensile strength 

Tastine of fibreboard i bendine strength 

Tasting of particle board» sampling 

Tastine of particle board: 

Tastine of particle boards 

Tastine of particle board: 
absorption and swelling 

Testing of particle board: 
and »pacific density 

fibreboard 

Particle board 

thiakaess measuring 

hai dit? 

determination of watir 

weight ^%7  unit area 
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STOJSCT 3LEX 

Iota,    Taa «ambara rtitr to taa mmbarad aatriat ia taa bibliography 
and mot to tit pa«t aaabara. 

ibaca 
Tiber dimana i o mi,  110 
Pascla from, 

Partida board.  264., 270 
Propartiaat 270 

¿gara (fibar) 
Chamieml eoapecition,  107 
CSultiration,   107 
Pibar áimmaaioaa, 107 
utilisation of, othar tfaaa fox paaala,  107 

Afzimltmraa raaiaaaa 
flhialf ^  eoapoaitioa,  109 
Sopitala«,  U9 
loomoaic availability.  149 
Pibar diaoaaioas, 109-112 

U 146, 149, 150 

y*1•4M board, 4, 5, 9 m        . 
Oasaat-beaaad alaba,  1,  253.  260, 2« 
Gart appraiaal of production, 299 
Piaorboard, 293, 296, 266 
lardbcard, 296 
Xaaulatioa board, 253, 25* m,Á    _._ 
amamfaetara, 11, 13, 253, 255-«, 259. 261-2, 2**, 270 
mamkatiac, 256, 421 
Partida board, 7, 253, 256, 264, 2t7 
Propartita, 7, 259, 260, 264, 2T0, 433 

time,  423 
,  146-7, 149, 150 

, 149 

Ah^H^-i  eoapoaitioa, 274 
Pamala from, 

frpjH«f board, 1a, 275 
PAaorboard, 12, 274, 276 
laxtfboard, 276, 426 
Xaamlatioa board, 276, 426 
Partióla board, 427 
Propartitt, 275-6, 426-7 

Araea palm atom 
Paaala from, 

Piborboax*, 273 
Partici» board, 273 

Asmado domas,  aaa Batea 

lafsaaoala (oeoupatioad hazard),  162, 195 
eoapoaitioa,  17,  114,   116-7,   176.   191-2,  2t2 

¿alitala*,  42,  11?,  H8,  152-6,   161,  166-S,  170,   173-7,  179, 
181-3, 191-2, 194,  195/3, 2i5.  303, 306, 312 
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Bagasa« (Cont'd) 
Bconosic arailabilitj, 149, 156, 159. 175, 176, 181 

191, l?5/5 
Piber dimensions, 17, 11C, 113, 1l6, 160, 167, 191-2, 262 
Handling, 149, 151-2, 154-6, 158, 164-5, 169, 173, 176, 179 

185, 195/2, 267, 303 
Morphological characteristics, 113, 115-6, 167, 176, 262, 270 
Panels from, 

Building board, 15, 19, 33, 36, 3C1 
Cement-bonded slabs, 297 
Cost appraisal of production, 16, 30. 303 
Piberboard, 16-I6, 28, 29, 37, 294, 299, 300 
Hardboard, 280, 282, 291, 294-5, 302, 305-6, 306, J11-2, 426 
Insulation board, 21. 34, 35, 58-40, 281-2, 295-4, 298, 302, 

308, 426, 429 
Manufacture, 13, 22, 31, 255, 288, 290, 307 
Particle board, 7, 259, 261, 264, 270, 277-9, 284-7, 289, 

292-4, 296, 303-4, 309-10, 313, 428 
Preservation, 2, 16, 37 
Properties, 7, 8, 23-27, 41, 255, 259, 264, 270, 277-313, 426 

428-9 
Pre-processing, 151, 156, 160-1, 169, 179, IB4. 186, 192, 195/3, 

261, 287 
Salease of, for the production of pulp and board, I63, 171, 186-7 
Storage, 28, 117, 147, 149, 151-2, 154-6, 158-9, 161, 164-8, 170, 

172-3, 175-6, 178, 180-2, 184-6, 188-195/3, 261, 303 
teanspcrtation, 149, 179, 195/3, 287 

Bamboo 
- Chemical ooaposition, 106-9, 118-9, 203-4 
Cultlration, 113, 199, 202, 204 
loonomlc availability, 149, 199 
Tiber dimensions, 108-10, 118-9, 121-2, 203-4 
lamdling, 197, 200-1, 203-4 
«arresting, 123, 149, 198-9, 202, 204 

. Morphological characteristics, 108,118, 120, 123, 203 
Panels from, 

Building board, 44, 315, 318-20 
Pibarboard, 276 
Bardooard, 196, 276, 316-7, 321-2, 324-5, 426 
Insulation board, 276, 293, 317, 426,431 
Manufacture, 255, 323 
Particle board, 264, 270, 293, 427, 432 
Pre-aervation, 432 
Properties, 255, 270, 276, 293, 314-325, 426-7, 431 

Pre-prooessinf, 196-7, 201, 203-4 
Storage, 147, 149, 197, 200 
ïransportation, 149, 190-9 

Banana stem fibers 
Chemical ooapositicn, 107 
Piber dimensions, 107,. 111-2 
Morphological characteristics, 107 
Panels from, 

Building board, 339 
Insulation board, 559 

Utilisation of, other than for panels, 107 
Bibliographies, 271-2 
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Cassava stalka 
Panels  fruía, 

HiJiiJoard, 327,  426 
Insulation board,  327»  426 
Manufacture,  328 
Partici* board»  326 
Properties,  326-3,  ¿26 

Cemani-bouâeà fibrous building materiale,   1,  43t  84, 260,  267, 
271-2, 257,   314,  4C2, 423-4 

Coconut hacks and coir 
Morphological characteristics,  124 
Pc*.« la from, 

Building board,  340-1 
Piberboard, 45,  46 
Eardboard, 329,  534,   339, 341 
Insulation beard,  329,  354, 339,  541 
Manufacture,  330 
Particle board,  264,   270, 331-3,  337 
Properties, 270,  329-41 

Utilization of, other than for panels, 47,   333 
CoXf«* husks 

Panels from, 
Particle board,  342 

Coir,  see Coconut busks and coir 
Corncobs 

Pibar dimensions, 206 
Panels from, 

Building-board,  345 
Kanafactaxs, 255, 543 
Particle board,  544-5 
Properties, 344-5, 433 

Storage, 206 
"Utilisation of, other than for panels,  59 

Cornstalks 
Chemical composition,  108 
Piber dimensions,  108 
Handling,  205 
Barres ting, 57 
Panels from, 

Cost appraisal of production, 57 
Insulation board, 48-50, 55-6, 60-1,  63-66 
Manufacture, 62 
Particle board,  264 
Preservation,  51,  58 
Properties, 49,  52,   58, 60, 64,  264 

Storage,  205 
Cotton s sad hulls 

Panels from. 
Particle board,  68,   542 
Properties, 68,   342 

Cotton stalks 
Chemical composition,  207 
Harvesting,  ^-16 
Morphological characteristics,  270 
Panels from, 

Fiberboard, 67,  69 
Manufacture, 70,  255 
Particle board,   264,   270,   346 
Properties, 255,  270,   3¿6 

Storage,   207,   346 

1 
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Crambe abrosinica 
Potential rav material for panels, 262 

Der» grass, see Grasses 
Xspaxto grasa, see Grasso 

Piborboard 
Bibliographies, 271-2 
Books, 252, 262 
Boriavi, 25¿-S, 263, 266, 423 

Tims shires 
Chealo&l ccsposition, 262, 557 
Piber iUBoaalozis, 2ÍZ 
HiTiflVrjff 287 
Morphological charac taris ties, 262, 347, 357 
Panels from, 

2ml idlag board, 9» 434 
Piborboard, 72» 547 
Hardboard, 12, 347 
Insulation board, 71, 73, 547, 351, 360, 363 
Manufacture, 233, 332 
Partiels board, 74, 259, 264, 270, 287, 292, 348-50, 352-5, 

355, 557, 559, 361-2, 565-7, 454-45 
Proportion, 8, 259, 264, 270, 285, 503, 310, 347, 549-51, 555, 

555, 557, 359, 361-2, 364-fc, 434-40, 442-3 
Tasting,.441, 445 

Pro-proeeioiag, 287, 347, 564 
Transportation, 287 

Plax straw 
Chemisai composition, 107, 262 
Oultiration, 107 
Tibor dimensions, 107, 262 
Morphological characteristics, 262 
Panais from, 

Building board, 75 
lardboard, 556 
Partici« board, 555 
Properties, 355, 358, 455 

Pro-processing, 358 

Grasóos 
Cbomioal composition, 108-9 
Seonomlc arailability, 149, 211-2 
Pibor dimani ions, 106-10, 122 
aarrosting, 149, 211-2 
Morphological characteristics, 106 
Panels from, 

Piborboard, 570 
Hardboard, 316, 368-9 
Insulation board, 570 
Manufacturo, 255 
Partiels board, 369 
Properties, 255, 568-70 

Pre-prooeesing, 209, 570 
Storage, 149, 209-11, 213 
Transportation, 149, 211-2 

1 
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Groundnut shells 

Panels from, 
Building board,   375 
Cost appraisal of production,   373 
Hardbo&rd,   12,  37-5 
Manufacture, 13» 377 
Particle board, 32, 264, 270, 292, 342, 371-7 
Pre s erra-ci en,   372 
Properties,   270,   372-3,  375-6 

Pre-processing,   373 
utilisation of,  other than for panels,  375 

Hardboard,   see Piberboard 
Heather 

Panels from, 
Building board, 9 

Heap shires 
Chemical composition, 262 
Piber dimensions, T25 
Handling, 287 
Harvesting, 206 
Morphological characteristics, 125 
Panels from, 

Piberboard, 72 
Insulation board, 73 
Manufacture, 255 „  „.  „_. 
Particle board, 259, 2¿4, 270, 287, 34S-9, 354, 356, 438 
Properties, 259, 270, 285, 303, 349, 354, 438 

Pre-processing, 125, 287 
Transportation, 267 

Hibiscus spp., tee Kenaf 

Insulation board, see Piberboard 

Jute sticks 
Chemical composition, 109, 126, 214 
Fiber dimensions, 109, 126, 214 
Handling, 267 
Harvesting, 214 
Morphologies,! characteristics, 214, 270 
Panels from, 

Building board, 362, 407 
Manufacture, 580-1 
Particle board, 7, 259, 264, 270, 287, 344, 378, 407 
Properties, 7, 259, 270, 285, 303, 344, 378, 407 

Pre-processing, 267 
Storage, 214 
Transportation, 267 
Utilization, for hard paperboard, 379 

Kans grass, see Grasses 
ICenaf 

Chemical composition. 127-9 
Cultivation,"12/-6, 130, 215-6, 218-20 
Economic availability, 218-9 
Piber dimensions. 127-9, ^i 
Harvesting, 216, 219 
Morphological characteristics, 13T, 216 
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leaaf  (Coiít'd) 
Panels from, 

Partici'   board, 270 
Proper.ie«,   270 

Storage, 216-7 

Marketing, 256,  412, 421-2 
Mattarti stalks 

Panels Tros, 
Hax ìboard,   383 
Properties,   383 

loa-wood fieront saxerialt 
Cheviot! enapoaitioa, 107—6 
Tiber diaeuaions, 107, 112 

Pal* stems and loaves 
Tiber dlaaacioas, 112 
Panali Tros, 

Manufacture, 255 
Partici« board   264,  270 
Properties,   2*»5» 270 

Cbeaioai eoapoaitioa, II9 
»•pitala*, 221 
Tibar diaaaaions, 11?, 221 
Mcrphcloffioal characteristics, 11$ 
Paa«la fro«, 

Building board, SO 
lar&board,   564-5 
laauletioa board, $84-»5 
Uanafaeture,  255 
Properties,   564-5 

Partiel« botri 
Bibliographie«,   271-2 
looks, 252, 254,  261, 265 
lan«vt, 256-9,   270, 423 

Paat 
Seoaoaic arai lability, 390 
Tiber diaencioaa, 262 
Morphological char&cteris'ti.es, 262 
Panels from, 

Inmlitlon board, 100,   366-6 
Prtfimtion, 100 
Propertioa,   386-8 

Pre-prooettiag,   390 
utilisation of,   as binder Tor partici« boari, 389 

Phregaitet ceaauai«, sat Stada 
Phragaitet kaxka,   set Orata«* 
Pineapple fiber 

Chaaical ooapositioa, 107 
Pibar diaensio&s,  107, 110 
TTtilisatioa,  107 

lamit 
Panel« fron, 

Particle board, 270 
Properties,   270 
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2üpe otrav TO j 
Chtaical corpotition, 262, 591» ??4 
Economic availability, 391 
Pibtr dimensions, 262, 59% 394 
Bindung, 394    _ ,  _qi »Q¿ 
HoTpixoloçicil characteristics, 262, 5911 ??«• 

Panel» from, 
Building board, 9 
Cost appraiial oí production, 391 
Pibtrboard, 444 
Bardboard, 395-4 
Insulation board, 392 
Panicle board, 292, 395 
Prtiarration, 444 
Properties, 292, 391-5, 433 

Pre-processing, 594 
Storace, 595 
îxantportation, 391 

ltd sac* 
Panels from, 

Insulation board, 417 
Propartiti, 417 

""»•i«! c«p6.ltio». 10H. 1». i». 14V2, 3SS 
0«ltiT»t±oa. 135-*.  13i:«1:-"6,„ ,, 
»*« dlMMtoM, 108-10, 132. 138-42 
Ml». MM. "!-9:J'1h" 22II3Ô, 23«. 23B, .241, 400 Harrtttinf.   i?o,  141»  zzz, z¿4»  ¿*" ?«»    :«jLA2    »s 
Morphological characteristics,  108,  132, 138-42,  599 
PantIs from, 

Building board, 598, 400, 413 
Co«t appraisal of production, 224, 59& 
Pibtrboard, 597 
Bardboard, 401 
Insulation board, 399 
Manufacture, 255, 398, 400 
plrbiclt board, 264, 292, 396, 401, 413 
Properties 292, 396, 599, 401 

Pre-processing, 226, 233-»» 241 
Sampling, 232 
Storace, 222, 224, 227, 257, 240-1 
îraaîportation, 222, 224, 226, 230, 241, 400 

£ict huiks 
Piatii from, 

Building board, 404, 406-7 
Cement-bonded ilabs, 84 
Bardboard, 12, 408 
Manufacture, 13 
Particlt board, 264, 407, 409 
Proptrtitt, 404, 407, 409 

utilisation of, at bindtr or tartender, 40B 
Met straw 

Chemical coapciitiaa, 262 
Iconomic availability, 149, 242 
Tibtr diatmicni, 110, 242, 262 
Handling, 249 
larrttting, 149, 249 
Morphological characteristics, 262 

1 
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Hice strav (Cost'à) 
Panels from, 

Insulation board,  403,   405 
Properties,  403, 405 

Pre-prsceesins,   242,  405 
Storag-e,   145»   249 
Transpertati on,   149»  242 

Eoselle,  see Ken&f 

Sabal grass,   see  Grasse» 
Scrub palsctto 

Insulation "board from,   86 
Sisal 

Fiber dimensions,  110 
Panels from, 

S&rdboard,  41C 
Particle board, 264,   270 
Properties,  270 

Sorghum 
Chemical composition,  106,   143-4 
Cultivation,   143 
Tiber dimension«,  108,   145-4 
landling,  251 
Morphological  characteristics,  108, 145-4» 251 
Passio from, 

Bardboard,  419 
Insulation board, 418 
Properties, 418-9 

Pre-processing, 251 
Standards, list of, set Appendix 
Straw 

Chemical eosposition,  109,  250, 262 
Iconomic availability,  244, 412 
Tiber dimensions, 109,  250,  262 
Baadliag,  179,   205, 244,  250 
Harvesting,   89,  179, 243,  250 
Morphological  characteristics, 262 
Occupational hasards,  234 
Panels from, 

Building board, 88,  90-1, 101-2, 415 
Cost appraisal of production, 412 
Piberboard, 87, 98 
lardboard,  414 
Insulation board, 89,  93, 95-7» 414-7 
Manufacture,  13, 91 

Marketing,  412 
Particle board,  264,   310, 413 
Preservation, 2,  99»   100 
Properties, 95-6,  414-5, 417 
"Straait" board, 88,   102, 4H-2 

Pre-processing,  153,  17?,  245, 250 
Sampling,  232 
Storage,  89,   147,  205,   245-4,  246-8,  412 
Transportation,  179,  243,   250, 412 

Sugar cane leaves 
Eerdbcard fren,  291 
Utilisation of,  as filler for adhesives,  291 

1 
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Sunflower irr¿aia 
Panelc from, 

Building beard,   ¿20 
Particle bo&rd,   292,   ¿20 
Properties,  4-20 

Ita litres 
Soil diag boards irca,  275 

fhsalda arandiaacia,   see Gresses 
BThtrBodjT2-?'n proauets,  3c«,  427 
lasting,  425-4, 42?,  450,  appendix 
rosaceo vast« 

CÄaaic»! composition,   109 
Pibsr dimensione,. 109,   11' 
Panel« from, 

Pibarboard,  105 
Properties,  105 

Typaa aagtiiitifoUa,  ••• Eed aaoe 

ïïlla grass,  ss* grasses 

Vater hyacinth 
Piber Aiacnaions,  111 
Panels from, 

Pibsrboard,  TOC 
Properties, 106 




